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The President's Message 
Dear Alumni: 
This has been a pretty good year, despite the fact we had no one to fill the pending vacancies. Our treasury 
is solvent and we have a fair cushion to fall back on. The Relief Committee could help eight of our Alumni who are 
having difficulties and the Bulletin was better than ever. 
We have two satellite groups that are active. The Harrisburg area I'Qeets five times a year and the Western 
South Jersey area meets once a year. There are nibbles from other areas, but nothing has taken hold. 
We do believe that the satellites are a means of continuous contact with the Board of Directors as minutes of 
the meetings are sent to the chairmen. The satellite meetings also help to identify our members who are in need 
of assistance from the Relief Committee. This is of great importance. If we can help each other we are truly a 
membership of nurses in the best sense of the word . 
The most troubling aspect of our organization is the lack of participation. We're well aware of the reluctance 
women have about coming into Philadelphia late in the day. We have toyed with the idea of a Saturday meeting 
during the Fall. Then comes the question "Where could we meet? Jefferson Hall is for students, and in the Fall 
classes are full speed ahead. The room we use for the Luncheon is where the students have their meals, and is in 
use most of the day. Also, there has been no feedback from the members that they would want a Fall meeting. 
The luncheon this year (1993) had the smallest attendance in a number of years. Then we realized there 
were no more 10 year anniversaries. We have entered the 15 years. But Mildred Kroupa Okunishi, class of 1925 
was there again. She has been the representative of the earliest class for the past several years. It is always a 
pleasure to see her beautiful face when she comes forward for her corsage. Jefferson School of Nursing has the 
most beautiful nurses in the world! 
We have received a 1925 CLINIC, published by the Medical College. The book includes the Department of 
Nursing. We thank Alyce Casper Wright, 1926 for donating the book, and Martha Willing King, 1935 for presenting 
it to us the day of the luncheon. 
Respectfully, 
Alice C. Boehret, RN,EdD 
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FINANCIAL REPORT May 1, 1992 - April 30, 1993 
Balance May 1, 1992- General Fund . ........... . ..... . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Income 
Dues ..... . . . ... . ..... . ... . .. .......... . .. . . ····· ···· ············ ·· · ·· · · · $ 
Annual Giving .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . ....... . ....... . .. . · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Luncheon .. . .... . . . .. . . ...... . .. . .... .. ......... . · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
CoreStates Bank . . . .. .. .. . .... . ....... . . .. . . .. .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Jefferson 2000 .......... . . . . .... . .. . . ...... . . . . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Memorial Fund .... .. . . ... . ... . . . . ....... · . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Miscellaneous ..... .. .. ..... .... . .... . . . · . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
TOTAL . ... . ... . .. . . . ... . ...... . .. . . . . .. 0 • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
$ 
Disbursements 
Salaries ....... . ... . .. . ... . . .... . . . .. · · ··· · ··· · ·· · · ··· · · · ·· ·· · ·········· · · 
Office Supplies . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .... . ... · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Alumni Day .. ... .. .... . . . .. ... . . . · ·.···· · ·· · ······· · · ······· · ······· · · ···· 
TJU ............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . .. ........ . . . . . . .. . . . 
Satellite Expenses ..................... . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
IRS .............. ···· ·· ······· · ·········· ·· · · ···· · ... ... .. ........ . . .. . . . 
Florist • • ••••• 0 ••••• 0 ••• • ••••• • • •• •• •••• •• •• • •••••• • ••• • •• 0 • • • ••• • ••••••• 0 
Accountant .......... . ... .. . .. . . ..... . . · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Standard Photo . . .............. . . .. .... · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Treasurer's Expenses .. . . .. . . .. . ..... . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Petty Cash ........ ......... .. . .. · ····· · ········· · · · ····· ·· ········ · · ·· · · · 
United Way ... . ... . ....... . ... · · · ····· · ······· · · ·· ·· ·· · · ······ · ··· ··· 
1992 Bulletin . . .. . . .. .. ... . . . ...... . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Christmas Checks . . ... . .. . .. .. . .... . ..... .. . · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Attorney ...... . ... .. .. . ....... ... ... . . · . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Relief Fund Expenses . .... ........ . . . .. . . . . · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
J.L. Awards . .. . . . .... . .. .. . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
TOTAL .. . ............... . .. . · .. ·· · · · · ···· ·········· · ·· · ·· · ·· · ·· · · ··· · $ 
Balance in Funds - April 30, 1993 
General Fund . .... . ................... . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Relief Fund .. .. ....... . ... . ...... . .. .. . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Scholarship Fund ......... . ........... . . . . . · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Marguerite Barnett Student Loan Fund ... .. . .. . . . .. . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Dorothy A. Cloud , Treasurer 
LARRY J. BROUSE, P.C. 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 
11 '180 
23,100 
5,333 
4,388 
2,500 
1,995 
371 
48,867 
11 ,808 
1,313 
6,334 
124 
233 
894 
1,215 
830 
1,257 
36 
300 
150 
10,929 
1,650 
150 
12 
208 
37,443 
57,092 
1,273,120 
286,769 
78,683 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND FUND BALANCE 
DECEMBER 31, 1992 
ASSETS 
Cash - General Fund ..... . ..... . ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 
Endowment Funds: 
Relief Fund ......... 0 • ••• •• • • 0 0 • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Scholarship Fund ....... . .. . ..... . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Marguerite G. Barnett Memorial Student Loan Fund ... .. .. .. . . . . .. · · · . · · · · · · · · · 
Other Equipment ........ . .. . . .. . ... . 0 • • o • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
TOTAL ASSETS ..... . 0 • • o • • • •• 0 •• •• • • •••• • 0 • •• o • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • o • • o • • • 0 • 
FUND BALANCE 
Fund Balance . . .. 0 ••••• 0 •••••• • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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$1 ,042,527 
245,172 
72 ,642 
$45,668 
94,535 
57,092 
$ 22,262 
1,360,341 
2,517 
$1 ,385,120 
$1 ,385,120 
Tribute to Mabel C. Prevost 
The University and the Jefferson Nurses' Alumni As-
sociation were saddened by the death of Mabel C. 
Prevost on August 14, 1993. 
Miss Prevost was a loyal Jeffersonian and held 
many important positions during her long association 
with Jefferson and the Alumni Association. 
On the occasion of the celebration of 1 00 years of 
nursing at Jefferson, Miss Prevost commented , " I am 
very proud of the nursing profession as it has devel-
oped and of Jefferson nursing today . .. . " Not only 
was she proud of the nursing at Jefferson, she was 
also proud to be a "Jefferson Nurse." 
Her most recent position was liaison to the hospital 
Women's Board, a capacity in which she served from 
1974 until1987, devoting her energies to every aspect 
of the board's fundraising activities. 
She was also a member of the Burt-Melville Depart-
ment which now supports patient-care enhancements 
in the department of rehabilitation medicine. Upon her 
retirement, she was honored with membership on the 
board itself. 
Miss Prevost's Jefferson affiliation began when she 
matriculated at the School of Nursing from which she 
received her diploma in 1929. She then did private 
duty until 1942. 
During World War II, she joined the Army Nurse 
Corps in the Pacific. When the Army's 38th General 
Hospital was reactivated in 1949 as a U.S. Army Re-
serve Unit, she joined the unit and later became Chief 
Nurse, retiring after 20 years of service, as a Lt. Colo-
nel. She was a very active member of the Helen Fair-
child Nursing Post #412. 
From 1953 to 1958, she was Jefferson's Director 
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of Nursing (Nursing Service and School of Nursing) . 
During her tenure, the school continued to grow 
through rigorous recruitment efforts, and a campaign 
was undertaken for a more modern nurses' residence. 
This resulted in the 1959 opening of the James R. 
Martin Residence for student nurses. 
In 1958, Miss Prevost was appointed assistant hos-
pital director with administrative responsibility for the 
School of Nursing (until1967), the Practical Nurse Pro-
gram, operating rooms, the pharmacy, the volunteers, 
the Women's Board liaison, and several other 
departments. 
While assistant Hospital director, from 1958 to 197 4, 
Miss Prevost established an Exchange Visitor Program 
for Filipino nurses, (this program also included nurses 
from the Netherlands, England, India, Greece, Taiwan, 
and Jamaica) . She established the Practical Nurse 
Program, and served on the committee for the con-
struction of the Foederer Pavilion, the intensive care 
nursery and the heliport, made possible through the 
contribution of the Women's Board. 
Miss Prevost was a loyal supporter of the Jefferson 
Nurses' Alumni Association, she served as chairman 
of many committees, and offered valuable guidance 
and direction. 
Her love of animals was well known at Jefferson, 
she became a friend to many stray dogs and cats over 
the years, taking them into her home until she could 
find another home for them. 
Surviving are her sister Marie L. Prevost, and four 
cousins. 
Miss Prevost will be missed by her many friends and 
the Nurses' Alumni Association. 
The Decade Fund 
Nursing Scholarship 
The University asked the Alumni Association to participate 
in a fund drive in the eighties. The monies we raised was 
divided so half would go to nursing service as seed money 
for nursing practice research, and the other half would go 
for scholarship aid to students who were changing careers. 
Our first scholar graduated last year (1992) and we now have 
a second scholar. 
We are presenting to you, a letter from Dr. Pamela Watson 
and one from the student. As you read them, you will be 
impressed by the changes in education for nursing and by 
the caliber of the women entering the profession . 
It's a pleasure to tell you about Alice Drumm, the recipient 
of this year 's School of Nursing Alumni Scholarship. Alice, a 
third-year student, is 51 and has made a mid-life career 
change so that she can work closely with people. " I want to 
make a contribution in a personal way," she said. 
Currently, Alice has a successful career in financial admin-
istration, but feels that the executive environment is a closed 
one. " I even sold cars awhile back," she says, "just so I 
could be around people. I loved it! " 
Like many women of her generation, Alice married young, 
worked and went to school while raising her family. (She now 
has six grandchildren as well.) 
After working her day job from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Alice 
attends school four nights a week - sometimes until after 
10 p.m. "I try to do some reading every night, too" she said, 
"even if it's just a few pages." Alice says her grades are 
"okay." She's kept her average above 3.0. 
One of Alice's favorite classes is psychiatry, a subject she 
thought she would not like. Now, she wants to use that train-
ing , perhaps as an oncology nurse so she can combine med-
ical, surgical and psychiatric skills. 
As if working all day and studying all night isn't enough, 
Alice is also her class representative in the student govern-
ment and sits on the curriculum committee. Alice finds the 
age mix in her classes stimulating and very fulfilling . "There 
are women of all ages here and many of the younger ones, 
those my children 's age, have become my friends , too." 
Alice is very appreciative of the $1 ,500 alumni scholarship. 
It's the only one she had. " It meant so much to me," she 
said. " I didn't think at my age I would be able to get any 
scholarships. So I hope to be able to do something in return." 
She knows the transition from her regular job into nursing 
will be a financial struggle. " I'll just take on some extra work," 
said this energetic and determined woman. " I have a lot of 
years ahead of me, time for some very fulfilling work." . 
So, as you can see, the Alumni Association has put the1r 
scholarship to good use. I'd like to express my thanks on 
behalf of the Department of Nursing and Thomas Jefferson 
University. Your generosity is certainly appreciated . 
Sincerely, 
Pamela G. Watson, Sc.D 
Professor and Chairman 
Department of Nursing 
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Letter from scholar, Alice Drumm: 
1 have recently been notified that I have been awarded 
the School of Nursing Scholarship. I would like to express 
my deep appreciation for the support of the Association . 
1 am a student in the Generic BSN Accelerated Evening 
Program. 1 am employed as an Executive Assistant for a 
Center City firm that is involved in manufacturing operations 
and real estate investment. Some of my major areas of re-
sponsibility are: risk management, profit sharing plan admin-
istration, personnel , etc. I have formerly worked as an 
accountant for a software company and an automobile 
dealer with supervision duties. As a student, I believe part 
of the learning experience is to become involved and , there-
fore , 1 am student government representative and member 
of the Curriculum Committee. 
In 1990, I made a decision to pursue a long held dream of 
becoming a baccalaureate nurse. The evening program was 
the only way I was going to accomplish this due to the fact 
that since I maintain a home for my daughter and myself, I 
am not in a position to leave my job (or accept part time 
employment) . The decision, in 1992, to attend Thomas Jef-
ferson University was filled with uncertainty because of the 
financial implications. The scholarship that has been 
awarded to me goes a long way toward relieving the burden. 
It is particularly heartwarming because, as an older student, 
I was fearful that no funding would be available to me. 
As a non-traditional student, it is difficult balancing the 
responsibilities of school , home and work. It is through, not 
only the emotional support of family and friends , but the 
generosity of people such as you, that many of us are able 
to accomplish our goals and, hopefully give something back 
in the future . Thank you . 
Yours truly, 
Alice Drumm 
News About Our Graduates 
Madeline Ullom, '38. Former Board member of the National 
POW Advisory Committee, WWII Nurse and POW in Correg-
idor, has been awarded a Prisoner of War Medal in recogni-
tion of her total committed service to the United States of 
America. 
Ethel H. Faust, '17. A 1993 Memorial Day tribute to a World 
War I woman veteran. 1st Lt. Ethel Harriet Faust, served in 
the U.S. Army Nurse Corps, saw active duty and was 
wounded in France during WWI. In 1901 Congress estab-
lished the Army Nurse Corps. Not until World War I were 
women permitted to enlist and hold military rank. Thus, Ethel 
Faust was one of the first enlisted women in the armed 
forces. According to family members Ethel never talked 
much about the war or her experiences. 
She was discharged July 14, 1919, with commendations 
for exemplary service. Shortly after discharge, she resumed 
her position as a private duty nurse at Jefferson Hospital. In 
1947 Ethel went home to Huntingdon, PA to help ill family 
members. 
Ethel worked at the J. C. Blair Memorial Hospital in Hunt-
ingdon as a staff nurse, also doing private duty in the area, 
usually the 11 pm to 7 am shift, finally hanging up her cap in 
1962 at age 72. 1st Lt. Ethel Faust, nurse, veteran and mas-
ter care-giver, died November 25, 1976. 
Ruth Sunderland, '43. Entertained the Harrisburg area sat-
ellite group at a picnic at her home in McVeytown on June 
10, 1992. Note in the picture the guests are wearing replicas 
of the Jefferson cap. Dorothy Ranck Long is leader of the 
group. 
Martha Latsha Tharp, '35. "Hurricane Andrew Survivor." 
Martha writes- "My apartment was in the mandatory evac-
uation area. My son Frank, and I drove North to Deland, 
Florida. We left Miami at 3:35 pm Sunday afternoon and 
drove bumper-to-bumper, 22 miles per hour for over 100 
miles. We arrived in Deland at 12:15 am Monday, 8-1 /2 hours 
to drive 280 miles. 
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We stayed at a motel in Deland until September 8th. My 
daughter Carol called to let us know when it was possible to 
drive back home. We returned home to meet with State Farm 
Insurance adjuster on September 1Oth. They appraised the 
damage and made advance payment for loss of property, 
payment of damage to walls and for moving and living 
expenses. 
We moved out of my apartment on September 19th. We 
moved about 2 miles from my apartment, into a house that 
had two rooms, a kitchen, 2 baths and a utility room. The 
house will have 2 bedrooms available after the roof gets 
repaired. 
Our condominium apartments will be rebuilt. They esti-
mate it will take a year to rebuild . We just rented the house 
as we expect to return to the condo. Fortunately I live close 
to my daughter, her husband and their son." 
Lillian Dilliard Hartman, '25, of Northampton a 50 year 
member of the Northampton Quota Club, was honored re-
cently for her half century of membership and service. 
A member of the service club since February 1943, she is 
the third member to hit 50 years in the 65 year old club. She 
received congratulations, a plaque, and a 50 year pin from 
Quota Club International. 
After graduation from Jefferson Hospital School of Nursing 
in 1925, she was a nurse for many years in City Hospital, 
New York. 
Lillian was also a first lieutenant in the Army Nurse Corps 
in World War II with a tour of overseas duty. She was North-
ampton community nurse and head nurse at the former Haft 
Hospital, Northampton. As community nurse, she helped 
give Girl Scout child-care badges to Northampton area 
Scouts, and gave blood pressure checks at senior citizen 
organizations. She is active in the local American Associa-
tion of Retired Persons and retired women's groups. She is 
also active in 4-H clubs. 
Frances Butler Pangburn, '16. Resides in Lewisburg, PA. 
At age 1 04, Frances remains a die-hard Penn State fan . She 
talks of the many football games she saw at the old field 
before Beaver Stadium was built. Her eyesight is failing , so 
she "listens to every game and follows the game closely," 
said her grandson, Richard Chalmers of Lewisburg. 
Frances- Mayme to her family, graduated from Jefferson 
School of Nursing in 1916. After she married in 1917 and 
began having children, she gave up her career except to 
care for her family. "She was our grandmother, but it was 
like having a doctor in the family," her grandson said. 
On her birthday, her apartment was filled with flowers from 
relatives and her nursing school alumni association, which 
keeps in touch with her. She's very proud of being a nurse. 
Frances can remember the first automobile in Reedsville . 
It was a Buick and had steps on the side of the car to get 
into it. She attributes her longevity to "wonderful parents 
and a fine background ." She has seven grandchildren, seven 
great grandchildren and one great-great grandchild. 
Continued on next page. 
Loretta Suber Heyduk, '71, R.N.C. , M.S.N. Has been ap-
pointed director of the recently created Divisi?n of Partial 
Hospital Services at Friends Hospital. This diVISIOn encom-
passes all partial hospital programs of the private psych1atnc 
hospital, including a Day Program for adults at 1ts mam 
Northeast Philadelphia campus and the Passage, a part1al 
program for adolescents located in the Centennial Sch~ol 
District in Warminster, Bucks County. Under her leadership, 
the hospital is also developing additional partial programs at 
its main campus, including a program for the elderly and 
another for adolescents. "Changing patterns of delivery of 
mental health care have resulted in a much greater emphasis 
on ambulatory or outpatient programs." comments Malcolm 
Strickler, M.B.A., acting CEO of Friends Hospital. 
Loretta, a resident of Northeast Philadelphia, has worked 
at Friends Hospital since 1971 in key nursing management 
positions. In 1984, she helped create and was app?inted 
senior nurse coordinator for its Day Program. As director 
of partial hospital services, she is responsible for plannin~ , 
marketing, and managing daily operations of all the hospi-
tal's partial hospital programs, including supervising program 
coordinators. 
She holds an M.S.N. in nursing with concentration on nurs-
ing administration from Villanova University: a B .S . ~ . in nurs-
ing from LaSalle College, and in 1971 a diploma m nursmg 
from Thomas Jefferson University Hospital School of Nurs-
ing. She was certified in psychiatric and mental health nurs-
ing by the American Nurses Association in 1985. 
THOUGHTS FOR YOU TO PONDER 
Abe Lincoln walked 20 miles to borrow a book. Now they 
close libraries to celebrate his birthday! 
The best thing about the future is that it comes one day at 
a time. 
Even if you are on the right track, you get run over if you 
just sit there! . 
The three essentials of happiness are someth1ng to do, 
someone to love, and something to hope for. 
There is no tranquilizer in the world more effective than a 
few kind words. 
Our duty is not to see through one another, but to see one 
another through. 
Blessed are those who give without remembering and re-
ceive without forgetting. 
The time to make friends is before you need them. 
Joy shared is joy doubled. Sorrow shared is sorrow halved. 
Faith does not demand that we win ; it does demand that 
we keep trying. 
If you think education is expensive, try ignorance. 
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Some things are loved because they are valuable; others 
are valuable because they are loved. 
It doesn't do any good to sit up and take notice if you just 
keep on sitting. . 
The measure of a man is not how tall he IS, but how much 
his neighbors respect him. . 
We need some clouds in our life to have a beautiful sunset. 
Minds are like parachutes . . . they function only when 
open . 
In the midst of everything, take time to love and laugh and 
pray. Then life will be worth living, each and every day. 
Success is relative . . . the more success, the more 
relatives! 
Only a fool tests the depth of water with both feet. 
If you want to feel rich , just count all the th1ngs money 
can't buy. 
When there's work to be done, turn up your sleeves, not 
your nose. . . 
Life is like a sandwich; the more you add to 1t, the better 1t 
becomes. 
If you're too busy to laugh (or pray) , you're too busy, 
period! 
WHAT KIND OF BONE ARE YOU? 
There are four kinds of bones in every organization. 
There are the WISHBONES, who spend their time wishing 
someone else would do the work. 
There are JAWBONES, who do all the talking, but very little 
work. 
There are the KNUCKLEBONES, who knock everything any-
one else tries to do. 
Finally there are the BACKBONES, who get under the load 
and do the work. 
What kind of bone are you? 
SEIZE THE DAY 
One day at a time! 
Life goes on even 
though I have Multiple 
Sclerosis. I have been 
in a wheel chair for 16 
years, with no bed sores 
ever. This can be attri-
buted to the good care 
received from health 
care aides and my 
nursing experience 
which has helped me 
to direct them. 
When the 8 a.m. to p.m. health care aide enters my 
studio apartment, she very often begins singing, "Good 
morning dear teacher, good morning to you ... ," a refrain we 
all remember from childhood days. It seems almost every 
day I hold a teaching session, either about my own care 
or some medical problem of hers or her immediate family. 
Teaching still is very dear to my heart. 
In the past I tutored graduate and practical nurses who 
had not passed the State Boards. Everyone I tutored has 
gone back to pass her exams. I miss tutoring people. But it 
is so time consuming just to meet life's necessary situations 
that I can tutor no longer. 
On with the duties of my morning home health aide. The 
articles that were placed on my bed the evening before by 
the 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. health care aide are removed. They 
include: hand extender grabber, facial tissues, reading 
glasses, pads, current book, pampers, a few chucks, Jean 
Nate powder and spray, an emergency alarm in a red zipper 
bag, the TV guide and the TV remote control. These items 
allow me to be comfortable while I am alone through the 
night. 
Because I am alone through the night, a woman comes in 
for a short period to reposition me, refill liquids, and see that 
the telephone is within my reach. 
I continue to report that the Hoyer Lift is a necessary part 
of my life. My health care aides have mastered this contrap-
tion. I sit on a canvas with holes on each side where hooks 
are attached to a hydraulic lift. I am pumped up into the air 
and into my bed, or from my bed into my wheelchair. 
Transportation is vital 
Ten years ago, I needed no wheelchair lift, since I was 
able to hold on to the door of the cab and sit next to the 
driver in the car. The wheelchair was folded up and tossed 
into the trunk. Today my sources of transportation are : Septa 
Paratransit and Metro (Yellow Cab Van). And my friend , 
Harry, whose personal van is equipped for the handicapped. 
Because of these services I am able to get around the city, 
a pleasure indeed. 
Septa Paratransit, of which I am a member, offers rides 
anywhere within the city limits. They accept Septa tokens to 
and from a destination for me and my home health care aide. 
But since the American Disability Act became law last month, 
it is no longer necessary for my assistant to pay a fare . 
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I am not allowed to leave the city with Septa Paratransit, 
although I travel far along their route, such as junkets to 
Neshaminy Mall , Roosevelt Mall , or Andora Shopping Cen-
ter. However, my friend, Harry, has driven me on many out-
of-town trips. Last summer he drove me to the beach to meet 
with my family for a seafood lunch in Avalon, New Jersey. 
Traveling with Harry (who is also in a wheelchair) is an inter-
esting experience. He manages to get in and out of the van 
by himself, but I need help to be lowered on the lift. 
Because I thought it might prove helpful, one Saturday we 
drove to Edison, New Jersey to the Raritan Exhibit Hall to 
see the disability exhibit. We learned about the new van 
service called WHEELERS ACCESSIBLE, designed to 
make traveling easier and less restricted for wheelchair us-
ers. I had the pleasure of riding in one of their mini vans 
which has no lift. Sitting in the wheelchair, you just shoot into 
the side of the van, turn to the windshield, and you are sitting 
next to the driver. It's a fantastic, normal feeling! So much 
better than being strapped and locked in the wheelchair in 
the back of a van. 
This new van service is offered in the United States, but 
has not come to Philadelphia yet. When it does, the vans 
can be rented daily or weekly at reasonable rates . 
A few favorite memories 
A delightful outing with Harry and a home health aide was 
a trip to watch square dancing. Fun-loving people, from age 
18 to 80, danced with their hearts and souls. The women in 
colorful outfits and their partners in blue jeans do-si-doed 
with glee. Amazingly, I was approached by several people 
who informed me that they are starting square dancing 
classes for people in wheelchairs. In addition, I received 
printed information regarding classes in the Philadelphia 
area. I'm afraid this is something I must back away from 
entirely. M.S. is a robber. It has robbed me of the great, great 
joy of dancing. 
In the past, I was a good dancer. There was nothing like 
jitterbugging or having a partner with his arms around my 
waist as we danced to Misty. Now when I hear appealing 
music, I dance to it by tapping my left foot. 
Several years ago at the Shubert Theater (now the Mer-
riam Theater) in center city, I sat at the top of the aisle to 
see "Sugar Babies." I sent notes backstage to Mickey 
Rooney and Ann Miller, the stars. Later, Mickey Rooney's 
manager appeared and said, "Are you Vivian Moyer? Mickey 
would like to meet you, and I suggest you stay right where 
you are until the matinee crowd has left the theater." Soon 
Mickey Rooney came across the stage and yelled, "Hello, 
Vivian!" Then he walked to the back of the theater, planted 
a kiss on my cheek, and presented me with an autographed 
playbill and a huge glossy photo of himself. He told me that 
Ann Miller would have liked to say hello but was not up to it 
that day. 
As I look back, I am often reminded of the ways Multiple 
Sclerosis is a robber. Twelve years ago, I was able to meet 
Continued on page 10. 
a friend for the matinee performance of "Chorus Line" in 
center city. At that time I could transfer to an end seat, and 
my friend folded up the wheelchair and put it in the back of 
the theater. This no longer can be done. Nevertheless, I 
have a new electric chair which affords me much more inde-
pendence. I no longer need to be pushed by anyone. I just 
press my joy stick, say goodbye, and I proceed! The battery 
must be charged every night. It's interesting to me that air-
plane pilots use a joy stick mechanism to fly the planes. 
The Cuban Missile Crisis 
Coverage of the anniversary of the Cuban missile crisis 
left an impression on me this year. It was hard for me to 
believe that 30 years have gone by since this crisis . I met a 
naval officer right after it took place, and he said that "they 
had orders to shoot." We were all on the verge of extinction 
the next day. Only because of President Kennedy's wise 
decision, and his agonized choice, was the world saved from 
nuclear warfare. I'm happy to write this article 30 years later. 
A Military Honor 
During World War II, I was an Army nurse based overseas 
for two years. Today there is the Women in Military Service 
for America Memorial, authorized by Congress and sup-
ported by the Department of Defense and the Department 
of Veteran Affairs. However, money must be raised through 
private donations. A dear friend of mine honored me by mak-
ing a private donation on my behalf. My photo and a sum-
mary about my service record is now included in the 
computerized database memorial register. 
The memorial for Women in Military Service is at the gate-
way to Arlington National Cemetery. The Memorial includes 
a reflecting pool, graceful stairways and a skylight. Should 
you visit there, you'll be able to learn about Vivian Moyer's 
years as an Army nurse by "punching up" my name on the 
computer. 
Church Ties 
Whenever I go to church, the Reverend Edgar G. Adams, 
and his assistant, the Reverend Lynne A. Grifo, always de-
liver a meaningful and encouraging message. Pastor Lynne 
is a great help to me, and I'm always inspired by Pastor 
Adams' message. 
My Family 
My niece, Laurie, (an attorney) is married to Rob Gunther 
(also an attorney). Their three children are Russell, age 11; 
Paul, age 9; and Allison, age 4-1 /2. We have delightful visits 
about once a week when Pat, the babysitter, brings them for 
pizza and a play session . For the boys, it 's baseball cards 
and the active competition of shooting basketballs into the 
hoop on the back of the apartment door. Allison finds some-
th ing like a new doll to please her and we tell each other all 
kinds of imaginative stories. When the boys are busy with 
choir practice or swimming lessons, Pat brings only Allison 
for lunch that week, and Allison says, "No boys, no noise!" 
My younger niece, Becky, (a banker) is married to Andy 
Denison (a television producer) . Their three children are Mar-
garet, age 6-1 /2; David, age 4-1 /2, and baby John, age seven 
months. They visit on weekends, and the toy box in my apart-
ment remains of great interest. 
I'm amused at the lingo I've picked up from the children--
"radical ," "cool." The children tell me what they are learning 
in school, who their favorite teachers are, and how they han-
dle their homework. You can be sure I'm crazy about all the 
children, and they tell me they love their "Auntie." 
Sister Cece pops in and out for visits, and we see a lot of 
each other. It's a good feeling to know that my sister, my 
nieces and their husbands are close by and that we can 
enjoy many visits through the year. 
Vivian Moyer,'43 
Notes from the Nurses Alumni Association Bulletin , School 
of Nursing, College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jef-
ferson University. 
Vivian Moyer graduated from Jefferson Hospital School of 
Nursing in 1943. Her clinical experience was wide and var-
ied. In addition, she served in the Army Nurse Corps World 
War II and spent 18 months in a general hospital in England. 
In 1953 she received a B.S. in Nursing Education from the 
University of Pennsylvania, after which her teaching career 
began. She taught Medical and Surgical Nursing at Phila-
delphia General Hospital, Jefferson Hospital School of Nurs-
ing and Pennsylvania Hospital School of Nursing. 
Miss Moyer was president of Jefferson Nurses Alumni 
Association, 1959, 1960 and 1961 . 
VISIONS OF ART 
One afternoon I toured an art museum while waiting for 
my husband to finish a business meeting. I was looking for-
ward to a quiet view of the masterpieces. 
A young couple looking at the paintings ahead of me chat-
tered nonstop between themselves. I watched them a mo-
ment and decided she was doing all the talking. I admired his 
patience, for putting up with her constant parade of words. 
Distracted by their noise, I moved on. 
I encountered them several times as I moved through the 
various rooms of art. Each time I heard her constant gush 
of words, I moved away quickly. 
I was standing at the counter of the museum gift shop 
making a purchase when the couple approached the exit. 
Before they left, the man reached into his pocket and pulled 
out a white object. He extended it into a long cane and then 
tapped his way into the coatroom to get his wife's jacket. 
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"He's a brave man," the clerk at the counter said. "Most 
of us would give up if we were blinded at such a young age. 
During his recovery, he made a vow his life wouldn 't change. 
So, as before, he and his wife come in whenever there's a 
new art show." 
"But what does he get out of the art?" I asked. "He can't 
see." 
"Can't see! You 're wrong. He sees a lot. More than you 
and I. His wife describes each painting so he can see it in 
his mind." 
I learned something about patience, courage and love that 
day. I saw the patience of a young wife describing paintings 
to a person without sight and the courage of a husband who 
would not allow blindness to alter his life . And I saw the love 
shared by two people as I watched this couple walk away 
with their arms entwined. 
PSYCHOLOGY AND NURSING 
a Healthy Union 
\Nhen asked to write on what I do, I eagerly agreed to the 
wntmg because of the love I have for all things professional 
In my life. Now, many months later, as I note I've not even 
structured my thoughts on the topic. I ask of friends "which 
-:vay and where to begin?" Funny, isn 't it, how ease dimin-
Ishes as the 'morrow dawns, the task comes due, and the 
blm~mg .. cursor implies urgency. Out steps one little judge 
saymg, Oh DO get on with this, would you?" while another 
asks "What of REAL consequence DO you do?" or some 
such. Not always kind, these internal judges. 
. Which brings me to the matter at hand, so to speak. Half-
time. employ~ent by the University of Washington at Har-
borvlew Med1c~l Cent~r in Seattle includes a faculty appoint-
ment as a Climcal Ass1stant Professor in the Psychiatry and 
Behavioral Sciences Department. 
A small part of my responsibilities at Harborview includes 
educatmg new staff, medical students, and residents about 
the lnvolun~ary Treatment Act (ITA). However, the bulk of my 
work there IS as a forens1c psychologist (court evaluator) for 
ITA pat1ents. 
During t~eir first 72 hours of detention, my job is to evalu-
ate the pat1ents to see if they have a mental disorder and if 
so, if they are dangerous to others, dangerous to the~­
selves, dangerous to the property of others, or gravely dis-
abled as a funct1on of th1s mental disorder. Further, 1 need 
to de!.ermme 1f ~~eatment is essential and, if so, if they will 
be a good fa1th voluntary patient or need a court order for 
further detention: If a court order is indicated, 1 file a petition 
With the court. Smce the patients have the right to a hearing 
pnor to detenti?n beyond the 72 hours, 1 often end up before 
the. Judge test1fymg a.s to the mental disorder and why the 
pat1ents need further Involuntary psychiatric evaluation and 
treatment. 
. All other court evaluators in the Harborview system are 
licensed psychologists as I am. However, being a Registered 
Nur~e _91ves me the additional advantage of being able to 
test1fy In court as an expert witness on medical matters rela-
tive to those patients who are gravely disabled due to a 
mental d1~order. After 1 0 years at Harborview, it is still the 
best JOb I ~e ever loved, in that it provides the opportunity 
and st1mul.1 to keep me forever at the cutting edge of psychia-
try, me?1c1ne, and t.h~ law. Besides, assessing ITA patients 
h~s qUite a normal1zmg 1mpact in providing psychotherapy 
With people like you and me. 
My other h~lf-time employment is my private practice as a 
psychologist 1n Bellevue, Washington. When the occasional 
~.at1e nt there says, "I know you 're gonna think I'm crazy . .. " 
Its qUite natural to assure them that they are NOT ("Trust 
me. I w?rk at Harborview. That's where I know from crazy.") 
C.ogn1t1ve Behav1oral Therapy is my treatment modality of 
cho1ce .. Stress management and psychoneuroimmunology 
are major areas of emphasis in my work. 1 won 't attempt to 
sort out whether I chose these as a major line of personal 
defense related to a less than quiet life (including three dec-
ades of dealing With a child born with meningomyelocele 
and hydrocephalus) . .. or just came by the interests naturally 
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because .of a bent toward the science of life. In any case, 
once aga1~ my nursmg background comes in very handy. It's 
pretty exc1t1ng to provide a kind of psychotherapy which 
~elps ?thers maximize their own internal resources in deal-
Ing With physical, environmental, emotional, and other 
stressors. 
These thi.ngs plus reading, writing, making tapes of Relax-
ation Technique (and/or imagery), occasionally lecturing, and 
presentmg workshops on stress management have been 
pretty .r~warding. The combination of nursing with forensic 
and clinical psychology is one I can strongly recommend. 
(Tell THAT to the little judges within! Joyce.) 
Joyce Shaffer, Class of 9/61, Diploma School of Nursing. 
A PRAYER 
Give us, Lord, a bit o' sun 
A bit o'work and a bit o' fu'n 
Give u~ in all the struggle a~d sputter, 
Our da1ly bread and a bit o' butter 
Give us health our keep to make ' 
And a bit to spare for other 's sake 
Give us, too, a bit of song, 
And a tale and a book to help us along, 
G1ve us, Lord, a chance to be 
Our goodly best, brave, wise, and free, 
Our goodly best for ourselves and others 
Till all men learn to live as brothers. 
An Old English Prayer 
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY 
CLASS OF 1943 
Lucy Abel Antrim 
304 Wright Street 
Corry, PA 16407 
tMarjorie Baldwin Dore 
Lois Beans Williams 
Mary Benedict Weller 
2548 Gerald Way 
San Jose, CA 95125 
*Mina Blizzard Birch 
190 Sherman Avenue 
Waynesburg, PA 15370 
Isabel Bowmaster Westcott 
tCatherine Boyle Knapp 
Margaret Brainard Scull 
624 E. Street Road 
Warminster, PA 1897 4 
Eleanor Burns Whelan 
Elizabeth Byrne Kimlin 
200 Alberta Avenue 
Johnstown, PA 15905 
Betty Calhoun Suttles 
2020 Oriole Drive 
Ashtabula, OH 44004 
Evelyn Claycomb Long 
*Jean Cresswell Zukowski 
R.D. #6 
Pottstown, PA 19464 
*Marion Dalgleish Gabuzda 
Leader Residential Home Apt. A 
724 N. Charlotte Street 
Pottstown, PA 19464 
• Ann Lois Davis Cabrey 
510 Foxwood Lane 
Paoli , PA 19301 
Dolores Davis Wilkinson 
9 Warbler Street 
New Orleans, LA 70124 
Anna M. Dean Feagens 
217 Center Avenue 
Weston, WV 26452 
Jean Drysdale Warren 
701 McCormick Blvd. 
Clifton Forge, VA 24422 
tJean Farrell Kehm 
tRuth Fisher Dougherty 
*Fay Gaugler McCune 
320 Wenner Way 
Ft. Washington , PA 19034 
tGertrude G. Gearhart Malloy 
Theresa Gray Hart 
*Marion Hahn Lash 
324 Miriam Avenue 
Leesport, PA 19533 
Betty Hanes McKim 
Rt #1 , Box 2-A 
Baker, OR 97814 
tAnne C. Hare lnemer 
*Mary V. Hershey Donahey 
801 Hewett Drive 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48103 
*Marie Hosterman Breon 
P.O. Box 312, 
149 E. Main Street 
Millheim, PA 16854 
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*Ruth Jones Schmitt 
129 Woods Lane 
Radnor, PA 19087 
*Mary L. Keatley Williams 
2202 W. Surrey Avenue 
Phoenix, AZ 85029 
Virginia King Parry 
953 Sullivan Trail 
Easton , PA 18042 
Muriel Lloyd Peake 
507 Calhoun Road, Believe Hills 
Wilmington, DE 19809 
tVirginia Lovell Hollandsworth 
Theo Machen Peterson 
Helen Matrician 
326 E. 58th Street 
New York, NY 1 0022 
tAnna A. McCready Gallagher 
Betty Jane Metzger Shaw 
5200 Hilltop Drive FF5 
Brookhaven, PA 19015 
*Elaine Meyle Trankley 
1 Box 223B 
Greentown, PA 18426 
*Esther Milewski Kahn 
701 W. Mt. Airy Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19119 
Anna Mogck Whittaker 
111 Pine Tree 
St. Simons, GA 31522-2458 
*Vivian I. Moyer 
Presidential Apartments 
Madison Bldg., Apt. 901 
City Line Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19131 
Rita Neff Schlachter 
1 03 Catron Street 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 
tAudrey Ohler Zydel 
*Ruth Painter Greener 
801 Delaware Avenue 
Mt. Ephraim, NJ 08059 
*Alice Ripple Clover 
12707 Rainshadow Road 
P.O. Box S.V.L. 7249 
Victorville , CA 92392 
*Janet Robertson Gerow 
132 Folcroft Avenue 
Folcroft, PA 19032 
*Kathryn Rutt Combs 
209 Red Fish Lane 
Boise, ID 83706 
Marion Rutter Morris 
2005 North Edwards #4 
Mt. Pleasant, TX 75455 
Nellie Shirmer Warshaw 
2512 55th Street 
Lubbock, TX 79413 
Amanda L. Smith 
1624 Pine Valley Drive Apt. 301 
Fort Myers, FL 33907 
tMildred Snyder Francis 
Helen Steinmetz Tananis 
14938 Adios Pass 
Carmel, IN 46032 
*Mary Jo Strong Lake 
8 Valley Creek Road 
Norristown, PA 19403 
Mary F. Sullinger Gough 
405 Glade Street 
College Station, TX 77840 
*Ruth Sunderland 
P.O. Box 393 
12 South Market Street 
McVeytown, PA 17051 -0393 
Evelyn Swirk Houck 
tHelen Thomas Reistle 
Vera Thompson Scoggin 
4007 Green Pond Road 
Bethlehem, PA 18017-9580 
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Ann Trostle Miller 
750 East Pike 
Indiana, PA 15701 
*Marie Widmeier Thompson 
4 South Barrett Avenue 
Audubon, NJ 08106 
Marjorie Whitehead Mitchell 
612 Springfield Avenue 
Folsom, PA 19033 
Elizabeth Wittenmeyer Lewis 
Jane Workman Pawlak 
442 W. Maple Avenue 
Hershey, PA 17033 
*Vivian Zindel Bowen 
53 Cobalt Cross Road 
Levittown, PA 19057 
*attended luncheon 
tdeceased 
Resume Alumni Association Meetings 
May 1992 - March 1993 
May 2, 1992 - ANNUAL MEETING - 65 members 
present. 
The minutes from the previous meeting were read by the 
Recording Secretary and approved as read. 
The Treasurer's report - a copy of the report from May 
1, 1991 to April 30, 1992 was distributed, read and ap-
proved. A copy of the proposed budget for 1992-1993 
was distributed, read and approved. 
Committe reports were given. 
Alumni Office Coordinators report - Since our last meet-
ing birthday flowers and/or cards were sent to: Mary 
Stauffer Malick, '28, Lillian M. Mertz, '27, and Laura 
Carleton Short, '28. 
Election results: President - Alice C. Boehret, Board of 
Directors (4 elected) - Doris Bowman, Dolores Heck-
enberger, Nancy Scott, and Margaret Summers. 
Permission was given to destroy the ballots. 
Old Business - The proposed Memorial Fund will be 
called the Elizabeth C. Ent Memorial Fund. We will be 
consulting our attorney to determine the best method 
for establishing this fund. 
New Business - A motion was made and accepted to 
send birthday flowers and/or cards to our graduates 
when they reach the age of 80 instead of 85. 
The Officers and Board of Directors were given permis-
sion to handle all business as necessary prior to the 
September meeting. 
September 8, 1992-10 members present. . . 
The minutes of the Annual Meeting in May were dlstnb-
uted, read and approved. 
The Treasurer's report was distributed for reading and was 
approved. 
Alumni Office Coordinators report- Since our May meet-
ing birthday flowers and/or cards were sent to: Frances 
Butler Pangburn, '16, Frances Baker Crossan, '27, 
Mathilda Knoll Peterson, '23, Pauline McElwee Gillen, 
'27 Hazel Besecker Beach, '29, Ruth Knoll Thompson, 
'23: Frances M. Grove, '17, Julia Tyler McCracken, '34, 
and Evelyn Wilson Frazier, '34. 
Committee reports were given. 
Satellite- Mabel C. Prevost- absent- report given by 
Janet Hindson. There is a possibility of organizing a 
group in Spokane, Washington . Joyce Shaffer, '61 was 
interested in having a meeting. 
Old Business- None. 
New Business - A report was read from the meeting the 
Board of Directors had in May, with our attorney, Ann 
Loftus. 
It was recommended and approved that $150.00 be 
given to The United Way. It was recommended and ap-
proved that we have Gale Dryden assist us in putting 
our files in the computer. 
November 10, 1992-10 members present. 
The minutes of the previous meeting were distributed, 
read and approved. 
The Treasurer's report was distributed, read and ap-
proved. The list of graduates to receive Christmas 
checks was reviewed. 
Committee reports were given. 
Alumni Office Coordinators report - Since our last meet-
ing birthday flowers and/or cards were sent to Clara 
Brunner, '23, Myrtle Stickler Lee , '27, Estelle Lewdrop 
Fleming , '20, and Katherine Kinch Leach, '33. 
Old Business - None. 
New Business- (1) The Resolution for the Elizabeth C. 
Ent Memorial Fund was presented to the group. A copy 
of the Resolution will be mailed with the Annual Giving 
letters in January. The Resolution will be discussed and 
voted on at the Annual Meeting May 1, 1993. (2) It was 
voted on and accepted that two recognition plaques will 
be presented at the Annual Luncheon in May. (3) The 
JL Awards program was explained . This is a Gold Me-
dallion Series, which hopefully will be a fund raiser for 
the Alumni Association. A flyer will be mailed in Febru-
ary explaining the series. Our Jefferson pin will be the 
seal. 
January 13, 1993- 13 members present. . . 
The minutes from the previous meeting were d1stnbuted, 
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read and approved. 
The Treasurer's report was distributed, read and 
approved. 
Committee reports were given. 
Satellite- Mabel Prevost- absent- Nancy Powell read 
the minutes from the dinner meeting of the Southern 
New Jersey group on November 19, 1992. Attendance 
was 19. 
Alumni Office Coordinators report - Since our last meet-
ing birthday flowers and/or cards were sent to: Jose-
phine Lucas, '24, Lorraine Knoll Mayers, '27, Dorothy 
Raubenhold, '34, Mildred Dunkle Brinkman, '34, and 
Dorothy T. Peterson, '31 . 
Old Business- None. 
New Business - Pamela Watson, SeD., Chair Depart-
ment of Nursing spoke to the group concerning, the "Jef-
ferson 2000 Fund" and distributed booklets containing 
proposals for the Nurses Alumni Association to consider. 
These will be reviewed by each member present at the 
meeting and recommendations will be made at the 
March Alumni meeting. These recommendations Will be 
presented at the Annual Business meeting on May 1, 
1993 for discussion and voting. 
March 9, 1993 - 12 members present. 
Minutes from the previous meeting were distributed, read 
and approved. 
Treasurer's report was distributed, read and approved. 
Committee reports were given. 
Nominating - Due to circumstances (the inability to find 
members to run for office for 1993-1994), the Board of 
Directors proposed, that the outgoing Officers and 
Board members remain in office for another year. Five 
of the outgoing Officers and Board members attended 
this meeting and agreed to serve another year. 
Alumni Office Coordinators report - Since our last meet-
ing birthday flowers and/or cards were sent to : Mary R. 
Godfrey, '09, (107 years old) , Clara Gerber Hardy, '27, 
Frances Pierson Woolf, '28, Martha E. Riland, '27, Jean 
Yonson Nordness, '29, Mildred Schoch McGee, '31 , Mil-
dred Kroupa Okuniski , '25, Pauline Wall Still , '26, and 
Filomena Tirrachia Doherty, '27. 
Old Business - Jefferson 2000 Fund information will be 
sent to all Alumni prior to the Annual Meeting, Saturday 
May 1, 1993. The Board of Directors recommends that 
our monies go toward establishing a new Nursing Schol-
arship in the Department of Nursing, for an outstanding 
undergraduate student. The amount of the Alumni con-
tribution to the Jeff 2000 Fund to be determined at a 
later date. 
New Business- None. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Nancy Powell 
Recording Secretary 
Alumni Office News 
The Alumni Office continues to be a "beehive" of activity. 
It amazes us the number of requests we get, either by phone 
and/or letter or in person , and we really go the "extra mile" 
to provide a satisfactory answer. 
BIRTHDAYS- By the end of 1993 flowers and/or birthday 
cards will be sent to 42 of our 80 and over graduates, more, 
if we learn about their birthdays. If you are 80 or more (or if 
you know of a graduate who is in this category) , please send 
the following: Name- first, maiden, married. Year of gradu-
ation. Birthday- month, day and year. Social Security num-
ber and telephone number. 
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE- If you did not receive 
a copy of this book when the School of Nursing closed in 
1982 and would like a copy, (no charge) let us know and we 
will be happy to send you a copy as long as our supply lasts. 
The book is the history of our school from its beginning in 
1891 until the closing in 1982. 
CAPS- We have 22 caps left, we ask a $5.00 donation 
plus $1.00 for handling and postage. 
NOSOKOMOS - We wish we had a 1953 and a 1967 
Nosokomos to complete our set of year books in the Alumni 
Office. CAN YOU HELP? 
1971 YEAR BOOKS- We have six extra copies of the 
1971 Nosokomos available. If you would like a copy, let us 
know. First come first served. 
PHOTOS- We have 5x7 photos in a folder of the painting 
"Jefferson Student Nurse" available for a $3.00 donation plus 
$1 .00 for postage and handling. 
THANK YOU CLASS OF 1942- For presenting a framed 
copy of the painting "Jefferson Student Nurse, 1891 to 1982" 
to the Alumni Office, we do appreciate your thoughtfulness. 
VOLUNTEERS- Again we would like to say thank you to 
our volunteers who are so willing to give of their time when 
we need them. We do appreciate their help. 
Our address: 
Betty Piersol and Peg Summers 
Alumni Office Coordinators 
Nurses' Alumni Association 
Thomas Jefferson University 
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315 
Philadelphia, PA 191 07-5127 
215/955-8981 
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RELIEF FUND COMMITTEE 
Jefferson Diploma Nurses! As you know, we, the Jefferson 
Nurses' Alumni Association, have a Nurses "Relief Fund 
Trust". This trust is available to assist graduates of the 
School of Nursing (Diploma Program) and the White Haven 
School, who are ill , disabled or in need of additional support 
or maintenance. 
Please let us know if you, or another graduate needs as-
sistance. The preliminary application found in the back of 
the bulletin can be sent to the Alumni Association. A second 
application will be sent to the applicant by the committee. 
When completed and returned the committee will evaluate 
the request, and the applicant will be notified as soon as 
possible. The amount of assistance is determined by the 
committee. All information on the application is confidential. 
This past year we have been able to assist eleven of our 
graduates. Some receiving a monthly stipend, and others a 
one-time gift. 
The Relief Fund Committee also sends monetary gifts at 
Christmas time to those graduates known to be home bound 
or in a nursing home. Birthday flowers are sent to our gradu-
ates who we know will be celebrating their 80th or over 
birthday. 
Lorraine McCall 
Chair, Relief Fund Committee 
BULLETIN COMMITTEE 
The committee wishes to thank all of you who have in any 
way contributed to the 1993 Bulletin. We hope you enjoy 
reading it. 
Again, we ask you to forgive any misspellings and/or other 
errors. We try so hard to have everything okay, perhaps we 
try too hard. 
Please continue to send interesting bits of news about you 
and your family. If your job is unusual or you find it very 
rewarding consider writing a short article about it. We need 
material for our 1994 bulletin. 
Remember - the bulletin is only as interesting as the 
materials we receive from you our fellow graduates. 
Thanks again for all your help. 
Peg Summers 
Chair, Bulletin Committee 
CLARA MELVILLE/ADELE 
LEWIS SCHOLARSHIP 
COMMITTEE 
1992-1993 
The Scholarship Committee members continue to encour-
age graduates of the School of Nursing to continue to work 
toward a baccalaureate or higher degree in nursing . We 
would like to help more of our graduates in attaining this 
goal. 
Awards given the past year include the following : 
Maureen Fox '77 
Kathleen Carley Gregg '80 
Karen Guida Shauger '76 
Susan Gallagher '77 
Debra Boyle Borkowski '74 
Karen Richard Emerle '77 
Katherine Arton, BS program 
Doris E. Bowman 
Chair, Scholarship Committee 
PLEASE NOTE 
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE NURSES' 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MET WITH OUR ATTORNEY 
ANN LOFTUS ON MAY 27, 1992. THE SCHOLARSHIP 
FUND (A RESTRICTED FUND) WAS REVIEWED. 
AFTER REVIEW, THE ATTORNEY ADVISED US THAT, 
LEGALLY, THE FUNDS ARE RESTRICTED FOR USE TO 
GRADUATES OF THE DIPLOMA PROGRAM ONLY. HOW-
EVER, IF THE RELATIVE OF THE GRADUATE PLANS 
TO ATTEND JEFFERSON'S NURSING PROGRAM, A 
SCHOLARSHIP COULD BE GRANTED, PROVIDED ALL 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS ARE MET. 
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
TRACK RECORD 
There are two kinds of running - the athlete's kind and 
running in the real world , which entails trying to get some-
where on time. Real-world running needs its own champion-
ships and recognized events. The following is suggested : 
The Airport Half Mile. A race to the gate, commencing 
with the last call for the flight. Contestants carry two suit-
cases and the course must include one moving walkway, 
which 'is not moving, and 150 tourists coming the other way. 
The Supermarket Surge. This occurs when people lining 
up notice that a new cashier has just opened for business. 
A short race, but probably the most competitive of all. 
The Request Bus-Stop Race. You have to get to the bus 
stop first, so that the driver is forced to stop. He will try to 
get there first so he can pretend he hasn't seen you running 
for it and accelerate past. Thrills, spills and a challenge for 
everyone. by Miles Kington in The Times, London 
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SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
A splendid breezy spring day and the Jefferson Alumni 
Hall comprised the setting for the 60th Annual Nurses Alumni 
meeting and luncheon. The date was May 1, 1993. The 
mood was upbeat. 
The meeting took place at 10:00 A.M. in the Solis-Cohen 
auditorium. The main topic was the Campaign 2000 donation 
to Thomas Jefferson University. The discussion was thought 
provoking. A decision was delayed in favor of additional 
thought and information gathering. 
The cocktail/social hour was in the Eakin lounge with lun-
cheon guests socializing in the lounge and the West court-
yard . Many cameras were being used. The surroundings 
made a beautiful background for the groupings of smiling 
faces. 
There were approximately 330 luncheon attendees. The 
spirit and enthusiasm of the alumni were evident as the con-
stant buzz of conversation, laughter, and hugging was every-
where. The luncheon gifts of pens and notepads came in 
handy as women exchanged telephone numbers and ad-
dresses while promising to keep in touch. 
Three corsages were presented the members of the class 
of 1925, 1927 and 1929. Mildred Kroupa Okunishi , Filomena 
Tiracchia Doherty and Mabel C. Prevost were thrilled. I want 
to pass on their gratitude to everyone for thinking of them in 
a special way. 
Baccalaureate students were a delightful help in expedi-
tiously checking everyone in. The registration desk activities 
went very smoothly and students will be invited to assist us 
again next year. 
Every year is an anniversary year for class members but 
the traditional 25th and 50th anniversary classes seem to 
burst with special joy as their year was called by President, 
Alice C. Boehret during the comment portion of the 
luncheon. 
The luncheon planning committee was energetic as they 
planned the meal, gifts, flowers, and all the special needs of 
the day. The committee members, Jeanne Kane, Vera 
Paoletti , and Hope Russo Schooley, and I were greatly 
helped by Janet Hindson, Betty Piersol, and Peg Summers. 
Janet, Betty, and Peg offered their words of experience and 
fought off any problems before they developed. 
1 offer my sincere thank you to each of the official and ex-
officio committee members. The festivities were better for 
your contributions. 
The 61st Annual Luncheon is planned for May 7, 1994. 
The Committee and I will be planning the activities and look 
forward to seeing you. 
Paula J. Levine, R.N. , M.B.A. 
Chair, Social Committee 
Mildred Dunkle Brinkman,'34 
Birthday, January 7 
Hugh Ash Manor, Inc. 
740 N. Woodland Blvd . 
Deland, FL 32720-2739 
Dorothy T. Peterson,'31 
Birthday, January 11 
Paul's Run Apt. A-239 
9896 Bustleton Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19115 
Mary Robinson Godfrey,'09 
Birthday, January 25 
22 McColly Street 
Ligonier, PA 15658 
Frances Pierson Woolf,'28 
Birthday, January 25 
1605 Monmouth Drive 
Sun City, FL 33573 
Clara Gerber Hardy,'27 
Birthday, January 26 
51 Hurley Court 
Upper Darby, PA 19082 
Martha E. Riland,'27 
Birthday, February 4 
Logan Square East #802 
2 Franklintown Blvd. 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
Jean Yonson Nordness,'29 
Birthday, February 4 
350 Berkeley Avenue 
Claremont, CA 91711 
Mildred Schoch McGee,'31 
Birthday, February 16 
504 El Vernona Avenue 
Sarasota, FL 34236 
Mildred Kroupa Okunishi,'25 
Birthday, February 16 
Simpson House 
Main Building, Apt #300 
Belmont & Monument Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19131 
Ruth Sellers Johnson,'30 
Birthday, February 18 
1716 Sarasota Mobile Home Park 
Sarasota, FL 34237-7035 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
TO BE 80 OR MORE 
Filomena Tirrachia Doherty,'27 
Birthday, February 20 
Southampton Estates, Apt #A-223 
238 Street Road 
Southampton, PA 18966 
Pauline Wall Still ,'26 
Birthday, February 27 
39 W. Emaus Street 
Middletown, PA 17057 
Ruth Davis Wolfe,'34 
Birthday, March 15 
439 E. Freedom Avenue 
Burnham, PA 17009 
Lillian M. Mertz,'27 
Birthday, March 28 
104 Grace Community 
Myerstown, PA 17067 
Evelyn Reeser Arnold ,'31 
Birthday, March 28 
23287 Blue Water Circle 
Boca Raton, FL 33433 
Mary Stauffer Malick,'28 
Birthday, April 5 
802 N. Broad Street Apt. A-20 
Selinsgrove, PA 17870 
Laura Carleton Short,'28 
Birthday, April 20 
Penn Lutheran Home 
800 N. Broad Street 
Selinsgrove, PA 17870 
Rose Selgrath Dodson ,'32 
Birthday, April 20 
518 Hillside Drive 
West Chester, PA 19380 
Ellen Crawford Teague,'35 
Birthday, April 23 
670 Parker Road 
Whitfield, NH 03598 
Minnie Bartash, WH'31 
Birthday, April 25 
1919 Chestnut Street Apt. 1313 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
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Grace Ellis Nauman,'28 
Birthday, May 6 
13 Newtown Terrace 
Norwalk, CT 06851 
Ruth Cornell Williams,'33 
Birthday, May 24 
310 E. 16th Street, Apt.E 
Ocean City, NJ 08226 
Frances Butler Pangburn,'16 
Birthday, May 26 
39 South 4th Street 
Lewisburg, PA 17837 
Frances Baker Crossan,'27 
Birthday, May 30 
147 Prospect Avenue 
West Grove, PA 19390 
Pauline McElwee Gillen,'27 
Birthday, July 8 
133 Pythian Avenue 
Torrington, CT 06790 
Hazel Besecker Beach,'29 
Birthday, July 31 
750-C Menno Village 
Chambersburg, PA 17201 
Mildred Myers Smith,'34 
Birthday, August 22 
1 06 Townhouse 
Briarcrest Gardens 
Hershey, PA 17033 
Ruth Knoll Thompson,'23 
Birthday, August 23 
Box 44 Pitman Manor 
535 N. Oak Avenue 
Pitman, NJ 08071 
Evelyn Wilson Frazier,'34 
Birthday, August 29 
Harvest Village Apt. C-264 
114 Hayes Mill Road 
Atco, NJ 08004 
JEFFERSON ALUMNI IDENTIFICATION CARD 
JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE 
COLLEGE OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL 
I ALUMNI IDENTIFICATION CARD I 
Your status as an alumnus of Jefferson is officially docu-
mented by your Alumni Identification Card. Possession of a 
Jefferson Alumni Identification Card entitles you to the fol-
lowing privileges, provided that the card is supported by 
another form of identification (such as your driver's 
license): 
2. The Jefferson employee discount rates apply if you pur-
chase parking coupons for use in the Jefferson Parking 
Garage on 11th Street. These coupons can be purchased 
at the Commuter Services Office at 131 S. 1Oth Street. 
The $4.00 coupons may be used between 3:00p.m. and 
5 a.m. weekdays and any time on weekends and holidays 
to a maximum of 18 hours of parking. The Commuter 
Services Office is open Mondays through Fridays from 
7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and Saturdays from 11 :00 a.m. to 
1:00 p.m. Please remember the discount is available only 
with the purchase of the coupons. 
1. The alumni identification card will verify your alumni 
status when you apply for a library card at the Scott Me-
morial Library or a Commons membership at the Com-
mons facility. Alumni use of these areas is in accordance 
with existing Scott Memorial Library and Commons poli-
cies. In addition, your card will alert Jefferson security 
personnel of your access privileges to these facilities as 
defined for employees and personnel of Thomas Jeffer-
son University in existing University policies. Exception: 
3. The applicable employee discount rates will be granted 
in the Medical Office Building Pharmacy (corner of 11th 
and Walnut) , and the Jefferson Apothecary. 
In the Scott Library- the MEDLINE is limited for use 
by faculty and students only. Alumni are not per-
mitted to use the MEDLINE. However, printed indexes 
are available. 
4. The Jefferson Employee discount will apply for food and 
beverages purchased in the Atrium Cafeteria in the Gib-
bon Building and Jefferson Alumni Hall Cafeteria. 
Watch for additional up-dates in the Allied Health Review. 
Julia Tyler McCracken,'34 
Birthday, August 30 
Logan Square East Apt. 2015 
2 Franklintown Blvd. 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
Muriel Stevens Canis,'30 
Birthday, September 1 
98 Durland Avenue 
Elmira, NY 14905 
Anna Sickler Polk,'26 
Birthday, September 14 
11 56 Perrydale Loop 
Prattville, AL 36066 
Clara Brunner,'23 
Birthday, September 15 
Peter Becker Community, Room 1 
Maple Avenue & Yoder Road 
Harleysville, PA 19436 
Myrtle Stickler Lee,'27 
Birthday, September 24 
301 McMechen Street #804 
Baltimore, MD 21217 
Katherine Kinch Leach,'33 
Birthday, October 11 
860 Rhue Haus Lane 
Hummelstown, PA 17036 
Estelle Lewdrop Fleming,'20 
Birthday, October 18 
Colonial Aires Suite 106 
2470 Dug Gap Road, S.W. 
Dalton, GA 30720 
Josephine Lucas,'24 
Birthday, November 16 
Greenbriar Nursing Home 
43 N. White Horse Pike 
Hammonton, NJ 08037 
Lorraine Knoll Mayers,'27 
Birthday, November 16 
Grace Community #133 
Myerstown, PA 17067-2204 
Adeline Roth Miller,'32 
Birthday, December 1 
6704 Glen Avenue 
Glenn Dale, MD 20769 
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Lida Pardee Goodell ,'38 
Birthday, December 13 
201 Heron Point Apt. 201 
Chestertown, MD 21620-167 4 
Christella Campbell Butler,'35 
Birthday, December 18 
4325 Drake Road 
Cincinnati , OH 45243 
Dorothy Raubenhold,'34 
Birthday, December 23 
58 N. Lansdowne Avenue N-102 
Lansdowne, PA 19050 
Mary Crowe Murtha, WH'31 
Birthday, December 28 
25 Grandview Avenue 
Pleasantville, NY 10570 
1916-1926-$125.00 
Frances Butler Pangburn '16 
Ruth Knoll Thompson '23 
Lillian Dilliard Hartman '25 
Clara I. Luchsinger '25 
Pauline Wall Still '26 
1927 - 1928 - $160.00 
Filomena Tiracchio Doherty '27 
Lorraine Knoll Mayers '27 
Lillian M. Mertz '27 
Frances Baker Crossan '27 
Martha E. Riland '27 
Myrtle Stickler Lee '27 
Mary Stauffer Malick '28 
Frances Pierson Woolf '28 
Grace Breunig Meikle '28 
1929 - $350.00 
Joyce Frantz 
Hazel Besecker Beach 
Mabel Nutter Nutter 
Grace Wolford Eichelberger 
Jean Yonson Nordness 
Mabel C. Prevost 
1930-$185.00 
Dorothy Schenck Ragan 
Dorothy Confer Stephens 
Minnie Underkoffler Humphrey 
Margaret Spatz Gauger 
Ruth Sellars Johnson 
Minnie Souder Ruh 
Serena Murray Eshelman 
1931-$570.00 
Minnie Bartash 
Helen C. Rodewig 
Helen Walp Hubbard 
Dorothy T. Peterson 
Evelyn Reeser Arnold 
Mildred Schoch McGee 
Mildred English Hively 
Mary Taylor Lawley 
Virginia Emmert Leo 
Mary Crowe Murtha 
Anna Scafa Scanlon 
1932 - $290.00 
Marie Scherer Maxwell 
Dorothea Bulette Watson 
Ellen Coulbourn Wise 
Emma Phoebus Kelly 
Gladys Arnold Blue 
Naomi DeGroft Price 
Hazel Greger Biddle 
Adeline Roth Miller 
Thelma Showers Morris 
Mildred Smith O'Connor 1937 - $365.00 Rose Selgrath Dodson 
Carolyn Jones Transue Harriet Spatig Zeller 
Lucille Harpel Elizabeth Killinger Mowday 
Alma Andrews Johnson Helyn Long Romberg Margaret C. Taylor 
Gertrude Nichols Sessions 
1933 - $485.00 Alice Leatherman Fulmer 
Pauline Helman Kough Caroline Hill Masuda 
Martha Long Garver Gladys Welty Reichard 
Dorothy Steele Norris Jean Heine Arnold 
Catherine Gray Paine 
Ellen Piatt Vetenko 1938 - $430.00 Kathryn West Magin 
Sara Blackburn Baxter Sara Kelly Little 
Elizabeth Romich Cobb Elinor Miller Wentzell 
Katherine Kinch Leach Matilda Snare Finn 
Marion Pollitt Carey Ruth Hughes Fratini Dorothy Haupt Bonsall 
Emily Clark Nichols 
1934 - $340.00 Edith Gendebien Reeves 
Kathleen Warner Armitage Madeline M. Ullom 
Julia Tyler McCracken Lida Pardee Goodell 
Anna Jacoby Gehrke Anita Bryan Eisner 
Verna Hertzler Diehm Edith Owen McCutcheon 
Mildred Dore Estrada Mary Reeder Copeland 
Helen Reimer Motsay Wilma Benner Lewis 
Marie Keene Lawton Elsie Boyd Antal 
Mildred Myers Smith Mildred Greenlee Durham 
Dorothy Raubenhold 
Dorothy Wall Ghares 1939 - $390.00 Harriet Fisher Thompson Grace Bird Petersen Betty Piersol Ada Smith Ford Evelyn Wilson Frazier Marian Neil Findley 
Dorothy Pfeiffer Lepley 
1935 - $335.00 Olga Dygan Mitchell 
Evelyn Rolland Curran Juliet Umberger Light 
Frances Kelly Fisher Grace Roller Castner 
Martha Latsha Tharp Dorothy Ranck Long 
Ellen Crawford Teague Marjorie Cooper Richter 
Mary Coles Moore Mary Schwab Gregg 
Louise Herrold Ellis Harriet Kellner O'Connor 
Christella Campbell Butler Thelma Gans Beshetoorian 
Marian Battin Howe Isabel Martinelli Jackson 
Esther Patton Weber Julia Smey Kennedy 
Margaret Armstrong Tunnard Charlotte Davenport 
Rebecca Stees Feltwell 
1940-$660.00 
1936 - $245.00 Ruth Ritter Holbrook 
Elinor Farber Brosious Helen Hoffman Firman 
Rebecca Thornton Ingling Aida Newcomer Knodel 
Evelyn L. Dute Sara VanTilberg Cattermole 
Lydia K. Yerkes Alice Freed Moore 
Thelma Marks Saylor Judy Elliott Kesselring 
Elizabeth Stephan Miller Hope Kramer Mood 
Emma Painter Lanzetta Sara L. Warstler 
Margaret Pound Ransom Ellora Endicott Meyer 
Marian E. Smith Stella Jedrziewski Wawrynovic 
Helen Miller Harding Dorothy Cohick Rosenberg 
Averene Summerfield Murphy 
Margaret Foor Miller 
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Marion Jones Tracey Vivian Zindel Bowen June Spalding Eyerly 
1949 - $390.00 Lillian McFadden Harberlien 
Bernice Wigglesworth Sprecher Janet Robertson Gerow Dorothy Gilardone Strachan 
Theresa Bushek Poli Virginia Wesley Dorman 
Margaret Milotich Martin 
Janet Hicks Arnold Elaine Meyle Trankley 
Carolyn Sprenkel Marchione Nancy Groh Messick 
Betty Hassenplug Graham 
Ellen Remensnyder Carlton Mary Jo Strong Lake 1947-$920.00 
Louise Dietz Strayer Ann Summers Nesbella 
Carol Hyland Gray 
Marion Kustay Sobiesiak Dolores Davis Wilkinson Jane Black Guerin 
Doris Graver Schuman Jean McCoy Pachelbel 
Nancy Blair D'Angelo 
Mary Flyte Rosser Muriel Lloyd Peake Ann Zimmerman Boyer 
Marjorie Ball Hoeck Jane Beard Maxwell 
Jeanne Seely Abbott 
Dorothy McComb Talbot Mary Keatley Williams Julia C. Stout 
Lorraine Milewski McCall Jean Flanagan Ryan 
June Reginak Dupnock 
Goldie Byers Pringle Marie Hosterman Breon Barbara Hendershot Marks 
M. Lucille Flavelle Henkelmann Barbara Wilhelm Tichian 
Katherine Kostenbauder Smith 
Edna Fortner Feloni Mina Blizzard Birch Arlean V. Miller 
Phyllis Schadel Huntzinger 
Rose Yuhas Dudas 
Helen Gipe Loughry Betty Calhoun Suttles Joyce Spangler Weik 
Barbara Brown Breen 1953 - $245.00 
Peggy Eckhart Hess 
Thelma Weaver Taylor Laura Bielon Tobia 
Bette Mengel Borkey 
Marjorie Fallon Smith 
Mary Martin McCoy 1944 - $135.00 Hilda Crane Lineweaver 
Helen Daugherty Barrett Trudy Lange Amend 
Gretchen Aschenbach Baker 
Rosie Smith Jones Elizabeth Martin Spencer 
Jane Kauffman Miller Jane Reimer Lemmon Joyce Weidner Mest 
1941-$635.00 Geraldine Schreffler Meyer Paula Correnti Tyler 
Jean E. Mease Janet Edwardsen Meredith 
1958 - $690.00 
Sophia Pickens Driscoll Marjorie Fink Searing Carol Stevens Covert 
Kathleen McGeary Tierney Marilyn Horton Tilden 
Janis Priester Wilkinson 
Frances Soltys Wolicki Emily Robinson Whitenack 
Mariea Buffum Hunter Margaret Hackerl Pontzer 
Barbara Hand Brodovsky 
Jean Lockwood Wagner Charlotte Stover Ellenbogen 
Emmabelle Gleichert Yahres Gertrude Nemshick 
Irene Gibson O'Brien Mary Keelins Pileggi 
Cathleen Margiasso Keating 
Kathryn Duffy Quackenbush Grace Little Emery 
Helen Koerner Corrigan Marilyn Fullerton Bower 
Linda Doll Eppley 
Ethel Heller Todaro Maureen Sharpless McCool 
Florence Bell Mitchell 1950 - $660.00 Thelma Heist Goodhart 
Edna Lockwood Hneleski 
Leah Hummel Edwards 
Margaret Cossman Janet Hindson Sharon LaVelle Kelly 
Marge Poponi Shanosky 
Helen Swan Joslin 1945 - $480.00 Virginia Sturges Lawrence 
Shirley Mackley Hoffert 
Grace Witt Becker 
Gene Roush Jerabek Jane Bellis Mack 
Elizabeth K. Prisnock Rose Glaudel Mulligan 
A.J. Sakella Daneman 
Ruth Kiefman Giletto Billie Utterback Herrick 
Betty Steward McConnell Ellen Baran Stahl 
1954 - $370.00 Nancy Beard Griggs 
Frances Huston Rumberger Ida Fluck Bertram 
Martha High Hershberger Elizabeth Green Wahl 
Phyllis Barrett Ostman M. Joan LeVan Keller 
Lucille Wampler Stradley Catherine Betz 
Catherine Prendergast Mary Louise Moore Brumbaugh 
Janet Herring Oswald Barbara Wilson Kelso 
Margaret Summers M. Elaine Anderson Barrick 
Ruth Groves McCormick Barbara Fisher Ackerman 
Doris Henry Schramm Geneva Hunsinger Bowman 
Harriet Werley Betty Covert Rhodes 
Doris Young Moore Clara Richardson Flynn 
Sarah Hindson Wagner Barbara Beard Garzon 
Perma Ehrhart Davis Janice Kline Jacoby 
LaDean Beattie Kramp Joan Christman Clauss 
Elizabeth Snyder Collins Margaret Wander Wells 
Margaret Greenly Rothermel Janet Edwards Maurer 
Germaine Ross Nadler 
Betty Richards Stone Patricia Endo Watanabe 
1942 - $815.00 Anna Kuba 
Ruth Roberts Goodin Sara Young Konstanzer 
Jane Snyder Wilgus Mary Ellen McDonald 
Gladys Reed White Caroline Roberts King 
Jane Treon Reitz June Matsuo Fujita 
Ann Scarlett Jordan Darlene Stoudt Bleile 
Viola Cook Brubaker Jean Fishel Carter 
Harriet Knerr Heffner Wealthy Morrow Shutt 
Jean Tomlin Dempsey Louise Williams Dunn 
Ruth Moore MacAdam Jane Mitchell Kendall 
Ruth Swinehart Merroth 
Margaret Irwin Riemer Yvonne Foster King 
Beatrice Raub Staron Rita Vitetta Labate 1948 - $843.00 
Rita Krestynick Bolinsky 
Naomi May Davis Shirley Matircho Campbell 
Kathryn Rutt Combs Charlotte Cooper Phillips Betty Towsey Daughenbaugh 
Emily Nash Hollenbach 
Barbara Barrett 
Ruth Thorp West Janet Hoover Valentine Elsie Skvir Nierle 
Jean Hohe Larkin 1955 - $320.00 
Dee Riccio Riffle 
Dorothy Fraley Templeton Ruth Riggin Corson Betty Johns Budrow 
Jane Heffelfinger Whipple Nannette Delong Smith 
Mabel Rennebaum Hollender 
Angela D. Clark Betty Moyer Greenwood Phyllis Russell Szewczak 
Marilyn Buxton Gould Dawn Deitman John 
Irene Lauver Polner Christine Lindes Park Jean Shirey Wighaman 
Mary Louise Osborne Foy-Failla Mildred Murray Kline 
1959 - $800.00 
Sydney McClure Bechtel Bella Sorensen Martinez Faye Deiter Groff 
Elmore Satterfield Lynch M. Jane Hancock 
Barbara Smith Prendergast 
Sylvia E. Hendrickson Evelyn Sherick Sell Doris Burke Hano 
Diane Palmer DeHuff Marianne Pratt Shinkevich 
Patricia Sankey Brown 
Rebecca Moore Wilson 
Sally Newkirk Boydelatour Elizabeth Laskowski Greenlee Barbara G. Smith 
Nancy Davis Crawford 
Grace Jennings Dunkleberger 1946 - $980.00 M. Arlene Yohey Watkins 
Anne Werner Breach Joan Chadwick Cramer 
Betty Ann Hughes Kosko 
Lois Longacre Kelly Elaine Stong Kimbel Catherine Johnson Haas 
Audrey Titlow Priga Joanne Scherer D'Aionzo 
Alice Boehret Betty Weldon Saunderlin 
Inez Cornelius Mirenda 1951 - $455.00 Elizabeth Jones Hubbs 
Carol Karnes Wenzell 
Dorothy Edgar Burns Betty Yost Zehner Louise Swartz Lorah 
Marian Thorp Williams Georgene Strazzeri Callahan 
Vera Stevens Myers 
Anna Alexander Krall Jeanne Lebkicker 
Margaret Mitstifer Hamill Ethel DeWitt Gerst Dolores Wisotzkey Spirt 
Angelina Gardier Hagan 
Ellen McCurley Stewart Gloria Becker Kovack Althea Quairiere Snow 
Jane Hawk Aires Anita Claton Pittala 
Judith Wright Bloes 
Ferne Paff Lubin Mary Holzman McQuown Nancy Weikel Ritzman 
Barbara Duckworth Arkes Adriene Marasco Rodgers 
Carol Jones Stange 
Sally McHugh Luscombe Ellen Rowan Stephans Bertha Destan Geary 
Elizabeth Moll Chevola Marie Bonaccurso Pancari 
Nancy Knoll Viereck 
Rose Pesci Nicastro Betty Kimmel Frommelt 
Lois Bilger Kelley Barbara Edwards Beam Elizabeth Patten Ward 
Jane A. Hudson 
Rhoda Burg Weisz Dorothy Fessler 
Doris Haines Stevens Lorraine A. Jeitner 
Thelma Stiles Malecek 
Rosalyn Hosterman Boyle Nelmah Faust Shaffer Rachel Irvine Herbert 
Anna Troxell Humphreys 1956 - $260.00 
Elizabeth Ossman 
Nancy Habecker Maxwell Louisa Ellison Eudy 
Mildred Cohen Hindman Nancy Thompson Powell Mary Anne Saunders Port 
Nancy Ann Wood Cohen 
Dorothy A. Cloud Jeanne Herr Burkins 
Mercedes Geil Weber Louisa Manhart Hoch Carole Ferry Rosie 
Sally Little Danyo 
Madaline Kinch Knight Laura Patterson Hart M. Patricia Long Haupt 
Jeanette Plasterer Noreen King Poole 
Joanne Longfellow Holder 
I' 
Elizabeth Nissler Black Kathryn Hafer Eyrich 
Jeanne Holzbaur Mclaughlin Marguerite Johnson Domenick 
1943 - $830.00 Josephine Pispecky Warner 
Betty Parsons Konjusky Dolores Pauster Gorham Florence Roche 
1960-$410.00 I 
Ruth Jones Schmitt M. Elizabeth Allison Koch 
Norma Grundon Bicking Dorothy Dewees LoSasso Joyce Wyse Hagopian 
Betty Smith Patterson 
Betty Metzger Shaw Jeanne Null Collevechio 
Florence Servello McAlpin Kathleen Adams Moody Joan Elbertson 
Claire Corson Scott 
Virginia Hershey Donahey Muriel Hopkins Scott 
Mercedes Breen Christ Nina Davis Weller Helen Wisniewski Hervada 
Martina Martin 
Anna Mogck Whittaker Frances Brown Saunders 
Lillian Verney VanHoy Marian Hoffman Narbuth Jean Krasnisky Pike 
Sally Giorgio Harris 
Ruth Painter Greener Evelyn Swartzlander Riggin 
Bettilou Daubert Brown Noram Jones Murray Marilyn Robertson Glauber 
Barbara Heaps Vitelli 
Virginia King Parry Nancy Eathorne Seeley 
Bernadine Malinoski Joan Morrison Carlin Betty Depo Miller 
Judith Ruebman Mearig 
Margaret Brainard Scull Claire Shottin Hogue 
CDR Sophia H. Gormish, NC USN (ret) Madeline Henly Glass 
Esther Milewski Kahn Laura Maurer Pollack 
Irene Narcowich Kaufman 1952 - $225.00 1957 - $900.00 
Judith Haas Stauffer 
Ruth Sunderland Jacqueline Baer Coffroth 
Margaret Basler Blaine Margaret Faust Keates Rose Marie Tomasello 
Anne Runyan Medsger 
Marion Dalgleish Gabuzda Alice Caldwell Hornickel 
Gloria Wray Green Elizabeth Bechtel Runge Julia Fernandez Placendo 
Beverly Skidmore Young 
Vivian Moyer Helen Kopilchack 
Jean Beard Davison 
Carolyn Ressler Goepfert 
Anne Olivia Carbello 
Joyce Mangle Simpkins Georgann Jacobs Miller 
Helen Steinmetz Tananis Jeanne L. Supplee 
Kay Eichman Cowen 
Evonne Farris Taylor 
Ann Davis Cabrey 
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Nancy Washburn Noe 1965 - $545.00 Shirley Dubis Poling 
Shelah Hoberman Luber Leslie Wilkenson Stickley Matching Grant Gifts 
Kathleen Manges Kleponis Dorothea C. Hamilton 
Judy McCullough Backstrom Mary Beth Henry Regina lnsogna Schiavello EXXON Foundation -
Jane Mahoney Dynan Judith Larson Moyse 
Nancy Jones Harrington Karen Baals Jaxheimer Joan Wolbert Reimer Helyn Long Romberg '37 
Nancy Taylor Ward Catherine Materio Teti 
Phyllis Heller Fineman Janet Holliday Reed Smith-Kline-Beecham 
Carolyn Widman Bohn 1969 - $545.00 
Jean Smoker Ricci Carol Miller Muller Jeanne Flanagan Ryan '52 :I 
1961 - $260.00 Sandra Schmidt Kolodziej Marilyn Bergner 
Elizabeth McGrory Berry Linda Parr Southwick AZKO Salt, Inc. -
Barbara Canal Obin Kay Farber Matejkovic Freda Gansky Feldman 
Karen Huber Ciarrochi Christine McCloskey Ferry Carol Jones Stange '59 
Dolores Gilmore Dunn Judith Abbott Getz Donna Preston Schmidt 
Carmenella Giordano Barbara McGrenna Doerr Merck Company Foundation -
I Marion Heilner McGarrey 
Adrienne Lowe Daughenbaugh Linda Lake Boyle 
Diane Scott Ross Anita Claton Pittala '55 
Ann Barron McBeth 
Anita Harbison Karpetsky Vera Paoletti 1974-$185.00 Sheryl Schwartz Bar-on Mobil Foundation, Inc. -
Loretta Davis Cunninghame Nancy Schraga Wilson Dolores T. Hughes 
Peggy Smith Sharon McNeal Yuras Rhoda Burg Weisz '42 
Noreen Mosteller Shaffer 
Pamela Johnson Drzik Anne Smith Hennessey Maria Dildine Pepper 
Maryann Mailer Bowman Abbott Laboratories -
Barbara Borrell Fleishman 
Janet Walker Respess Marlene Sovin Burgess Christine Gilmore Fields 
Joanne Stock Petrelli Joan Spece '62 
Betty Simonson Woods 
Lois Russell Foxen Ruth Huff Iuliano Mary Jo Winning McMullin 
Rhonda Mote Pierce 
Marjorie Ross Berrier Barbara Ott Plamondon Beverly Wallace 
Maureen Kelly LeFevre 
Barbara Greenawalt Eichhorn Karen Lynch Bayers Annie Eldredge Kahn 
Susan Sheaffer Cantwell 1979 - $440.00 
Ellen Kemmerer Warren 
Bonnie Sandt Inglis Marianne Gaspari Collins Debora Boyle Borkowski Carmen W. Russo 
Clare Lynch 
Susan Wilhour Smeltz Sharon Fewer Foytlin Cheryl Grimes Allen 
Mary Kendrick Rocheleau Linda Barbour 1975 - $325.00 Karen Hollander Bernadini 
1962 - $335.00 
Cassandra Starry Rogers Kristina Hancock Reede Linda Bingaman Napieralska Theresa McGlynn Rupp 
Linda Linner Nevel 
Linda Zwick Reichel Regina Dreyer Klinger Deborah Samuel Timpano 
Janice Panick Billick 
1966 - $320.00 Marsha Morrison Perry Maryanne Bartoszek Barbara Bradbury Stewart 
Marian Krahling Hammond 
Clare Marie Karabasz Mary Ann Zubatch Marchetti Carolann Dougherty Mashouf Mary E. Cooley 
Carole Costello Tomlinson 
Judith Hagelgans Hoefle Melody Beatty Darrow Barbara Margolin Grunes Sandra Lee Wilson 
Susan Eckerd Leake 
Barbara Shermer Ruehl Kay Hitchens Jennings Marie Casper McClintock Laurel Goldberg Gutter 
Arlene Kania Hillig 
Mary Lou Smith Lebsack Suzanne McCullough Hoffman Joyce Freidel Barkin 
Marcie Grieshaber Moore 
Nancy Scull Brainard 1970 - $21 0.00 Germaine Scott George Judy DiCristofaro 
Patricia Koder Daniels 
Susane Berkowitz Zamitis Gail Kaempf Rebecca Solomon Brown 
M. Elaine Harkins Lack 
Carolee Swaim Mitchell 
Bonnie Ann Crofford Marge Connors Marchant Theresa O'Brien 
Sharon Miller Chilton 
Louise Baxter Fox 
Judith Kennett Tracy Susan MacMillan Brenda Scott Hill 
Michelle Langley Kopicki GARDENING 
Barbara Julius Brooks 
Carol Denise Kolsky Alice Coligan Conte 
Joan Spece 
Mary Korosec Kearney Kathleen Shanahan Huffman 1976 - $225.00 1980 - $305.00 April rain, May sunshine, gardening -they all fill 
Dolores Moyer Knepp 
Patricia Downey Houck Suzanne Peters Mclean Veronica Tiver Metkus Carolann McNeil Pilla our spring fancy. And how does your garden grow? 
E.Carol DuCoin Moan 
Jean Lashinski Strelzik 
Linda Fanning Johnson Linda Thompson Torrens Kathleen Santangelo Sharkey Plant a different kind of garden this spring! 
1963-$387.00 Lenora Weiner Schwartz 
Sue Lin Hom Leslie May Tahsler Marianne Maxwell Ostrow Begin with 
Dorothy Fanelle Brown Suzanne Barclay Levine 
Linda Hook Garbrecht Donna Orsine Simone Bernadine Gramata Kopicki FIVE ROWS OF LETTUCE 
Marie Bretschneider McGlade Judith Kramen Seltzer 
Kathy Ankenbrand Cochlin Donna Kloss Casey let us be happy 
Lucille Scriber Ayres Bessie Piro McGrath 1971 - $285.00 
Sue Marriott Sauzet-Parini Mary Mullen Ragone let us make intelligent choices 
Doris Shoemaker Townsend Jeanette Steinhagen 
Marianne Hegarty Alexander Sara E. Scheidt 
Maureen Cassidy Palumbo Judy Jones 
Karen Guida Shauger Kathleen Carley Gregg 
let us be truthful 
Jean Allen McConnell 
1967 - $495.00 Grace Ann Spena Anne Garrity Kuzma Barbara Engel Kenney 
let us laugh 
Myla Monilias Einwechter 
Suzanne Stevens Marianne Bartolone 
Susan Albrecht Curcio let us consider the other guy 
Chris Schubele Holmberg 
Loretta Rich Kurland Linda Strege Jones 
Peggy Furry Kuster 19n- $385.00 Anne O'Malley Delengowski THREE ROWS OF SQUASH 
Linda McKillip Ely Marilyn Ruble Scelba 
Lynn M. Streeper Pat Maro DeHart Marijo Hillman squash gossip and rumors 
Peggy Hannigan Bethanis Carolyn Senkowsky Housman 
Loretta Suber Heyduk Susan Burrell Sawala Kathleen O'Brien Shindle squash destructive criticism 
Mary Spoerl Hack Jill Simpson Bowen 
Kathryn VanDyke Hayes Judith McClellan Delucca Donna Lindenmuth Cowhey squash indifference 
Margaret Carr Hargrave Lt. Col. Annette Brownstein 
Clare McDonald Poplaski Debbie Schiefer Beveridge 
Mary Elizabeth Speicher Gillen 
Rita Haedel Becchetti Ruth Hoffman Pearson 
Clare Retay Ebersole 
Karen Lawer Bedell 
Karen Chilandese D'Aionzo FOUR ROWS OF PEAS 
Fran Tharp McGill Joanne Balmer 
Sally Dupras Blessinger Maureen Brady Fox preparedness 
Donna Fletcher Adams Verna McCafferty Walters 
Elizabeth Gore Coughlin Patricia Pryor DiCanzio 1981 -$140.00 promptness 
Mary Leohner Richter Carol Sheaffer McCierkin 
Deidre Mullin Yuknavich Darlene Ribaric Rosendale Christine Kopistansky 
Suzanne Vache Blackburn 
Linda Lotter Romano Irene Sabins Repka 
perseverance 
Paula Laros Rich 
politeness 
Sally Breidenthal Gilbert 1972 - $220.00 
Cheryl Kline Kathleen Tregear 
1964 - $570.00 Joan Heaton Hampf Kathleen Konrad 
Betty Beck Hedges Debra Graham McGarry TWO ROWS OF BEETS 
Grace Greene Braun Judith Phillips Dunn 
Susan Gallagher Susan Sheaffer Schwab beat stress 
Isabelle Kroupa Erb 1968 - $380.00 Cheryl Baumgartner Meyer 
Terry Mayne Colella beat the odds 
Margaret Dahlmann Coopey Karen Barnum Kushto 
Deborah Walters Wayne Janeane DuPont Sloane 1982 - $300.00 
Susanne Dvorak Klinger Dolores Crumlish Brown 
Denise Auerbach Wychowanec Barbara Bachman Symons Francine Pollock Miller 
THREE ROWS OF TURNIPS 
Donna Rockhill Ruggieri Ruth Montgomery Penta 
Christine Quinn Hodder Karen Richard Emerle Theresa Sylvester 
turn up with a smile 
Judith Lingenbrink Linker Catherine May Dirr 
Mary Webb Hulick Duane Stanton 
turn up with a new idea 
Mary Lou Woerner Schubel Kathleen Lugowski Schade 
1978 - $440.00 Theresa Heim Cook turn up with real determination 
Patricia Gardner Marquette Elizabeth Masten Cahall 1973-$290.00 
Rosemary Marvel Barbara Kaminsky Leone 
Barbara Nase Anderson Kathleen Carlson Mebus Jo Ann Bender 
Ann Rodden Elkerd Maryann Heinick Leonard 
COMPLETE YOUR GARDEN WITH THYME 
Penelope Jones McAiees Halina Piekarska Warmbrod Margi Lambert Gibson 
Jan Stasche Vanderveer Patty Jenkins Barnard 
time to listen 
Margaret Kunzler Leach Anne Vogel Clayton Mary Woltemate Stec 
Alice Leisch Guarino Susan Keeley Blomgren time to relax 
Margaret Grace David Bonnie Inghram Siegrist Barbara Willey Blood 
Deborah Jones Marie Waldron Hopkins time to think 
Dorothy Nuttall Stelzner Mary Getz Squires Susan Broadwater Franklin 
Theresa Franzone time to work 
Lynn McMaster Nagatini Virginia Bozarth Waldron Kate G. Felix 
LuAnn Kopenhaver Vanaman time to read 
Fay Shaffer Leslie Jeanne Kane Genie Goldfarb Blahner 
Linda Heinold Muelenaer time to . . . stop and smell the roses! 
Beth Reed 
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THE 
AN UAL 
LUNCHEON 
Mother and Daughter Attend Luncheon 
(L) Ann Woodring Crofford, RN '33 
(R) Bonnie Ann Crofford, RN '63 
Mother and Daughter Attend Luncheon 
(L) Elinor Farber Brosious, RN '36 
(R) Joann Brosious, RN '63 
I 
I 
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Memorial Gifts - 1993 
Elizabeth C. Ent '32 - donors Elinor Farber Brosious '36, 
Jeff Alumna, Lucille Harpel '32, Naomi DeGroft Price '32, 
classmates, Ruth E. Ent, sister 
Josephine McNamara Wheeler '58 - donor A.J. Sakella 
Daneman '58, classmate 
Deceased class members '51 -donor Anna Troxell Hum-
phreys '51, classmate 
Mary Hyatt Dominick '36- donor Rebecca Thornton Ingling 
'36, classmate 
Virginia Spence McCrone '48 - donor Nancy Weikel Ritz-
man '48, classmate 
Mabel C. Prevost '29 - donor Catherine Gray Paine '33, 
Jeff Alumna 
Memorial Gifts Received after August 15, 1992 
Marian Ramp '51 - donors Jeanette Plasterer '51 , Janet 
Withka Warden '51 , June Bareuther Gerraughty '51, Bar-
bara Duckworth Arkes '51, Joanne Garber Sencindiver 
'51 , Nelda Gothie Edson '51, Elizabeth Moll Chevola '51 , 
Louise Zug Souders '51 , Jean Binns Smith '51, Jean Holz-
baur Mclaughlin '51, Nancy Thompson Powell '51 , 
classmates 
Katherine Flickinger Aagaard '21 - donors Martha S. Kur-
ath, Sally R. Lawson, Mr and Mrs. Alexander Elwyn, 
friends 
Elizabeth C. Ent '32 - donor Thelma Showers Morris '32, 
classmate 
Deceased class members '42- donors Class of '42 
Virginia Spence McCrone '48- donor Inez Cornelius Mire-
nda '48, classmate 
Barbara Fleishman Snape '32 - donor Jean Reeves Wolfe 
'48, friend 
Josephine McNamara Wheeler '58 - donor Mary Ellen Mc-
Donald '58, classmate 
Mary Rotz Evans '35- donor William Evans, Jr., son 
Mr. Hoyt Hendershot, (father of Barbara Hendershot Marks 
'47)- donors Dr. and Mrs.Robert McCairns, Dr. and Mrs. 
Melvin Moses, friends 
REMEMBER, 
OLD FOLKS ARE WORTH 
a fortune, silver in their hair, gold in their teeth, stones in 
their kidneys, lead in their feet, and gas in their stomachs. 
I have become a little older since I saw you last and a few 
changes have come into my life since then . Frankly, I have 
become quite a frivolous old gal. I am seeing five gentlemen 
everyday. 
As soon as I wake up, Will Power helps me get out of bed. 
Then I go see John. Then Charlie Horse comes along, and 
when he is here he takes a lot of my time and attention. 
When he leaves, Arthur Ritis shows up and stays the rest of 
the day. He doesn't like to stay in one place very long, so he 
takes me from joint to joint. After such a busy day, I'm really 
tired and glad to go to bed with Ben Gay. What a life! 
P.S. The preacher came to call the other day. He said at 
my age I should be thinking about the hereafter. I told him, 
Oh, I do all the time. No matter where I am, in the parlor, 
upstairs, in the kitchen or down in the basement, I ask my-
self - "Now what am I here after?" 
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In Memoriam 
1916 Florence Browning 
1917 Frances M. Grove 
1921 Katherine Flickinger Aagaard 
1923 Mathilda Knoll Petersen 
1925 Antoinette Laudano Ronayne (WH) 
1926 Alyce Casper Wright 
1928 Myrtle Derr Hess 
1929 Nora Shoemaker Ehrig 
1929 Mabel C. Prevost 
1930 Elizabeth Sealer Zechman 
1930 Dorothy Schenck Ragan 
1931 Edna Stonehill Dutil! 
1933 Sara Blackburn Baxter 
1934 Helen Ritchey Frederick 
1934 Mildred Aumiller Brown 
1934 Verna Hertzler Diehm 
1934 Donna Carr Cornelius 
1936 Mary Hyatt Dominick 
1938 Virginia Kinter Hatton 
1939 Marie Shearer Roche 
1940 Helen Hoffman Firman 
1940 Virginia Falkinburg Ritter 
1941 Helen Pfaff Bedner 
1941 Rhea Moyer Johns 
1941 Anna Haines Heermans 
1942 Doris L. Jones Schecter 
1942 Beatrice Raymann Snyder 
1943 Gertrude Gearhart Malloy 
1943 Marjorie Baldwin Dore 
1944 Emily Frampton Donnelson 
1944 Jean McNitt Middleswarth 
1944 Marjorie Fink Searing 
1949 Patricia Jane Norstedt Johnson 
1951 Shirley StClair Weller 
1955 Rosemary Evans Liparota 
1956 Lorraine Pope Baird 
1958 Josephine McNamara Wheeler 
THINKING OUT LOUD! 
Before you decide to give someone a piece 
of your mind, be sure you can get by on 
what you have left. 
Too many people stop looking for work after 
they find a job! 
Tolerance is the ability to keep your shirt 
on when you're hot under the collar! 
Medical science has progressed to the point 
where the human body, with proper care, will 
last a lifetime. 
CLASS NEWS 
Class of 1916 
Frances Butler Pangburn, 39 South 4th Street, Lewisburg , PA 17837. 
I have had a pretty good year healthwise. I celebrated my 1 04th 
birthday on May 26th . After going through a blizzard and a flood, I 
was ready for Spring to arrive. My best to all. 
Class of 1927 
Filomena Tiracchia Doherty, Southampton Est. A-223, 238 Street 
Road, Southampton, PA 18966. As with all of us- "The older 1 get 
the better I was." I speak for all of us over 80! At age 84 1 became a 
resident of a beautiful life care facility. I'm assured of a lovely 2 bed-
room apartment and complete nursing care if and when needed. Ad-
vice to senior nurses, don 't wait too long . Best wishes. 
Lillian M. Mertz, 104 Grace Community, Myerstown, PA 17067. 
Jefferson is well represented here with Lorraine Mayers, Jean Carter 
and myself. 
Class of 1928 
Frances Pierson Woolf (Kenneth), 1605 Monmouth Drive, Sun City 
Center, FL 33573 . I had my 84th birthday this year and feel reasonably 
well. I'm still enjoying life. We have 8 grandchildren and 8 great grand-
children. They give us a lot of pleasure. 
Mary Stauffer Malick, 802 Broad Street, Apt. A-20, Selinsgrove, PA 
17870. Laura Carleton Short is living at Penn Lutheran Village which 
is next door to where I live. I have independent living while she is in 
the nursing home. We were classmates. Grace Ellis Nauman another 
member of our class is living in Norwalk, CT., with her daughter. 
Class of 1929 
Joyce Frantz, 17 Maple Place, Hicksville, NY 11801. Sorry 1 could 
not see you all on May 1st. I'm a minister and we have a national 
annual meeting in California every first week of May. 
Class of 1931 
Evelyn Reeser Arnold (Walter) , 23287 Blue Water Circle, Boca Raton , 
FL 33433. My pride in Jefferson nurses and the hospital will always 
be my big "brag." I enjoy reading about Jefferson and technology. I'm 
lucky to have lived for 85 years and to have a wonderful busy, full life . 
My husband and I have enjoyed 62 years of married life and good 
health. 
Helen Walp Hubbard (Alfred) , 126 Montgomery Street, Apt. 1-C, 
Highland Park, NJ 08904. Greetings to all my classmates. I feel espe-
cially blessed with many loved ones and friends near me. 
Dorothy T. Peterson, 9896 Bustleton Avenue, Apt. B-131 , Philadel-
phia, PA 19115. I would enjoy hearing from my classmates. 
Helen C. Rodewig, Simpson House, M-220, Belmont Avenue & 
Monument Road , Philadelphia, PA 19131. I shall never forget Jeffer-
son , I'm proud I graduated from there . Best wishes to my classmates. 
Mildred Schoch McGee, 504 El Vernona Avenue, Sarasota, FL 34236 . 
I wish to thank the Alumni Association for the beautiful flowers it made 
my 85th birthday special. God Bless all Alumni for the fine work you 
do. 
Mary Crowe Murtha (WH) , 25 Grandview Avenue, Pleasantville, NY 
10570. Nothing new this year. I keep well, active , and I enjoy my 
three grandsons. December 24, 19931 will be 85 years young . 
Anna Scafa Scanlan (WH), 600 Layne Blvd , Apt. 105, Hollandale, FL 
33009. Best regards to my classmates. I would like to hear from you . 
Class of 1932 
Thelma Showers Morris, 1406 Elmira Street, Williamsport, PA 
17701-2114. Due to political unrest in the part of the world where I 
like to travel , I expect my journeys this year will be limited to Iceland, 
New Mexico and Maryland. 
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Emma Phoebus Kelly (Warren) , 1110 Burmont Road , Drexel Hill , PA 
19026. Things are the same. My best to all my classmates. 
Adeline Roth Miller (Benjamin) , 6704 Glen Avenue, Glenn Dale, MD 
20769. I'm sorry I missed our 60th reunion in 1992. It was good to 
attend the luncheon this year and get the latest news of kith and kin. 
Hazel Greger Biddle (Gordon) , 214 Stonybrook Drive , Norristown , 
PA 19403-2724. I'm active as a docent in an 18th century historic 
restoration and in two Heritage chapters . I've had to relinquish other 
volunteering because of my husband's health. 
Ellen Coulburn Wise (Byron), 12 N. Shore Drive, Seaford , DE 19973. 
I have been in the hospital and a nursing home since July 11, 1992. 
I'm slowly improving. 
Rose A. Selgrath Dodson, 518 Hillside Drive, West Chester, PA 
19380. Rose's son Robert wrote the following . - Rose had a duodenal 
ulcer operation in November and had heart problems (congestive fail-
ure) in February. She is doing better now as her daughter Nancy is 
nursing her back to health . 
Carolyn Jones Transue, 431 John Anderson Drive, Ormond Beach , 
FL 32176. I hope I'll be able to attend the luncheon next year. 1 do 
miss my friends and classmates. 
Class of 1933 
Ellen Piatt Vetenko (Howard) , 2746 Carlton Place, York, PA 17404. 
Good health and good luck to all . It is interesting to note how many 
Jefferson nurses live in this area. 
Katherine Kinch Leach, 860 Rhue Haus Lane, Hummelstown, PA 
17036. My twin granddaughters graduated from Mary Mount Univer-
sity on May 1st 1993. 
Elizabeth Romich Cobb, 12 High Street, Carbondale, PA 18407. I 
always appreciate the bulletin. It is very interesting and I read it as 
soon as it comes. I've had a set-back in my health , had a bronchial 
spasm cutting off oxygen. I have a low tolerance to medicine and the 
blood pressure pills I take make me sick. Hello to everyone. 
Martha M. Long Garver (Charles), 228 N. Narberth Avenue, Nar-
berth , PA 19072. Hello to all my classmates. Old age does not seem 
to be a happy way of life, although we keep struggling along for 
another year. Best wishes to all for good health. 
Pauline Helman Kough, 76 Ben Lomand Street, Apt. 1, Uniontown, 
PA 15401-2836. Hello to all the remaining members of the class of 
1933. 
Dorothy Steele Norris, 2909 Liberty Street, Easton, PA 18042. Peace 
and good health to all. 
Marion Pollitt Carey (James T.), 2513 Kings Drive, Lewes, DE 19958. 
My husband and I observed our fifty seventh wedding anniversary on 
June 30th , this year. We are doing fairly well , health wise. A hello to 
all my classmates. I enjoy reading the Bulletin. 
Class of 1934 
Dorothy Wall Ghares, 201 E. Broad Street, Apt. 3-L, Tamaqua, PA 
18252. I'm in good health , I keep busy with crippled children 's clinics , 
blood mobile, meals on wheels , and volunteer 4 hours a week at 
Miners Memorial Hospital Center as receptionist, and the helping hand 
here at the Majestic House. My daughter-in-law Cathy is an RN and 
works at Allentown Hospital. 
Dorothy Raubenhold, 58 N, Lansdowne Avenue, N-1 02, Lansdowne, 
PA 19050. I spent my 80th birthday and the Christmas season in the 
black forest of Germany. I hope to be able to continue these trips for 
a long time. I'm also a volunteer at a school for retarded persons once 
a week. 
Helen Reimer Motsay, 24 Lake Vista Trail, Apt. 101, Port St. Lucie, 
FL 34852. I'm enjoying living in Florida. My family is growing , one 
I 
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wedding this year and 2 more great grandchildren , making a total of 
6. We had a family reunion in August 1992 near Ithaca, NY, there were 
55 there , it was a great day. I had to have a la~mectomy 1n January 
with good results . Things have really changed s1nce our day. The mght 
nurse complained because she had 9 pat1ents . 
Anna M. Jacoby Gehrke, 3404 Romig Avenue , Reading , PA 19606. 
Best wishes to my classmates. I'm so happy and proud that I gradua-
ted from Thomas Jefferson University. 
Julia Tyler McCracken, Logan Square East #2015 , 2 Franklin Town 
Blvd ., Philadelphia, PA 19103-1238. I had brain surgery last Fall , It 
has slowed me down . I hope to travel North tn the early Fall. Class-
mates - 1994 is our 60th year reunion . Make plans to be m 
Philadelphia. 
Harriet Fisher Thompson, Friends Home, Apt. 203, Friends Drive, 
Box 457, Woodstock, NJ 08098 . I'm living in ~ retirement ho';le 
because of impaired health . No traveling or long distance affa1rs. I m 
making the best of it after 4 TIA's. 
Evelyn Wilson Frazier, 114 Hayes Mill Road , Apt. 204 , Atco , NJ 
08004. 1 enjoy living in a beautiful retirement home. 
Class of 1935 . . 
Martha Pauline Latsha Tharp (Floyd) , 19911 Holiday Road , M1am1 , 
FL 33157 . Due to damage to (from hurricane Andrew) my apartment, 
our condo is being rebuilt. I'm living in a rental house in Southwest 
Miami close to my daughter and her family. Love to all . 
Frances Kelly Fisher, 813 Madison Avenue , York, PA 17404. My 
husband , Dr. Roscoe L. Fisher died April5, 1992. We were on vacat1on 
in Florida when he died of heart complications. I visited my daughter 
and her family in Australia in September 1992. I frequently visit my 
son and his family in Warren , NJ. 
Louise Herrold Ellis (Nicholas), 408-22nd Street, Belleair Beach, FL 
34635. To my classmates, come visit me when in Florida, I'm only a 
phone call away. 
Ellen Crawford Teague, 670 Parker Road , RR1, Whitefield , NH 
03598. I'm on the Whitefield summer stock theatre board , VP Newco-
men society, NH Dar genealogical librarian , Anna Stickney Chapter, 
NH, honorary trustee Mt.Washington observatory, NH. 
Mary Coles Moore (Carlton), PO Box 25, Deerfield Street, NJ 08313. 
We're thankful we can spend all our winters in Florida. 
Esther Patton Weber (Paul), 325 E. Church Road , Harbinger Terrace, 
Apt. 323, Telford , PA 18969-1793. We have moved to the Lutheran 
Community at Telford and live in an independent l1v1ng area. Lovely 
accommodations and many lovely friends here. I'm well but unfortu-
nately my husband has Alzheimers disease but is manageable . 
Margaret Armstrong Tunnard, 79 E. A~hland Street, Doylestown, PA 
18901 . At age 83 1 live in the house m wh1ch I was born. I go to 
California each winter. I enjoy reading , watching sports on T.V. , dnv-
ing my car and being with my friends and traveling whenever and as 
often as I can. 
Class of 1936 
Thelma Marks Saylor (Blair) , 1625 N. Via Dorado , Tucson , Al. 85715 . 
1 enjoy retirement and spend a lot of t1me VISittng a ~ursmg home. 
We have 21ovely great grandchildren. Hello to all Alumni fnends . 
Margaret Pound Ransom (Wayne W.), 406 Waveland Road , Catons-
ville MD 21228. It's always so good to see classmates , but wish more 
wou,ld attend, of course, we are all getting a bit older. Best wishes to 
all. 
Rebecca Thornton Ingling, 1523 Custom Road, Virginia Beach , VA 
23454. There is not much new with me. I enjoy good health and do 
volunteer work at the local nursing home. 
Lydia K. Yerkes, 300 Willow Valley Lanes Drive , E-127 , Willow Street, 
PA 17584-9495. I'm tine, nothing else new. Best w1shes to all. 
Helen Miller Harding, 2213 Pennington Drive , Wilmington , DE 
19810. 1 am now a widow and continue to live in Delaware. I'm domg 
a little traveling and spending time with my sons. 
Class of 1937 
Alice Leatherman Fulmer (James Lynn) , 323 N. Oak Avenue , Clifton 
Heights , PA 19018. My husband a.nd I observed our 50th wedding 
anniversary July 18, 1992. I couldn t have marned a n1cer man. 
Gertrude Nichols Sessions, 10210 Lorene Lane, San Antonio , TX 
78216. I'm hanging in there. Best wishes to all. 
Jean Heine Arnold, 43 N. Sunset Drive , Camamo Island, WA 98292. 
Hi to all who may remember me. Life is rushing by and I'm slower 
but thankful to be able to meet each day 's demands. 
Edith Owen McCutcheon, 70 Collins Road , Trenton , NJ 08619-4330 . 
Best wishes to all. I'm enjoying life , how about you? 
Juliet Rumberger Light, 126 Fairlawn Avenue , State College, PA 
16801 . I'm alive and kicking . I like to travel , and do volunteer work. I 
keep busy with a 1081b. black lab dog . 
Sara Kelly Little (Lester), 1629 Monroe Street, York, PA 17404. 
Hello to all my classmates. I'm hanging in there. I exercise every day 
and wear a size 8 petite. No more toasted cheese sandwiches- fond 
memories . 
Lida Pardee Goodell, 201 Heron Point , Chestertown, MD 21620. 
I'm so glad 1 got to the luncheon . Best wishes to all my friends. 
Elinor Miller Wentzell, 1502 Arrowhead Drive, Sun City Center, FL 
33573. Things are the same here in Florida. I enjoy good health and 
the sunshine. My best to all . 
Edith Gendebien Reeves, 1739 E. San Miguel Avenue, Phoenix, f!J.-
85016 . I'm enjoying life in the sunny Southwest. I have fond memones 
of our training days. 
Madeline M. Ullom, 3248 N. Christmas Avenue, Tucson , Al. 85716 . 
Best wishes to all members of the Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Associa-
tion , especially to the class of 1938. 
Wilma 0. Benner Lewis (Francis J.) , 8300 S.W. 107th Lane , Ocala, 
FL 34481 . We continue to spend our summers in McAiisterville , PA 
and retirement in Florida. We paid a visit to our former home in 
Sedona, AZ. in May. Greetings to all Jeff friends . 
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Class of 1939 
Grace Roller Castner, 12 Bayberry Drive, Bordentown, NJ 08505-
2702. 1 have 3 sons and 1 daughter, all are happily married . I have 8 
grandchildren 4 girls and 4 boys. Oldest grandson will be in third 
year of colleg~ and youngest granddaughter will .be in 2nd grade this 
Fall. 1 put my home up tor sale as I'm on the wa1tmg hst for Medford 
Leas, a beautiful continuing care retirement community m Medford , 
NJ . 
Marjorie Cooper Richter (Francis J.), PO Box 554 , Laredo, TX 7~042-
0554 . 1 work as a volunteer at our hospital 5 days a week. I hke to 
travel , this Spring we went to Colorado to see our daughter and chil-
dren. 1 was sorry to hear of the death of Dorothe Brede Connole and 
her husband Dr. Fran Connole . 
Isabel Martinelli Jackson , 2717 Guyton Street, Easton , PA 18042. 
We celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary in August 1992. My 
beloved husband , Francis died suddenly April 14, 1993. I'm copmg 
well with support from my 2 children and grandson , also my fnends. 
Hopefully 1 will make our 55th anniversary and luncheon next May. 
Class of 1940 
Ruth Ritter Holbrook, 398 Penn Avenue , 1st Floor Rear, West Read-
ing , PA 19611 . I am enjoying retirement, keep busy volunteenng, 
golfing , and traveling semi-annually to Myrtle Beach , Flonda. 
Judy Elliott Kesserling (Sam) , 5033 College Corner Road, Oxford , 
OH 45056. I'm working 2 1/2 -3 days a week m the off1ce of a tam1ly 
practice physician. 1 go to aerobics class 2 - 3 times a week w1th 
homemakers, young business women , college and high school stu-
dents . 1 think 1 do pretty good keeping up with them . Sam IS ret1red 
and has pretty good health . Hi to all my classmates. 
Ellora Endicott Meyer (Frederick) , 570 Panoramic Highway, Mill V~l­
ley, CA 94941 . My best wishes to my classmates and fnends. Were 
living in and enjoying the State which has two women senators m 
Washington . 
Alice Freed Moore (Jim) , 816 Bushnell , Caldwell , ID 83605 . Jim and 
I celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary the summer of 1992 with 
an enormous party held in the main dining room at Albertson College 
of Idaho here in Caldwell. Our 4 children and 10 grandchildren really 
gave us a great celebration . Jim and I were married 2 weeks after his 
graduation from Princeton Seminary, so we also flew back to NJ tor 
that anniversary. Had we known 50 years ago that these 2 anniversaries 
were so close in date, but so far apart in miles, we probably would 
have changed one of the dates. It was a great summer. 
Hope Kramer Mood (Paul) , PO Box 1712, Punta Gorda, FL 33951. 
Best wishes to my classmates. Sorry I didn 't make the luncheon on 
May 1st. 
Dorothy McComb Talbot, 229 Kirkwood Drive , Chapel Hill , NC 27514. 
I continue to live in North Carolina in the summer and Arizona in the 
winter. I play golf and enjoy camping with friends in my small motor 
home. I was thrilled to be selected by the Journal of Public Health 
Nursing as a "Living Pioneer in Public Health Nursing ". 
Mary Flyte Rosser (Abe) , 10 E. South Street, Apt. 620, Wilkes-Barre, 
PA 18701 . My husband and I do a lot of traveling. I will always 
remember "Jeff". My very best to all. 
Goldie Byers Pringle, 6 Ridge Lane , Newville, PA 17241 . No one 
ever told me that retirement could be so hectic. 
Helen Gipe Loughry, 51 Melrose Street, 1-D, Melrose, MA 02176. 
Best wishes to all my classmates. I've been a widow for 16 years. I 
have three grandchildren. Kristin 5-1 /2, Kevin 2-1 /2, and Nora 2 years 
old . 
Thelma Weaver Taylor (Paul) , 560 Park Road , Mays Landing , NJ 
08330. Paul and I celebrated our 52nd anniversary with a lovely party 
given by our children and grandchildren. We're enjoying our life to the 
fullest. 
Class of 1941 
Ethel Heller Todaro, 1100 West Chester Pike, Apt. F-1, West Chester, 
PA 19382. I'm working 3 evenings a week at Devon Manor in Devon , 
PA. Nothing else new, except I'm a year older. 
Lucille wampler Stradley, 6400 Park Street N., Apt. 408 , St. Peters-
burg, FL 33708-7012. I would love to hear from any Jeff graduate 
living in this area. 
Frances Soltys Wolicki (Ted) , 1623 March Street, Reading , PA 
19607. Ted and I are senior citizens. We have a daughter, Alexandria . 
We would welcome anyone from Jefferson to our home. 
Sophia Pickens Driscoll (John), 1311 Puritan Avenue, Woodbury, NJ 
08096. Jack and I are in good health to date. Our sons and families 
are doing well . This past winter we took a cruise to the Caribbean and 
through the Panama Canal which was fascinating . We enjoyed the trip , 
but at our age we were very tired and very, very glad to be home. 
Hello and best wishes to my classmates. 
Kathryn Duffy Quackenbush (Charles) , 377 Wood Duck Road , 
Whitehouse Beach , Millsboro, DE 19966. I hope all nurses who have 
served in our Armed Forces are joining the women in the military to 
further the Memorial in Washington , DC. 
Gene Roush Jerabek, 3245 Southern Avenue, Kingman , Al. 86401-
5371. I enjoy all the news of classmates and everything in the bulletin . 
Drop in on your next trip to the Southwest. 
Class of 1942 
Fern Paff Lubin, 722 Westmont Lane , Vineland , NJ 08360 . I had a 
great time last year at the luncheon. I'm traveling this year, sorry to 
miss the luncheon. 
Gladys Reed White , 313 Locky Court West , Chalfont, PA 18914. 
I'm busy with church work, I'm secretary/treasurer of Homeowners 
Association . I play a lot of bridge and games. June 24 , 1992 my 
youngest grandson was born, Aaron is a great joy. My oldest daughter 
Mary Sue, her husband Gary and my son Jack are in the Minuteman 
Printing business. Youngest daughter, Bette Ann is in the finance 
department at St. Vincents Hospital , Bridgeport, CT. She spent a 2-
week vacation in Niger, Africa as a missionary from her church . 
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Ruth Moore MacAdam (Harold) , 2240 Lafayette Drive, Antioch , CA 
94509-5868. My husband has been diagnosed as Alzheimers with 
dementia and depression, He has been in a convalescent hospital 3 
years on February 1, 1993. I spend 4 hours each day with him, 
but I'm not over the 4 years of 24-hour nursing him before he was 
hospitalized. Our family live close-by, so I'm not alone. I take one day 
at a time. Hi to my classmates . 
Lois Longacre Kelly (Thomas), 11 Chapman Road , Pittsfield , MA 
01201 . I'm recovering from a fracture of my left ankle , I slipped on 
the ice December 15th. Bea Raymann Snyder came to help for 10 
days after my tar flung sons had all taken turns . I had a huge cast 
blister caused by the resident and nurse ignoring my complaints for 
36 hours, this resulted in 2 1/2 months of daily dressings by a visiting 
nurse. 
Grace Jennings Dunkleberger, 800 Hausman Road , Apt. 493 , Allen-
town, PA 18104. I'm having a good year. I talk with Anna Tenari 
Reganis occasionally, and I see Pat Crawford , '45 in church . 
Nancy Habecker Maxwell (Howard) , 3113 Gladiola Drive , Colorado 
Springs, CO 80907 . I was glad to see Doris Bowman and Mil Greenlee 
Durham while I was in Lancaster this Spring . 
Class of 1943 
Vivian Zindel Bowen, 53 Cobalt Cross Road , Levittown , PA 19057. I 
was so happy I could attend our 50th reunion this year. 
Anne Mogck Whittaker (William), 111 Pine Tree, St. Simon 's, GA 
31522. It has been 15 years since we moved to St. Simon 's. We enjoy 
the beach , golf and warm sunshine . Snow is a thing of the past. 
Regards to my friends at Jefferson. 
Ruth Sunderland, 12 South Market Street, PO Box 393, McVeytown, 
PA 17051. I'm still working, don 't know when to quit. I entertained 
the whole Harrisburg Jefferson satellite group at my place June 10, 
1992. We had a big picnic on my porch . We all wore small replicas of 
our Jefferson cap made by my sister. Dorothy Ranck Long is leader 
of this group. 
Margaret Brainard Scull (Howard) , 624 East Street Road , Warmin-
ster, PA 18974. We're very proud to announce the birth of our great 
grandson last November. 
Marion Dalgleish Gabuzda, Annex A Leader Residential , 724 N. 
Charlotte Street, Pottstown, PA 19464. I was so happy to see so many 
classmates and friends at our 50th reunion in May. 
Virginia Hershey Dohaney, 801 Hewett Drive , Ann Harbor, Ml 48103-
4632. This year I retired from work at a non-profit clinic where I did 
any and everything but nurse. I spent 10 years there with a good 
crew, may their numbers be multiplied . 
Janet Robertson Gerow (Rev. C. D. "Jerry") , 132 Folcroft Avenue, 
Folcroft , PA 19032. January 1, 1993 Jerry retired from his retirement 
job as a representative of our mission on the East coast. Now there 
are fewer speaking engagements on our calendar, but we keep busy. 
We have more time to vist our 5 children , 8 grandchildren and 2 great 
grandchildren scattered through Pennsylvania, Tennessee , S. Carolina 
and Texas. Our daughter Betty, a graduate from Columbia University 
School of Nursing in New York City, was in an auto accident and is 
unable to do bedside nursing at present. She has been doing utilization 
review for a company in Philadelphia. For several months she was at 
Jeff and was very favorably impressed, both with the organization as 
a whole and with the quality of care. Are any of us surprised? 
Mary Jo Strong Lake (Larkin W.) , 8 Valley Creek Road , Norristown, 
PA 19401 . I retired from active nursing , entered college and received 
my bachelor of science degree in 1979. This year, my husband and I 
celebrated our 50th wedding anniversary on a cruise around the Hawai-
ian Islands. 
Dolores Davis Wilkinson (James Ill) , 9 Warbler Street, New Orleans, 
LA 70124. I'm well and keep busy with my home, our children , 11 
grandchildren and one great grandchild . I send my love to my many 
wonderful friends . 
Betty Calhoun Suttles, 2020 Oriole Drive, Ashtabula , OH 44004. I 
now have three great grandchildren , a great grandson 5 years old and 
two great granddaughters 1 year old . 
Class of 1944 
Rosie Smith Jones, Rt 3, Box 370, Jasper, TX 75951 . I'm doing 
volunteer work at the local hospital and keep up with continuing educa-
tion as the occasion arises. 
Emily Robinson Whitenack (Harold) , RD 2, Box 120 D, Auburn , PA 
17922. Praise the Lord for good health after surgery and chemo for 
colon cancer in 1991. I was sorry not to see more classmates at the 
luncheon this year. 
Geraldine Schreffler Meyer (Roy), 2502 W. Calle Morado, Tucson, 
AZ. 85745 . Nothing much new. We're enjoying our retirement and 
traveling . I hope to see many classmates at our 50th reunion in May 
1994. 
Class of 1945 
Margaret Greenly Rothermel (William , S., M.D.), 3750 Fulton Drive, 
N.W. , Canton, OH 44718. I'm enjoying my husband's retirement. We 
are blessed with six fine young grandsons. 
Kitty Betz, 3402 Craigo Avenue, El Paso , TX 79904. I want to remind 
all classmates that 1995 will be a big anniversary year for us. Try to 
make a very special effort to return to our alma mater on alumni day. 
Janet Hoover Valentine (John), 3121 Kilarney Street, Cuyahoga Falls, 
OH 44221 . My husband and I are enjoying our retired life, although 
he has not been in good health this past year. Give my best to our 
classmates. I always look forward to receiving the Alumni Bulletin . 
Christine Lindes Park (Oliver) , 48-1 /2 Mountain Spring Road , Farm-
ington , CT 06032. It's amazing to me how new and wonderful life gets 
to be the older I am. Do any of you remember waking up to Jan Pierce 
singing The Bluebird of Happiness? Those words keep running through 
my mind lately- one lasting memory. 
Evelyn Sherick Sell (Bernard) , 251 Ocean Blvd ., PO Box 44, Atlantic 
Highlands, NJ 07716. We are expecting grandchild #8 in early Sep-
tember 1993. I'm working and I love it. I assess the patient in the 
home and supervise the care givers , L.P.N.s and Home Health Aids , 
who are certified . I attended a christian international medical conven-
tion in early June on St. Simon's Island, Georgia. There were over 500 
people from all countries. Some doctors, nurses and missionaries. The 
varieties of dress were interesting. We sang in Swahili , Spanish and 
English. It was a great learning experience for all , and the nicest job I 
ever had. 
Class of 1946 
Jeanne Null Collevechio (Thomas), 17 Linda Drive , Allendale , NJ 
07401 . I'm enjoying good health , and keep busy with our 
grandchildren . 
Betty Yost Zehner (Clyde) , RR #2, Box 634 , Sugarloaf, PA 18249. I 
retired from nursing two years ago. It was a rewarding career for me, 
all because of my diploma from Jefferson which provided marvelous 
training . After a lot of renovating , we have moved to the Zehner 
homestead at Sugarloaf, PA. 
Jeanne Lebkicker, 200 Northwood Drive , Rome, GA 30161 . I lost 
my dear mother to cancer in February, she was 94. I enjoyed a de-
lightful tour of Germany, Austria and Switzerland in May 1992. 
Ellen P. Rowan Stephens (Robert W.) , 13225 Old Jamestown Road , 
Florissant, MO 63033 . My husband continues to play golf every day. 
Our daughter, Toni has been flying for 10 years , she is doing a wonder-
ful service . Our son Robert and wife , Kathleen have made us grandpar-
ents to a boy, Brent. Toni and I continue to show our dogs 
(Schipperkes) . We won national specialty last year. 
Jacqueline Baer Coffroth, 2505 Winsford Lane , Carmichael , CA 
95608. I'm selling Real Estate, I let my RN license drop years ago . I 
have 4 lovely grandchildren. My life is full of volunteerism and work. 
I'm getting used to being a widow. Jeff seems so long ago , but I enjoy 
reading about former classmates. 
Class of 1947 
LaDean Beattie Kramp (Dean), 310 S. Cherry Street, Ebensburg, PA 
15931 . Dean and I drove cross country last fall and fell in love with 
Montana, Washington and Vancouver. The Southern states proved too 
hot for our Northern blood. Our children , their spouses and grandkids 
are all well. Number 11 arrived in May on Maui , Hawaii. Regards to 
all my classmates. 
Virginia Sturges Lawrence (M . Frank) , 102 Charlestown Road, Phoe-
nixville, PA 19460. I retired June 19, 1992 from my position as day 
nursing supervisor at the Montgomery County Geriatric & Rehabilita-
tion Center, a 591-bed facility. I worked there for 16 years. 
Martha A. High Hershberger (Robert G.) , 227 Center Road , Quar-
ryville , PA 17566. Our youngest daughter got married February 20th. 
However, we are not suffering from an "empty nest" because we 
have 6 grandchildren living very close to our farm , and we see them 
frequently. 
Julia C. Stout, 718 E. Cameron Street, Shamokin , PA 17872-5047. 
It was so nice seeing some of you at our 45th reunion in 1992. I'm 
looking forward to the next one. I had a wonderful visit with lana Park 
Ball her husband Guy and sister Lois and husband Fred , in Memphis, 
TN . We had a really great day just being together again . God Bless 
you all. 
Barbara Hendershot Marks (Gerald , M.D.), 45 Fairview Road, Nar-
berth , PA 19072. We finally have some girls in our family. Our two 
sons were married in 1992, and our 3rd son was married in June 
1993. 1 enjoyed seeing classmates at the luncheon in 1992. 
Jane Black Guerin (Ted) , 3105 Emmet Avenue, Huntingdon, PA 
16652. Ted and I have fully recovered from by-pass surgery and plan 
to travel to Alaska and Australia in 1993. We have two grandchildren, 
Gretchen is 20 and Matthew is 10 months. Best regards to everyone. 
Janet Edwards Maurer (Calvin R.), 7752 Carrleigh Parkway, Spring-
field , VA 22152-1308. Our first trip to the Hawaiian Islands in 1992 
was great. Our son 's wedding on Kauai was lovely. That area was later 
devastated by Hurrivane lniki. We enjoyed the unique protea flowers , 
orchids, torch ginger, plumeria and the rare silver sword. 
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Jane Treon Reitz, 3810 Hobcaw - Plantation Point , Myrtle Beach , 
SC 29577. I'm working full time for my son-in-law. Medicine changes 
constantly. 1 sub for the librarian at school and I'm involved with 
teenagers and their activities. What is this word I hear people call 
"retirement"? 
Class of 1948 
Margaret Basler Blaine, 112 Fairmont Drive, Bel Air, MD 21014. On 
June 1992 I retired from school nursing. We have a winter home in 
Sebring, Florida. On January 4, 1993 my husband Richard died , we 
were married 43 years. I now live between Baltimore, Maryland and 
Sebring , Florida. I'm the proud grandmother of five grandchildren. I 
would love to hear from the class of 1948. 
Lillian Vernoy Van Hoy (Frank), 9932 W. Mercury Drive, Tucson , Al. 
85746. We're both retired and live in Tucson . We have two grandchil-
dren . 1 volunteer for mobile meals and literacy volunteers of America. 
M. Arlene Yohey Watkins (George A.), 802 Oak Avenue , Lake City, 
FL 32055. We are enjoying retirement , we have put lots of miles on 
our R.V. this year. We're looking forward to many more . It was good 
to see so many friends at our 45th reunion this year. 
Faye Deiter Groff (Benjamin) , 1241 Lampeter Road , Lancaster, PA 
17602. It was good to see so many classmates at our 45th reunion 
this year. Eleanor Cominsky Dunkleman- where are you? 
Sally Newkirk Boydelatour (Kenneth) , 5404 Peninsula Drive NW, 
Canton , OH 44718. I retired in May 1992 and I enjoy it very much. 
We visited friends in England, they took us all over England , to Bel-
gium , Holland, then Scotland . Our older daughter was married in 
September 1992. Our younger daugher gave us our first grandchild in 
June, the first on both sides. It was good to see you at the luncheon 
in May. 
Doris A. Burke Hano (George) , Rt 8, Box 345, Warrenton , VA 22186. 
I am so grateful for my education at Jeff. I don 't have an MS, but I'm 
still working as an RN part time in a nursing home on alternate 
weekends and prn. I enjoy the work. 
Lois Bilger Kelley (William) , 602 South End Road , Plantsville, CT 
06479. I continue to enjoy retirement , my health is fair. We keep busy 
With our boys and their families . 
M. Patricia Long Haupt (George J.) , 708 Old Lancaster Road , Bryn 
Mawr, PA 19010. O~r son Hans finished his surgical residency in 
Boston m June and IS at Cornell for cardio-vascular residency. Like 
father, like son . Our daughter Heidi became engaged, the wedding is 
planned for May 1994. That is always fun getting it together. 
Rachel Irvine Herbert, 26525 Via Juanita, Mission Viejo , CA 92691 . 
I'm seventy-one and making a career of volunteerism , 1 do weekly 
blood pressures at the city senior center, tour guide in a historical 
park, charity gift wrap booth in a large mall , Mrs. Claus story teller 
(two weeks at Christmas), and city health fairs . I'm on the Board and 
hold office in AARP, a women 's club, a historical society, and my 
church, Shepherd of the Hills V.M.C., look for me in the kitchen. 
Jean Shirey Wighaman (Paul) , 578 Friendship Avenue, Lancaster, 
PA 17601. Our class of 1948 met together for an enjoyable day at the 
home of Inez Cornelius Mirenda on October 30, 1992 in Media, PA 
There were twelve of us, plus spouses. A delicious pot-luck lunch and 
a great time of reminiscing was had by all. 
Mercedes Geil Weber (Stephen), 436 Fairview Avenue, Penndel , PA 
19047-5514. My best wishes to everyone. I can 't believe it has been 
45 years since we graduated. 
Norma Grundon Bicking (George), 3560 Jacksonville Road, Bethle-
hem, PA 18017. Hi to all our classmates of September 1948. We are 
enjoying a healthy retirement with 2 precious grandchildren , ages 2 
and 3, to keep us young. I have fulfillment in doing volunteer work 
for the burn prevention foundation. 
Mercedes Breen Christ (William) , 33 Louise Drive, Milltown, NJ 
08850. I have a new job . I'm working as an ob/gyn nurse practitioner 
with faculty practice at the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School of 
the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey. In addition to 
counseling and examining patients, I also participate in research proj-
ects concerned with women's health . 
Class of 1949 
Helen Daugherty Barrett (Lewis) , 588 Lynn Avenue, Woodbury, NJ 
08096. Nothing much new. I'm enjoying my retirement. "Hello" to all 
my classmates. 
Beth Mengel Borkey (Eugene) , 91 Burning Tree Lane, Flying Hills, 
Reading , PA 19607. I have retired from the Reading Hospital School 
of Nursing faculty as of December 1992. My husband also retired . We 
are enjoying a new freedom and a new phase of our lives. 
Marjorie Ball Hoeck (Charles) , 2456 Carolton Road , Maitland , FL 
32751 . I'm working part time (3 days a week) in PCU at Florida 
Hospital in Orlando. I'm planning to retire this year. 
Phyllis Schadel Huntzinger (Harvey) , 139 Dishpan Lane, Stafford , 
VA 22554. I had a total hip replacement five years ago (riding acci-
dent) . I'm enjoying life as I ride my horses, swim, ski (water and 
snow) and dance. The advancement in orthopedic replacement surgery 
has been most gratifying. 
Louise Dietz Strayer, 362 S. Charles Street, Dallastown, PA 17313. 
Seven of us had a great get-together at my house in August 1992. We 
plan to do this every summer. My joy was turned to sadness in 
January 1993 at the death of my dear husband. 
Florence Servello McAlpin (Alton) , 8431 Hearth Drive #3, Houston, 
TX 77054. I'm gradually learning to let go. Though I retired , 1 continue 
to work 8 hours per week in the emergency room . Alton retired in 
May 1992 after a major MI. We are both doing well . I'm looking 
forward to seeing my classmates at a reunion sometime in the future. 
You are often in my thoughts. 
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Class of 1950 
Sara Young Konstanzer, 132 Delview Drive, Wilmington, DE 19810. 
I'm working full time at Kendal at Longwood as the 3-11 supervisor. 
Number three grandson was born in May. I plan to retire as soon as 
possible. 
Barbara Fisher Ackerman (A. Eugene, M.D.), 444 Roland Avenue, 
Pottstown, PA 19464. I'm running the roads and hills of Pottstown. 
In September 19921 placed second in my age group in the Philadelphia 
Distance Run 13.1 miles. I'm substituting as a school nurse and love 
it although the high school is a frustration. 
Clara Richardson Flynn (Owen) , 9021 Mojave Drive, Sacramento, 
CA 95826. We are both retired and busier than ever. Our daughter 
Katie was married in March and I made her dress a monument to 
patience . I babysit 2 of our granddaughters and enjoy every minute of 
1t. We are taking about 2 big trips a year, with Alaska our destination 
after ~he wedding excitement. I'm looking forward to this one, 1 think 
we Will both need it. 
Joan Christman Clauss (Thomas) , RD #2, Box 138, Olyphant, PA 
18447. Our 10th child, Sandy was married this August. The children 
are located all over the eastern part of the country. Our 22nd and 23rd 
grandchild arrived this summer. We couldn 't be prouder or happier. 
Mary Louise Moore Brumbaugh (Simon C. Jr. , M.D.), 7337 Central 
Avenue, Lemon Grove, CA 91945 . We're building a new house. Our 
daughter, Patricia (Jeff doctor) , had a baby boy (1st boy after our 7 
daughters and 1 granddaughter) . 
Jean Hohe Larkin, 1150 N. 16th Street, Allentown , PA 18102. 1 
retired December 1, 1991 . I work a few days a month at Fellowship 
Manor, a nursing home near my home. I enjoy traveling, bridge and 
golf. Time really flies . 
Jane Heffelfinger Whipple (Harry) , 112 Centerbrook Road , Hamden 
Court, Hamden, CT 06518 . I hope to see everyone in 1995. Retirement 
is great. Harry and I enjoy traveling , especially to the Southwest. Our 
8 grandchildren are a joy. I can 't let go of nursing , I do one or two 
days per diem each month at Yale New Haven Hospital. 
Marilyn Buxton Gould (Allan), 61 Conner Circle S.W. Rochester, MN 
55902. We are enjoying our retirement, our townhouse, and our Black 
Walnut Tree farm , but most of all , our grandchildren. 
Elinore Satterfield Lynch (Norman) , Timber Road , Box #12, Mt. 
Gretna, PA 17064. I'm active in the Harrisburg Satellite group. Norman 
is retiring December 1, 1993. I retired from school nursing after 20-
1/2 years. Our son is in a residency at Johns Hopkins. The girls live 
nearby and we have a 7 -year-old granddaughter. 
Class of 1951 
Dolores Pauster Gorham, 405 Atwater Road , Broomall , PA 19008. 
Thank you to all of our classmates in their response to Marion Ramp 's 
death. 
Barbara Duckworth Arkes (Robert) , 443 Bates Drive , Bay Village, 
OH 44140. We 're enjoying Bob 's 6th year of retirement. I keep busy 
with volunteer work and working one day a month as Continental 
Airline Ambassador. Our 5th grandchild arrived in March. 
Nancy E. Thompson Powell (Harold) , 19 New Freedom Road , Berlin , 
NJ 08009. This is my 9th year teaching three year olds in Christian 
preschool , I'm also working one day a week at Jefferson on the pediat-
ric floor. 
Anna Troxell Humphreys (W. Howard) , 2122 N. Ridgewood Street, 
Santa Ana, CA 92701. Howard and I are selling our home of 25 years 
and moving to the wilderness area of Trinity County, California. We're 
in the Weaverville area (50 miles west of Redding, CA) . We invite all 
of you to come visit us . We have plenty of room. We are right on the 
Trinity River, where you can fish for salmon and steel head trout. 
Barbara Edwards Beam (Harold) , 18 West Virginia Avenue, Fenwick 
Island , DE 19944. We 're enjoying our retirement. Our 7th grandchild 
was born January 26th , a little girl named Hannah. 
Jane Hawk Aires (Ramon), 16653 Pineridge Drive, Granada Hills, CA 
91344-1849. In October 1992 we added another "twig" to our family 
tree when our 4th grandchild , Eric arrived. The score is: girls 2, boys 
2. Ray plans to retire this Spring , but hopes to do consulting to 
keep busy. Ray 's mother passed away in June 1992, coming back to 
Pennsylvania was sad and yet getting to see Lancaster County again 
was lovely. PS I wouldn't trade California despite the earthquakes . 
Marian Thorp Williams (Arthur R.), 2928 Sandyford Avenue , Phila-
delphia, PA 19152. Art retired December 1992. We're looking forward 
to some happy years. 
Ethel DeWitt Gerst, 8761 Wagner Creek Road , Talent, OR 97540. I 
retired from the College Health Center in October 1992, and now a 
new home in Oregon . I love retirement and my new life. 
Elizabeth Moll Chevola (Joe), HCR 2, Box 657, Elgin , AZ 85611. 
When we were students at Jeff and Barton I Never dreamed I'd work 
with TB on the border with Mexico. I'm always happy to hear from 
Jeff friends , especially anyone with interests and insights into today 's 
challenges with TB . 
Elizabeth Bechtel Runge, 123 Tenth Avenue , Haddon Heights , NJ 
08035. My third granddaughter was born this last year, a real joy. I'm 
involved with family, church , volunteering, house and garden . I'm 
thankful for all God 's blessings. 
Jeanne Holzbaur Mclaughlin (George) , RD #3, Box 679-B, Cabool , 
MO 65689. December 1992 I retired from nursing . I'm involved in 
church activities, farming and handcrafts. 
Kathleen Adams Moody, 3 Machamer Court, Johnson City, TX 37604. 
My daughter Kathi graduated from the University of Tennessee with a 
BS in family and child development. I continue to enjoy good health . 
Marian Hoffman Narbuth (Ben), 1626 St. Johns Drive, El Paso , TX 
79903. Our family keeps busy. Our son Edward is making a career 
change, he expects to study pharmacy at the University of Arizona. 
His wife is an RN and works in a CCU unit. Carol is a staff pharmacist 
at a hospital in Houston, Texas. Her husband is a geologist with 
Chevron . Nancy is an assistant principal at an elementary school in El 
Paso . Her husband teaches H.S. math and computer science . They 
have 2 daughters ages 6 years and 2 years. They bring us much joy. 
Barbara is an RN , she is a scrub nurse . Her husband is a pharmacy 
student at University of Texas at Austin . 
Norma Jones Murray (James) , 3091 Stuart Road , Fostoria, OH 
44830. I'm looking forward to our reunion in 1996. Lets all try to 
return for this one . 
Class of 1952 
Nancy Groh Messick (R. Richard , M.D.), 11202 Phoenix Way, Naples, 
FL 33999 . My husband retired from ob/gyn the middle of June 1993. 
We are enjoying our 6 wonderful granddaughters , the last one arrived 
in April1993. 
Jeanne Flanagan Ryan (Daniel), 2017 Line Lexington Road , Hatfield , 
PA 19440. Warm greetings to all my classmates. Dan and I both 
retired from SmithKiine Beecham in 1992 where I had worked as 
corporate nurse manager for over 30 years. We really enjoy the free-
dom that comes with retirement, we plan to cruise to Alaska this year. 
Joyce Mangle Simpkins, 1113 Merrick Avenue, Westmont, NJ 
08108. What a pleasure it was to have a visit from one of my Jeff 
roommates this past year. Myrtice (Tice) Hurd Wilkins and husband , 
Or. Charles Wilkins from California. Unfortunately their visit East was 
a sad one. They came for Tice 's mom's funeral. 
Jean McCoy Pachelbel (Robert) , 1650 Claycord Avenue, Concord , 
CA 94521. I retired from nursing in June 1993. "Jeff" provided a 
strong foundation for a satisfactory career which I have loved . Now, 
on to the next chapter. 
Class of 1953 
Thelma Heist Goodhart (Edward), 666 Pleasant View Drive, Lew-
isberry, PA 17339. Grandmothering is great. We have 3 grandsons. 
I'm looking forward to retirement. 
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Irene Gibson O'Brien, 22 Tomahawk Drive, Marlton , NJ 08053 . I'm 
working at West Jersey Hospital , Marlton , AM admissions . My daugh-
ter Kelly graduated in May 1993 with a BS in Health Administration 
from Rutgers University. 
Janet Edwardsen Meredith, 206 67th Street, Holmes Beach, FL 
34217 . I'm alive and well. I live on Anna Maria Island, FL. Hello to 
my classmates. 
Trudy Lange Amend (Hans) , 2270 Boyd Road , Huntingdon Valley, PA 
19006. Our youngest daughter got married in December 1992. We 
were lucky in the storm at the shore in December. We're in Harvey 
Cedars, NJ and welcome visitors in the summer. 
Class of 1954 
Elizabeth Snyder Collins, 3312 Northside Drive, No . 715, Key West, 
FL 33040. I'm working full time, med/surg " in the trenches" with 
AIDS. I obtained my ANA certification in general nursing. 
Jane Snyder Wilgus (Donald) , PO Box 93, Bethany Beach , DE 19930. 
We'll soon be celebrating our 38th wedding anniversary. I'm enjoying 
retirement, golf and our seven wonderful grandchildren. 
Class of 1955 
Marianne Pratt Shinkevich (Alex) , 2035 Oak Street, West Suffield, 
CT 06093. I have worked 18 years as a school nurse and love it. My 
husband is a senior project engineer. Our 3 boys are grown up and on 
their own. 
Class of 1956 
Marilyn Robertson Glauber (Kenneth R.), 8239 Burnley Road , Balti-
more, MD 21204. We have two wonderful grandchildren , Molly Ann 
Rothermel and James Allen Glauber. We love being grandparents. I'm 
working on the Board of Pickersgill , Inc. , a retirement home in Tow-
son , MD. Having a good background in nursing once again has its 
advantages. 
Joan Elbertson McGinnis (Francis), 9412 E. Romping Road, PO Box 
1395, Care Free, AZ 85377. We continue to marvel over the beauty of 
Arizona. It is wonderful to be close and share in the lives of our 
children once again. Our son Brian and his wife Susan welcomed their 
first baby in May 1993. 
Noreen King Poole (William E.), 635 Angelita Drive, Prescott , AZ 
86303 . Our 7th grandchild was born in June 1992. We retired in 1991 
and love it. 
Florence Roche, 8318 Jeanes Street, Philadelphia, PA 19111 . I'm 
working in the operating room at St. Christopher's Hospital for Chil-
dren and love it. Sorry more classmates couldn 't make it to the lun-
cheon , I missed seeing you. 
Marguerite Johnson Domenick (Francis) , 1905 Pinewood Drive, Al-
toona, PA 16602. My husband retired , again. We're traveling and 
spend a lot of time in our beach house in Nags Head, NC, it sure beats 
the Pennsylvania winters. 
M. Joyce Wyse Hagopian, 127 W. Hillcrest Avenue , Havertown, PA 
19083. My daughter, Ellen (TJU , M.D. '92) secured a 5 year commit-
ment in general surgery from Columbia Presbyterian Hospital in New 
York City. 
Class of 1957 
Kay Eichmann Cowen (Mac) , 3636 Gloucester Drive, Bethlehem, PA 
18017. We have a new granddaughter named Catherine, making a 
total of 3 grandchildren. I enjoyed the 35th reunion in 1992, I'm 
looking forward to the 40th . 
Julia Fernandez Placendo (John) , RR 2, Box 71 , Lake Road , New-
field , NJ 08344. My husband retired from farming . He continues to 
help our son John who took over the business . I'm in school nursing , 
4 more years and I'll retire . Our daughter will have a degree in school 
nursing by next year. Our granddaughter Meghan is 4 years old . Love 
and regards to my classmates. 
June Reginak Dupnock (John) , 830 Carmel Road Millville NJ 
08332 . I will be traveling with H.A.W. (Hands Acros~ the Wat~r) to 
Ukrame as a school nurse - educator in October 1993, and 1 will be 
hosting a Ukra1nran nurse, teacher or physician in my home in the 
Spnng of 1994. 
Georgann Jacobs Miller (C. David) , 37 N. 17th Street, Allentown , 
PA 18104. Our daughter, Tnsha traveled to Zambia in August to spend 
2 years as a m1ss1onary. Our son , Christopher is a senior at Moravian 
College, Bethlehem, PA. Daughters , Cynthia and Colleen each have 3 
children , g1vmg us 6 grandchildren. I have both my certified addictions 
counselor and na_tional certification and I'm working full time as an 
add1ct1ons therap1st. My husband retires soon , after 37 years as an 
educator/administrator in the public school system of Pennsylvania. 
Nancy Blair D'~ngelo (Michael) , 59 Woodberry Road, Barrington , IL 
60010. After bemg away from nursing for 34 years 1 completed a 3 
1/2 month nursing up-date class at our local college'. 1 was the oldest 
"student" but our instructor was older than I, thank goodness. The 
program was difficult, especially for me. I felt as though my brain was 
a sponge, soakmg up all the new material and technology 1 could . A 
very rewarding time in my life. 
Katherine Kostenbauder Smith (Ellsworth) , 210 Geiser Avenue, 
Waynesboro, PA 17268. I've been a community health nurse for 23 
years. My husband is retired . We have 3 children and 2 
granddaughters . 
Gretchen As~henbach Baker (Theodore), RR 1, Box 51 , Woodstock, 
VT 05091 . Life m the Green Mountains of Vermont continues to be 
wonderful. Sorry I couldn't make the annual luncheon, maybe next 
year. 
Class of 1958 
A:J. Sakella Daneman, 2934 Capri Street, Memphis , TN 38118. I'm 
al1ve and well. My 3 children finished college and are gainfully em-
ploy~d and on their own . 1992 was some year. My two sons got 
marrred and I found myself single again . I'm enjoying my freedom . 1 
got to spend some time with Josephine McNamara Wheeler in August 
1992 and was shocked at her death in October. 
Patricia Endo Watanabe (Frank), 3026 Warrior Road Norristown 
\A 19403. I'm working at Chestnut Hill Hospital in ob/gy~ and nurserY. 
I ve found that technology has changed many things in our profession 
but canng and compassion remain vital in nursing. It was great to see 
so many classmates at our 35th reunion this year. 
Dee Riccio Riffle (John) , 6180 S.W. 90th Court, Miami. FL 33173. 
My husband John recently retired from Delta Airlines. Pilots have 
mandatory retirement at age 60. We bought a home in the Salt Lake 
C1ty area as we enjoy skiing . We will still maintain our Florida 
residence. 
Mabel Rennebaum Hollender (David) , 1664 Cedar Knoll Drive, Caro , 
Ml 4872~. Our daughter, Paula Lindhorst graduated 6/93 from Ohio 
State Un1vers1ty School of ~edicine. She is doing her family practice 
res1dency at R1vers1de Hosp1tal1n St. Paul , Minnesota. Our daughter, 
M1nam graduated from Eastern Michigan University with a BS in occu-
pational therapy. She is working at St. Frances Hospital in Green 
Springs, Ohio. 
Class of 1959 
Vera Stevens Myers (Harold) , 1115 Fort Washington Avenue Ft 
Washington , PA 19034. Hello everyone. Harold and 1 are no~ i~ 
the happy state of semi-retirement. Our son , Rusty manages our 
transportation company. We became grandparents to our 3rd grandson 
1n November 1992. 
~- Patricia Sankey Brown, 9485 SW 126 Terrace, Miami , FL 33176. 
I m happy to say that "Somebody up there must love me" because 1 
managed to come through Hurricane Andrew in August 1992 rather 
unscathed compared to many of my friends and neighbors. While 1 
needed a new roof, pat1o screens and windows , many needed new 
houses. It Will take a very long time for this area of Dade County to 
return to 1ts prev1ous state. Through all this I learned two very valuable 
lessons: 1. How to deal1n the paternalistic construction industry, and 
2. Never to nde out another Hurricane. 
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Gloria, Corzen Essoka, 221 Grove Road , South Orange , NJ 07079. 
Glona s mother wntes: Dr. Glona Essoka is donating her nursing skills 
to the women and children in Malawi , Central Africa for 2 years. She 
should be back home by October 1993. 
Judith Wright Bloes (WalterS., M.D.) , Box 257, East Orleans MA 
02643. Our son , Wally is an oral surgeon in Greenwich , CT. H~ and 
h1s w1fe Pa1ge presented us with our 1st grandchild in July. Our daugh-
ter Amy and husband Will present us w1th our 2nd grandchild in Octo-
ber. Retirement on Cape Cod is wonderful. 
Carol Karnes Wenzel (Robert) , 395 E. Broad Street, PO Box 468, 
Tamaqua, PA 18252~0468 . Our 2nd grandchild arrived early this year. 
Be1ng a grandparent IS marvelous, they are such a joy. 
Barbara Smith Prendergast (Michael , M.D.), 930 Upland Road , York , 
PA 1_7403. Michael and I are active with our County, State and National 
Med1cal Assoc1at1on . I have been elected to serve as a director for the 
American Medical Association Auxiliary/Alliance and have enjoyed 
travelmg and meeting physicians' spouses across the country. 
Jane_ A. _Hudson, 109 Hickory Drive, Maryville, TN 37804 . 1 enjoy 
work1ng 1n Tennessee at the University Hospital , which reminds me of 
Jeff, an excellent teaching hospital. 
Sally Little Danyo (Joseph) , 960 Upland Road , York , PA 17403. Our 
daughter IS a nurse practitioner with a masters from Penn . Our first son 
IS a 1992 graduate from Jefferson Medical College and is at Christiana 
hosp1talm W1lm1ngton , DE in general surgery. Our next son is a senior 
med1cal student at Jefferson, 3rd son is at Tyler School of Art and 
our youngest son is a senior in high school. ' 
~oanne Longfellow Holder, 200 Union Avenue, Salisbury, MD 21801 . 
I m work1ng part t1me for a local community based hospice . 1 find it 
extremely rewarding for me personally. I'm also challenged by raising 
my granddaughter. 
Class of 1960 
Claire Corson Scott (Eric), 233 Demarest Road , Moorestown, NJ 
08057. Our daughter returned early this year from a semester at the 
Un1vers1ty of Sydney in Australia, and has returned to Connecticut 
College. 
Sally Ann Giorgio Harris (John) , 318 Homestead Drive, Harleysville, 
PA 19438. After years of part time work I started a full time job on 
November 2nd , 1992. I'm the pre-certification coordinator for 
Grandview . Hospital in Sellersville, PA. This position allows patient 
contact which I m1ssed while doing utilization management work. 
Judith Haas Stauffer (Robert) , 3729 Meyer Lane, Hatboro, PA 19040. 
Our son Todd is married and our son Tim graduated in May 1993 from 
the University of California, Berkeley with a masters degree in civil 
engmeenng . Bob and I continue to work, we are not ready for 
retirement. 
Madeline Henly Glass (Fred) , 259 Sinsabaugh Road , Pine Bush , NY 
1~566. We had our first grandchild on January 15, 1993, a beautiful 
g1rl , named Adrian Rebecca. Our son Andrew and his wife Susan live 
in Yardley, PA, so we visit the Philadelphia area quite frequently again . 
A~ne Runyan Medsger (Thomas), 5405 Northumberland Street, 
Pittsburgh , PA 15217. I'm working in health service research at the 
Uni_versity of Pittsburgh , Graduate School of Public Health . I'm partici-
patmg 1n a pneumonia patient outcome research team (PORT) study 
and 1n evaluation of a program to provide ethics training for community 
hospital personnel . 
Nancy Washburn Noe (Lew) , 1706 Arnold , Laramie , WY 82070 . I'm 
working in out-patient surgery at our local hospital. We have two sons, 
Chnstopher 22, and Matthew 21 . Our grandson Thomas is 2-1 /2. 
Class of 1961 
Betty Lou Simonson Woods (James Jay) , Box 1169, RD #1, Facto-
ryville, PA 18419. I'm finally a grandmother to the 6th James Jay 
Woods. If Misty, our doberman couldn 't give us a new member- it's 
thrilling to have a real one. Everything people say about grandparent-
hood IS true. I'm at Allied Services as director of corporate education. 
I recently became a member of the American College of Healthcare 
Executives. That 's one tough exam. 
Barbara Borrell Fleishman, 5522-4 Century Avenue , Middleton , WI 
53562. 1 remain in A.R.C. Apheresis department. My eldest daughter, 
Tami is working on her masters in social work. Youngest daughter, 
Tina graduated with degree in commercial arts from the University of 
Wisconsin in May 1993. Sorry I couldn 't make the reunion. Hello to 
all . 
Dolores Gilmore Dunn, 275 Bryn Mawr Avenue , Apt. K-37 , Bryn 
Mawr, PA 19010-4077. I'm working at Lankenau Hospital (32 years) 
as a staff development coordinator. My only child , Stanley will be a 
sophomore at Dartmouth College. His plans for this summer was to 
climb the Himalayas. 
Loretta Davis Cunninghame (Henry G.), Chestnut Ridge Farm , 13 
Roosevelt Road , Whitehouse Station , NJ 08889. Progress! Best 
wishes to everyone . 
Ellen Kemmerer warren (Ronald) , 2517 Sam Houston Court , Galla-
tin, TN 37066. I'm working in ob/gyn. Two of our children are in 
college, two are married and one is in the Air Force . We have two 
grandchildren and one on the way. We 're all well and happy. 
Class of 1962 
Marcie Grieshaber Moore , 140 North Rockburn Street, York , PA 
17 402. Mark received his masters in instructional design from Blooms-
burg in December 1992. He's employed at Aetna in Hartford , CT. My 
life has been brightened by a special guy. My job remains the same, 
hard work and politics. 
Marian L. Krahling Hammond (Phillip R.) 744 S. Edgewood Avenue , 
Somerset, PA 15501 . The last of our three children was married in 
September 1992. Our second grandson was born in May 1992. I'm 
unemployed - into crafts , cross-stitch , quilting and visiting our mar-
ried children. 
Carolee Swaim Mitchell (William), 211 S. Church Street, PO Box 
326, Conway, NC 27820. Bill Ill graduated in May 1992 from Baylor 
University with a masters in music performance . 
Louise Baxter Fox (Donald), 204 Creekwood Drive , Feasterville , PA 
19053. Greetings to all. My family and I are all doing well. I'm looking 
forward to seeing you all in May 1994. 
Barbara Julius Brooks (Linton), 9920 Chase Hill Court , Vienna, VA 
22182. Kate studied in Australia this summer, Julie 's in graduate 
school at George Washington University, and Lint and I are staying 
home to pay for it. 
Class of 1963 
Loretta Rich Kurland (Bob) , 1640 White Pines Court , Naperville , IL 
60563. 1 'm enjoying my return to nursing on a rehab unit. It's quite 
rewarding . Bob had a good year at Brach 's Candy. We were "empty 
nesters" as of August, our middle son , David married Janet. He has 
an exciting job with the Chicago Bulls . Our oldest son , Bob moved to 
Westlake, Ohio in 1992. March , our youngest , graduated from lnd1ana 
University and has a job with Aetna as an underwriter. He lives in 
Indianapolis. We manage to get to the Jersey shore every summer. 
Dorothy Fanelle Brown (Doug) , #2 Windmere Circle, Lawton , OK 
73505. I'm consultant to the Oklahoma State Health Department, I 
coordinate the diabetes and pregnancy program. Kim has been married 
over a year, she is computer programmer analyst for American Air-
lines, Kevin graduated from the University of Oklahoma in May 1992. 
He works for Travelers Insurance as an auditor. Doug and I bought 
another home in Lawton. 
Maureen Cassidy Palumbo (Ralph , M.D.), 15350 Mutiny Court , 
Corpus Christy TX 78418. I'm a psychotherapist in private practice, I 
love the work. 'rm able to use my clinical specialist certification more 
and more. I would like to reconnect with my room mate Sandy 
Camino . 
Marie Bretschneider McGlade, 700 B Putnam Blvd. Wallingford , PA 
19086. For the past 8 years I have worked for a national medical 
respiratory and equipment company, I'm manager of the Sewell , NJ 
branch . 1 also work on a per diem basis in NICU, an area I've been 
working in since 1973. I have 4 children. Maureen (28) , Kathleen (25) , 
John (20) , and Michael (17) . November 1992 I became a grandmother 
for the first time when my son and his wife had a beautiful son . I can't 
believe it has been 30 years since we graduated. 
Suzanne Vache Blackburn (Robert) , 2 Pershing Avenue , Hightstown, 
NJ 08520. Bob and I will celebrate our 30th anniversary on November 
23, 1993 (day after Kennedy assignation) . In August we spent 4 days 
in Las Vegas with Dottie Fanelle Brown and husband Doug . (Bob's 
closest friend from high school) . It was lots of fun. 
Class of 1 964 
Margaret Grace David (George) , 1338 Partridge Lane, Villanova, PA 
19085. In 1994 it will be thirty years since we left the James R. Martin 
Student Residence . If only those walls could talk. Hope the class of 
'64 turns out in force . See you all then , Best regards to all. 
Barbara Nase Anderson (Robert), 2264 Coathbridge Drive , German-
town , TN 38139 . It's been a busy year. I began working full time 
at Germantown Community Hospital. David 's ice hockey team won 
Southeastern region . Cheryl spent her junior abroad studying at the 
Sorbonne. Bob, Dave , and I enjoyed visiting her over the holidays , 
we had a wonderful time. 
Isabelle Kroupa Erb (William) , 412 Schollar Lane , Springfield , PA 
19064-1719. Our oldest son , Jay was married in June in Cape Cod , 
MA. I can 't believe next year is our 30th. 
Judith Lingenbrink Linker (Robert) . 306 Grayling Avenue, Narberth , 
PA 19072. Bob and I are fortunate that our son Keith found a job as a 
civil engineer in L.A. With the final tuition payment made for Eric's 
college education , we decided to treat ourselves . Bob took a sabbatical 
year, 1 quit my job and we spent 9 weeks traveling through Hawaii , 
New Zealand and Australia . 
Donna Rockhill Ruggieri , 1900 Bay Area Blvd . #208, Houston , TX 
77058. I continue to work in the emergency department, and enjoy 
traveling and playing tennis in my spare time. My son Scott is 26 and 
working as an engineer at the Cape in Florida. 
Mary Lou Woerner Schubel (Dave) , Rt 1, Box 53-A, Broad Run , VA 
22014. Dave and I like Northern Virginia very much. David and Dan 
live in Pennsylvania, so we see them more frequently than when we 
lived in North Carolina. I'm working at Springwood Psychiatric Insti-
tute on a prn basis, I enjoy the work. 
Susanne Dvorak Klinger, Box 194, RD 1, Grandview Road , Wer-
nersville , PA 19565. I have been on disability retirement since April1 , 
1991 . 1 have been seriously ill but now on the road to recovery. I miss 
working after spending 26 years in psychiatric nursing . I'm making 
plans to do volunteer work in an Aids Hospice. I hope to see everyone 
at our 30th reunion . 
Lynn McMaster Nagatani (Ben) , 1513 8th Avenue , PO Box 811 , 
Delano , CA 93216 . Ben and I spent the month of June on vacation 
touring Japan. What a wonderful experience it was. Our daughter 
Seana, age 25 , is in college giving serious thought to JOinmg the 
nursing profession . Kelly, age 23 , has 2 semesters left before she 
completes the nursing program . She will be married March 19, 1994. 
1 recently achieved certification status through NAACOG in the area of 
neonatal intensive care . I continue to work in NICU in Bakersfield . 
Best regards to all . 
Beth Reed, 7 Majorca Court , San Rafael , CA 94903. I graduated in 
June from the University of California at Davis, family nurse prac-
titioner program . I'm in private practice with two family practice physi-
cians and 1 love it. I was also honored at graduation with the Correne 
Treguboff memorial outstanding student award . 
Class of 1965 
Lois Russell Foxen (Gary) , 2448 E. Orangeview Lane , Orange, CA 
92667 . 1 love my job with Amgen , Inc ., I find I really enjoy teaching 
and sharing my nephrology/oncology knowledge. I travel a fa1r amount 
of the time, I made a trip to Guam and Saipan via Tokyo , Japan the 
end of June. Hope everyone is well and getting ready for our 30th m 
two years. 
Anita Harbison Karpetzky (Tim , M.D.), Box 279 , Riderwood , MD 
21139. 1 stay busy keeping up with the twins (8 years old , bnght and 
pretty) , I also do volunteer work. Tim and I took the k1ds to Switzerland 
in the summer of 1992. We plan to try Egypt this year. We know we 
have only a few years until they're in their teens and refuse to go 
anywhere with us. I occasionally speak with Darlene Green Mooma 
who lives outside Washington , D.C . She and her husband enJOY a busy 
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Carolyn Widman Bohn (William) , 1262 Paso Fina Drive , Warrington , 
PA 18976. Hello to all my classmates . Our daughter Caryn , is an 
engineering student, she will be in her senior year at Delaware Univer-
sity. Greg , our son will be a junior at Penn State, also an engineering 
major. We are kept busy going back and forth between schools and 
football games. It 's a great life. 
Adrienne Lowe Daughenbaugh , 11 Forest Drive , Northfield , NJ 
08225. I'm working for Atlantic County Medical Examiner 's Office, I 
also work prn in nursing administration at Shore Memorial Hospital. I 
was promoted to member in the American Academy of Forensic Sci-
ences. My daughter, Lori moved to Florida in August 1992. Craig is at 
home, school plans pending. 
Dorothea C. Hamilton, 352 Lenape Lane , Chalfont , PA 18914. Once 
my family situation stabilizes following the death of my mother and 
my father 's open heart surgery I plan to return to nursing . 
Judith Abbott Getz (Donald , D. , M.D.), (Jeff '66), 1101 Airlie Road , 
Wilmington , NC 28403 . I love living here, fishing and sailing are 
hobbies. Don is a senior partner in his practice . I'm busy as a Stephen 
Ministry leader, training , administrating and supervising 28 lay minis-
ters . I would love to hear from others involved in Stephen Ministry. 
David (22) graduated from Guilford in May, he is going into ministry. 
Travis (19 1/2) will be a junior at UNC- Greensboro , in design. He 
illustrated a computer book, King 's Quest IV. It's in all B. Dalton and 
computer stores nationally. Kira graduated from high school , she took 
9 credits at UNC plus piano , cello , dance and was 1st in her class 
with a 5.0 GPA. She continues to amaze us and will be missed when 
she heads for college, although I look forward to "empty nest time. " 
Lorie Miles Eichfeld '65 has moved from Auckland , New Zealand to 
Bombay. 
Sandra Schmidt Kolodziej (John) , 5524 Alokoko Place, Dia-
mondhead, MS 39525 . We live in the same house , on the same street, 
but a new mailing address with our own zip code, a big event in our 
area. We now have legalized dock side gambling. Our children are 
almost on their own , Chris (26) is a Lt . in the Navy Supply Corps, 
USS Ponce, Norfolk, VA. Kelly (24) a Lt. (jg) , is discipline officer at 
Pensacola Naval Air Station. Kaaren (20) will be a senior at University 
of Notre Dame , majoring in biology. I'm working in the local emergency 
room . Anyone in the New Orleans area give me a call , 601 /255-7967. 
I'm looking forward to the "Big 30th " reunion in 1995. 
Barbara Ott Plamondon (Lynn), 5041 Barrowe Drive Tampa, FL 
33624 . Hi everybody. We remain busy and happy in Tampa. Lynn is in 
appeals with IRS- 22 years . I'm at St. Joseph's hospital in hemodialy-
sis. Kelly (24) is planning a wedding in 1994. Bridget (23) enters the 
University of Miami medical school in September 1993. Maureen (20) 
is a junior at Loyola (Baltimore) . Megan (18) is a senior in high school. 
Had a wonderful but short visit with my old roomie, Virginia Beyer 
lves this summer. 
Bonnie Sandt Inglis, 217 Cobblestone Drive, San Rafael , CA 94903 . 
My daughter, Erika, has completed her first year of college and is 
working two jobs. I've also been busy at work. Our newly merged 
hospital was just visited by JCAHO, the state inspectors, and the 
medical association all in one week. We passed with flying colors . 
Karen Lynch Bayers, William Henry Apts ., K-312 , Malvern , PA 
19355. My daughter, Leslie , was married on May 1, 1993. The cere-
mony took place on a beautiful beach in the Virgin Islands. Family and 
friends spent a week with the newlyweds in the islands celebrating 
their marriage and new life together. 
Mary K. Bennett Rocheleau (Franc), 14943 E. Adriatic Place , Aurora , 
CO 80014. I'm at the University of Colorado school of nursing , but I 
have new job responsibilities , director of community relations. I will 
be handling special events such as nightingale awards, community 
outreach and alumni. I designed this position . 
Class of 1966 
Suzanne Barclay Levine (David H.), 9983 Walnutridge Court , Cincin-
nati , OH 45242 . I'm deeply involved in our family 's lives - school , 
church , music, sports, and scouts. I draw on my nursing background 
frequently. Recently reviewing health and sex education curriculum at 
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the Middle School. I lead Moms in Touch , a group of mothers praying 
for our school system. Richard (14) will enter high school next year. 
Andrew (9) loves everything about life. David is neonatologist at Good 
Samaritan Hospital. 
Lenora Weiner Schwartz (Allen) , 12 Adele Drive, Richboro , PA 
18954. This year our son Gary graduated from Rutgers University and 
our son Eric graduated from high school. I'm active in school nursing. 
I'm looking forward to traveling to Japan this summer as a delegate 
with the Pennsylvania Education Omiya Exchange Program. 
Carol DuCoin Moan (James) , 1116 Linwood Avenue, Collingswood, 
NJ 08108 . I'm working full time in the PACU at Cooper Hospital. My 
husband , Jim and I keep busy with skiing in the winter and boating in 
the summer. Our son , Jim graduated from Georgia Tech as an electri-
cal engineer. He 's attending graduate school. 
Patricia Downey Houck (Gary) , 7432 Wells Drive , Harrisburg , PA 
17112. Our life continues to whiz by. Gary Jr. , is 17 and thinking of 
college. Kara (8) is saving her money for Penn State . Gary Sr. , and I 
are involved in all the children 's activities. 
Bonnie Ann Crofford, 45 Sullivan Road , Wayne, PA 19087. My mother 
Anna Woodring Crofford '33 was in a very serious car accident in 
November 1992. She is still recovering from the multiple injuries. This 
necessitated my changing jobs so I could be closer home and spend 
more time at home. 
Nancy Scull Brainard, 6323 NW 37th Terrace, Gainesville, FL 32606. 
I'm clinical nurse specialist at Gainesville UAMC which is an ideal 
position for developing one 's creativity while having an impact on 
outcomes, and I'm committed to a variety of wellness activities and 
step classes. I'm also learning how to get the most from a new home 
computer. My daughter, Stephanie (23) is at the University of Florida, 
and my son , Aidan (20) is doing well at Florida State. 
Clare Marie Karabasz, 5810 Arch wood Drive, San Antonio , TX 
78239-141 0. I retired from the Army Nurse Corps on January 1 , 1992. 
Carol Denise Kolsky (Martin) , 2809 Battery Place NW, Washington , 
D.C. 20016. Elizabeth (22) graduated from Columbia University in May. 
Gretchen (21) will be a senior at Wesleyan in Connecticut. Rebecca (14) 
finished 8th grade at Sidwell Friends School , where I teach first grade. 
Marty continues to run marathon and practice ophthalmology. 
Judith Kennett Tracy (John) , 4124 N. Lima Center Road , Whitewater, 
WI 53190. The "empty nest" syndrome will hit hard this year as Aaron , 
Sarah and Rebecca graduated from high school this year. Rebecca as 
valedictorian , and Sarah as salutatorian . All four will be attending 
college this Fall , I have added a part-time occupational health nurse 
position at General Motors to my schedule . 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
If you worry, why pray? If you pray, why worry? 
Patience: the ability to idle your motor when you feel like 
stripping your gears. 
Don't talk unless you can improve the silence. 
There is a light for you straight ahead, but you have to keep 
your chin up to see it. 
It's nice to be important, but it's more important to be nice. 
Don't go where the path leads. Rather, go where there is no 
path and leave a trail. 
Marriage should be a duet! - when one sings, the other 
claps. 
If a man has common sense, he has all the sense there is. 
Having it all doesn't necessarily mean having it all at once. 
Love is a friendship set to music. 
Verna McCafferty Walters, 409 Chandlee Drive, Berwyn , PA 19312. 
I'm recovering well from my accident in April1989. I hope to be back 
to work soon. Jeff orthopedics is still the best. 
Bessie Piro McGrath (Frank} , 829 Sheridan Drive , Easton , PA 18042. 
I continue to work full time at a busy allergy and immunology office. 
Our oldest daughter, Karen graduated from Temple in 1992 and will 
be attending graduate school this Fall. Our younger daughter, Heather 
will be a sophomore at the University of Pennsylvania. Our youngest 
child , Sean graduated from high school , and will start college this Fall. 
My husband , Frank and I will celebrate our 25th anniversary this year. 
Class of 1967 
Karen Lawer Bedell (John} , 110 Georges Drive , Hollister, CA 95023. 
I was honored with "Faculty of the Year" award by my colleagues at 
Gavilan College. All is well in California. Patrick is a senior physics 
major at UC , Santa Cruz. Matthew is a junior math major at Gavilan 
College and Jeffrey is a junior in high school. I would love to hear 
from Jackie and Eileen . 
Chris Schubele Holmberg (David} , 847 Colony Way, Worthington , 
OH 43235 . Life turned us upside down this year with a job move for 
my husband that turned into a loss of work and rebound into us 
buying our own business . I moved to a "fuller " time position in a new 
agency to serve women in a crisis pregnancy. Jen will be a junior in 
college this Fall , and Sandy a senior in high school. Erica will be a 
freshman in high school. I often wonder about Marilyn Scelba, Elaine 
and Laurie. Drop me a line. Rita and I keep in touch . 
Suzanne Stevens, 304 Habersham Road , Thomasville , GA 31792 . 
It's true! I have moved to Georgia. I'll miss my classmates at the '93 
Alumni Luncheon. I continue to work in psych nursing . Carol Schaef-
fer, write to me. 
Marilyn Ruble Scelba (James} , Suddenly Farm 323 Main Street, 
Medford , NJ 08055 . The children are growing up fast. Megan (21) in 
nursing school , Kelly (19) at Wesley College in Delaware, and Erin (14) 
will be a sophomore in high school. I'm a school nurse in Medford , 
NJ and Jim is teaching . Most of our free time is spent at our condo in 
Annapolis . 
Carolyn Senkowsky Housman (Leland}, 4878 Avion Way, San Diego , 
CA 92115 . I continue to manage my husbands "ever changing" medi-
cal practice. I'm also attending college for a degree in business . 
Class of 1968 
Virginia Bozarth Waldron (Robert} , 8401 Grandhaven Avenue, Upper 
Marlboro , MD 20772. I'm working for the Department of Defense as 
an analyst. Bob is with the Department of Energy. Vicki will be a junior 
at Clemson University and Teppi will be a junior in high school. Both 
are doing well. 
Margaret Powell Bischoff (Howard), 122 Mill Road , Oreland , PA 
19075. I'm patient care coordinator at Belmont Hospital. All is well for 
us. Our oldest , Michele got married in October 1992. Our son Howard 
is in college. I did critical care nursing for years then went into psych 
for a break. Remember Byberry and strawberries on everything we 
ate. Fortunately, psych has experienced great strides since those days. 
I enjoy working in this field very much . 
DON'T WE KNOW IT! 
The typographical error is a slippery thing and sly; 
You can hunt it 'til you 're dizzy, but it somehow will get by. 
'Til the fornis are off the press, it is strange how still it sleeps; 
It shrinks down in a corner, and it never stirs or peeps. 
That typographical error is too small for human eyes, 
'Til the ink is on the paper, when it grows to 
mountain size. 
The remainder of the issue may be as clean as clean can 
be ; 
But the typographical error is the only thing they'll see. 
- Bethany Christian Church 
Odessa, TX 
Mary Squires Getz (Robert R.) , R.R. #1 , Box 1004, Dushore , PA 
18614. Our son , J.T. graduated from high school in June 1993. Megan 
will be a senior in high school next year. My husband Bob and the 
children are very active in sports . 
Kathleen Suber Carlson Mebus, 10 Dogwood Court , Camp Hill , PA 
17011 . I can hardly believe that 25 years have passed since gradua-
tion. After 18 years with the State Nurses Association I have changed 
positions and now work for the Hospital Association of Pennsylvania. 
I continue to lobby and enjoy it. 
Halina Piekarska Warmbrod (Jim) , 33 Natchez Place, Jackson , TN 
38305. Hello everybody. I'm back at work, and I love it. I do hospice 
nursing for our local hospital. Stephanie graduated from college in 
May and Monica will graduate in December. James will be a senior at 
Boarding school in North Carolina. We are happy and blessed. One of 
these years I would like to see you all. 
Elizabeth Masten Cahall (Arthur B.}, 120 West Street, Harrington , 
DE 19952. I've done it! Gone back for my BSN . Kathy graduated in 
June and is deciding on colleges. Drew is a typical teenager, we will 
have 2 in college next year, pray for us . 
Karen Barnum Kushto (Wilfred) , 114 Flagstaff Road , Philadelphia, 
PA 19115. I made a career move to infection control at Holy Redeemer 
Medical Center at Meadowbrook, PA. Will is with the Philadelphia 
District Attorney's Office. Christopher (12) and Andrew (7) keep me 
busy. Happy 25th Anniversary. 
Anne Vogel Clayton (Brian) , 806 Washington Street, Toms River, NJ 
08753-6829. Goodness, who has time to stop and realize how quickly 
time passes! Brian and I keep busy with our Propane business which 
has constantly changing regulatory and financial requirements , rather 
like the health care industry. That has certainly seen many changes 
since we graduated 25 years ago . We attempt to direct our progress 
and growth . It is a challenge, but it's satisfying to be in a position to 
influence change . Hi to all . 
Jeanne Kane, 670 Georges Lane, Ardmore , PA 19003. I finally fin-
ished my MSN , I graduated with a masters in nursing administration 
May 16, 1993, almost 25 years after finishing my diploma at Jefferson. 
Class of 1969 
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Sharon Fewer Foytlin (Allen) , 17111 Wunder Hill Drive, Spring , TX 
77379 . I went to work for Gerenex the CNS division of Glaxo , as a 
pharmaceutical representative the summer of 1992. Between my job 
and keeping up with 4 children (2 driving teenagers) time is flying by 
quickly. 
Linda Lake Boyle (David 1.), 3889 S. Helena Street, Aurora, CO 
80013-2506. David and I continue to enjoy the mountains and weather 
of Colorado. We bought a small mountain retreat and are busy fixing 
it up. Mark is 8, Kristine 7, and Reine 6. Hope all is well with fellow 
classmates. 
Dolores T. Hughes, 20762 Concord Green West, Boca Raton , FL 
33433 . Getting ready for our 25th?? Please keep me posted and let 
me know if I can help. 
Freda Gansky Feldman (Sid} , 818 Childs Avenue, Drexel Hill , PA 
19026. I work at the Pediatric Center in Plymouth Meeting , PA. Our 
oldest , Brett will be a junior at Cornell University, daughter Andrea, 
will be a sophomore at the University of Delaware , her major is nurs-
ing . Our youngest, Ryan will start high school the Fall of 1993. 
Vera Paoletti , 18 Buttonwood Road , Voorhees , NJ 08043. Can you 
believe it 's time to start planning for our 25th anniversary? Marilyn , 
are you ready? Hi to all my classmates. Cory (8) and I continue to be 
blessed . 
Marlene Sovin Burgess (Jack) , 2653 Flowing Springs Road , Spring 
City, PA 19475. Everyone is doing fine . Aria is almost 8 and Ryan will 
be 7. We are busy with local and school activities. I continue to work 
part time. Hello to all my classmates . 
Anne Smith Hennessey (David H.} , 621 Grove Street, Sewickley, PA 
15143. Things are quiet, except we're all a year older. Our greatest joy 
is our faith in God . All five of us are believers. 
Ruth Huff Iuliano {Charles} , 61 Appletree Lane , Sewell , NJ 08080-
3024. I'm working as a staff nurse in the delivery room at Jefferson. I 
graduated with my BSN at Jeff in 1991 . We recently moved to a new 
home, I have been busy furnishing and working on window treat-
ments. Our daughter, Jennifer graduated from college in May with a 
major in elementary education and a minor in psychology. She was 
married in July, so mom was knee deep in wedding plans, while dad 
warned about the expenses .. Our son, Chris graduated from high 
school in June and is hoping to take some liberal arts courses at a 
community college nearby. My husband works as an assistant supervi-
sor of Court Reporters for the State of New Jersey. He pursues piano 
and accordion as a relaxing pastime . A special hello to all my class-
mates from the class of '69 and the class of '91 , BSN program . 
Annie Eldredge Kahn (Joel R.} , 7616 15th Avenue, Takoma Park, 
MD 20912 . Hello to all my classmates. Lena is 15 years old and will 
be a junior in high school. Becky is 12 years old and will be in 8th 
grade . She will be having her Bat Mitzvah this September. I'm working 
in the emergency department at our local hospital. The hospital is 
doing some major construction which will include a new emergency 
department, intensive care unit and a helipad. We have had an increase 
in census due to the closing of a smaller hospital a few miles from 
our location . 
Marsha Morrison Perry (Russ) , 99 Lincoln Avenue, New Smyrna 
Beach, FL 32169 . Hello to everyone. I hope your life is full of love 
and happiness. Drop by and visit if "you all " come south . 
Kathleen Shanahan Huffman (Gerald} , 110 Plymouth Place, Mer-
chantville , NJ 08109. We're rapidly becoming empty nesters . We have 
2 in college, and 1 entering senior year in high school. All our daugh-
ters are well and happy. I'm selling real estate- again! Fox and Lazo 
in Haddonfield . Our 25th is approaching , classmates- are we going 
to party? I'll help organize. 
Melody Beatty Darrow (Doug} , 2529 Meadowcrest Way, Madera, CA 
93637. I hope to see everyone at our 25th reunion. 
Class of 1970 
Margaret Connors Marchant (Bill) , 23864 Strathern Street, West 
Hills , CA 91304 . I've slowed down some due to severe rheumatoid 
arthritis, but I continue to work 3 days a week. Anesthesia continues 
to be very challenging and enjoyable . Hope you 're all well. 
Alice Coligan Conte (Dan}, 845 Newton Avenue , Williamstown , NJ 
08094 . Robyn is 16, and Jason is 14. We are all happy and healthy. 
Sue Lin Hom, 2411 Harn Blvd ., Clearwater, FL 34626. 1'm coordinator 
of cardiac rehabilitation and heart and vascular evaluation programs 
at Morton Plant Health System . We're also expanding to another loca-
tion at Palm Harbor, Florida. Come and visit in Clearwater. 
Linda Fenning Johnson (Alan) , 88-G Whitehall Road , Williamstown , 
NJ 08094. I'm working in the PACU at Elmer Community Hospital. 
Christopher, 19, is a student at Stockton State College. Rachel , 13, is 
in eighth grade. 
Linda Hook Garbrecht (Fred} , 101 Manheim Avenue , Oaklyn , NJ 
08107. Our daughters , Debra, 15 is in 10th grade and Sharon , 14 is 
in 9th grade. How quickly they grow. My husband , Fred is a fire 
marshal. I'm nurse manager of the emergency department in Voorhees 
Division of West Jersey Health Systems. I'm very happy working here . 
Hi to all my classmates. 
CLOSING THOUGHT 
I'd rather be a could-be 
If I couldn 't be an are ; 
For a could-be is a may-be 
With a chance of touching par; 
I'd rather be a has-been 
Than a might-have been by far; 
For a might-have-been - has never been 
But a has-been was once an are. 
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Class of 1971 
Lt. Colonel Annette Brownstein, 2601 Park Center Drive, HC-1607, 
Alexandria , VA 22302 . My big news of the year is my wedding May 
15th to naval officer Michael Gene Shuma. We were married in Old 
Town Alexandria and honeymooned on- what else , a cruise. I prom-
ised Mike it wouldn 't be like any cruise he's been on before. Hopefully 
the Air Force and Navy will keep us together. 
Grace Ann Spena, 2551 S. Sartain Street, Philadelphia, PA 19148. I 
have been accepted into the American College of Healthcare Executives 
as a nominee. Working towards affiliate status . Hello to all my 
classmates 
Lynn M. Streeper, 511 Donna Circle, Broomall , PA 19008. I'm the 
nursing coordinator for our counties 911 bed ltc facility. In my spare 
time I'm continuing to explore the mind body connection in natural 
healing . So many wonderful possibilities. I would love to hear from 
classmates. 
Class of 1972 
Deborah waters wayne (Vince) , 6053 Wenrich Drive, San Diego , CA 
92120. I'm working at the UCSD as nurse manager of orthopedics 
and neuroscience. We both love San Diego . 
Kathleen Konrad, PO Box 622 , Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352 . I have 
been living in the San Bernardino Mountains with my 2 daughters for 
the past year. We love the 4 seasons again and our 4 wheel drive. In 
May 1993 I married Tom Battle , with a new name like that I may need 
a new career, wish I was a soprano. 
Denise Auerbach Wychowanec (Ray}, 821 Price Avenue, Glendora , 
NJ 08029 . Hi everyone! I'm at CHOP working in primary care as a 
pediatric nurse practitioner. Our son , Ryan (14) starts high school in 
September 1993, he has been accepted at Bishop Eustice Preparatory 
School. I can 't believe how old I'm getting . 
Christine Quinn Hodder (Phillip}, 4219 Hill Forest Drive, Kingwood , 
TX 77345. Hi everybody! We 're planning to move to Corpus Christi 
approximately 250 miles south . 
Class of 1973 
Phyllis Heller Fineman (Barry} , 410 Lake View Court, Langhorne, 
PA 19053. I can 't believe it 's been 20 years since we graduated . In 
March we celebrated Andrew's Bar-Mitzvah . 
Barbara Willey Blood (Jerry} , PO Box 1092, Haines, AK 99827 . 
Sorry I couldn 't be there to celebrate our 20th reunion . Although I 
keep a current Alaskan RN license the only nursing I do is teach 
childbirth classes and help at health fairs. I work part time at the 
public library and volunteer at our children 's school. Janie is 10 and 
Matthew is 8. 
Kate G. Felix (Scott D. Snyder) , 7 Silver Aspen , Littleton , CO 80127. 
I hope this finds everyone well and happy. We like Colorado very 
much , the people, weather and skiing. I have one more year of PhD 
classes and then it 's on to the dissertation. It 's great hearing from 
classmates at Christmas, I love seeing pictures of your kids . Do I feel 
old or What?? 
Eugenie Goldfarb Blaher (Neal J.} , 224 Sandlewood Trail , Winter 
Park, FL 32789. I found the last good guy left in the Orlando area and 
married him in September 1992. Benji , almost 10 is thrilled with our 
new family. I got tired of health department work, I'm now the clinical 
educator with Winter Park Home Health Care. It's great to be back in 
home care , a whole new life for us , and it's wonderful. Regards to 
everyone. 
JoAnne Bender, 37 Williamsburg Court , Glassboro , NJ 08028. Noth-
ing exciting this year except I'm working at a new hospital. I hope by 
the time we read this , we all had a wonderful time at our "20th" 
reunion . It's hard to believe. 
Susan Broadwater Franklin (Donald} , 800 Oxley Drive , Mechan-
icsville , MD 20659. Can you believe we 've been nurses for 20 years? 
The Franklin family is doing fine . Now that our children , Stephanie and 
Chris are in school all day, I've started working for Children 's Home 
Health Care almost full time. The job is a lot of fun and offers flexibility, 
which is helpful at this time . I hope everyone is doing fine . 
Mary Theresa Woltemate Stec (Robert) , 68 Fairfield Lane , Chester 
Springs, PA 19425. Hello everyone! I'm teaching ob/peds at Abington 
Memorial Hospital School of Nursing . I received my masters degree 
in nursing in August 1992. We moved to our new home in September 
1992. We are enjoying our 3 teenagers. Chris is 16 and 6 feet 4 inches, 
David is 14 and Theresa is 13. Have a wonderful year. 
Karen Baals Jaxheimer, 4919 Knable Lane, Trevose , PA 19053. 
Amanda will be a sophomore in high school and David will be in 
6th grade. My how time flies . Has it really been 20 years since we 
graduated? 
Shelah Hoberman Luber (Robert) , 3131 NW 82nd Terrace , Coral 
Springs , FL 33067. Florida life is wonderful. Robert 's practice is going 
well. Our kids are growing up so fast. Harold is 14, Mark 12, and 
Elizabeth 8. We're in the process of building a new home, things are 
going smoothly except for the 3 month building permit delay. Thank 
goodness Hurricane Andrew did not affect us. If any of my classmates 
come to Florida please look me up . 
Karen Huber Ciarrochi (John) , 512 Clothier Road , Wynnewood , PA 
19096. Matthew was born August 28 , 1992, 81bs-11 oz. Our lives 
have really changed . Michelle will be 13 and Stefanie will be 11 . we 
are all doing well. We wish the best to you . 
Carmella Giordano, 6607 N. 7th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106. I'm 
a family psychotherapist in private practice with offices in center city 
and Spring House , PA. 
Class of 197 4 
Maureen Kelly LeFevre (Michael) , 640 Cheyney Road , Springfield , 
PA 19064. I'm waiting to hear from fellow classmates with suggestions 
for our 20th reunion . Please contact me . I hope to see many of you 
at the luncheon in 1994. 
Christine Gilmore Fields (Roger) , 98 W. Lincoln Street, Media, PA 
19063. 1 finally found the right wedding dress in September 1991. 
Became a first time mom to a beautiful girl , Terry Ann in July 1992. 
Talk about change in one's lifestyle! I work at Bryn Mawr as diabetes 
clinical specialist. 
Maria Dildine Pepper (L. Douglas, M.D.), 105 Orchard Avenue , Belle 
Vernon , PA 15012. Hello to everyone who reads this . Twenty years 
"wow" let's celebrate at our reunion . Yes Maureen , I will help, just 
give me an assignment. May God bless each of you . 
Mary Jo Winning McMullin (Matthew) , 1620 Brittany Drive, Maple 
Glen , PA 19002. Hello class of '74. I work as a staff nurse on a part-
time basis at Abington Hospital. Our children are 8 and 14 years old. 
We have a busy schedule with work and the children 's sports activities. 
We spend most of the summer at the beach in Sea Isle City, New 
Jersey. 
Susan Sheaffer Cantwell (Jeffrey), 804 Plumtry Drive, West Chester, 
PA 19382. We are busy keeping up with Matt 15 and Katie 12. Besides 
being their taxi driver, I work part time at Lankenau Hospital. I'm 
looking forward to seeing many classmates at our 20th reun1on m 
1994. 
Debra Boyle Borkowski (Winslow) , 2538 Berwyn Road , Wilmington , 
DE 19810-3500. I graduated from the University of Pennsylvania on 
8/6/93 with an MSN in psychiatric mental Health nursing - family/ 
child . 1 hope to see you all at the luncheon in May 1994 for our 20th 
reunion . 
Class of 1975 
Carolann Dougherty Mashouf (Bijan) , 930 Indian Creek Way, Hors-
ham, PA 19044. Hi to all classmates! I work part t1me g1vmg out-
patient chemotherapy at North Penn Hospital 's Fox Chase Cancer Cen-
ter. Life is never dull for us. Jeff is 15 years old and Just1n IS 8. T1me 
is flying faster each year. I'm looking forward to our 20th reunion in 
1995. Can 't believe it will be 20 years . 
Linda Bingaman Napieralski , 133 Abbey Road , Voorhees , NJ 08043 . 
I'm part time clinical instructor at both Jeff and Gloucester County 
College. The girls are 7 and 6 years old . 
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Susanne McCullough Hoffman (Greg) , 2925 Chichester Lane , Fort 
Wayne , IN 46815-8550. I'm keeping busy with our children , Amanda 
13, Matthew 11 , Claire 8, and Rachel 6. Greg 's orthopedic surgery 
practice is also quite busy. 
Theresa O'Brien, (Mark Funt) , 1179 Plowshare Road , Blue Bell , PA 
19422. We have a new addition to our family, Meredith Rose , she 
recently turned one and her sister Caitlin , turned 5. I'm working part 
time at T JUH , for parent education and the maternal Infant un1t. OB 
nursing continues to be a challenge, especially with the new 24 hour 
discharges. 
Brenda Scott Hill (Arthur) , 3308 Polaris Street, Modesto, CA 95350 . 
I'm working for the world 's largest cannery- it 's an interesting job. I 
became certified as an occupational nurse this year. I have a wonderful 
husband . We have 3 children . 
Class of 1976 
Kathy Aukenbrand Cochlin (Robert) , 477 Stewart Drive, West Ches-
ter, PA 19380-1129. I finally bit the bullet and started full t1me 1n the 
nursery - SCN at Chester County Hospital. I figured as parents of a 
teenager, Karyn is 13 and Kelly is 9, college was not far behind . We 
celebrated our 15th wedding anniversary by taking a cruise this past 
January. What a life. 
Donna Orsine Simone (Joseph) , 340 White Oak Shade Road , New 
Canaan , CT 06840 . Connecticut is a great place to visit. We'd love to 
see some of our friends. 
Linda Thompson Torrens (Bob) , 706 Mallard Road , West Chester, 
PA 19382. We are all doing great. The 3 kids keep us busy. I'm working 
part time. Barb Heintz where are you? 
Marianne Hegarty Alexander (Robert) , 6565 Collins Avenue, Penn-
sauken , NJ 08109. We have 2 children , Leigh Anne , age 8, and Mark 
age 4. 
Karen Guida Shauger (Deane) , 1201 Trafalgar Lane , West Chester, 
PA 19380. I've finally finished my BSN . The kids are keeping Deane 
and 1 busy. Caroline is 5 and about to start kindergarten. DJ is 3 and 
always on the go. I'm working part time at Lankenau. 
Class of 1977 
Maureen Brady Fox (Robert) , 1631 Spinningwheel Drive, Lutz, FL 
35549 . In May 1993 I completed my MS in nursing with concentratiOn 
on oncology. I'm still pursuing an MBA, my career goals , execut1ve 
level of nursing administration . 
Pat Maro DeHart (Jim) , 27 Parkdale Place , Marlton , NJ 08053. The 
past 4 years I have worked for Mead Johnson in their ob/gyn division 
as a sales representative, I really love this job. I remarried in August 
1992 and have 3 children and 3 step children . I'm almost finished my 
BSBA after 8 long years. 
TAKE TIME 
Take time to WORK 
it is the Price of Success 
Take time to THINK 
it is the Source of Power 
Take time to PLAY 
it is the Secret of Perpetual Youth 
Take time to READ 
it is the Fountain of Wisdom 
Take time to WORSHIP 
it is the Highway to Reverence 
Take time to be FRIENDLY 
it is the Road to Happiness 
Take time to LAUGH 
it is the Music of the Soul 
Take time to DREAM 
it is Hitching your Wagon to a Star 
Take time to LIVE 
Karen Chilandese D'Aionzo (Gary) , 395 Catherine Street, Somerville, 
NJ 08876-2004. February 1993 Gary and I became parents to a baby 
girl , Bernadette Ann . I took a maternity leave from the College of St. 
Elizabeth in Convent Station , NJ . I also work part time as a nurse 
practitioner at Willetts Health Center, Douglas Campus, Rutgers 
University. 
Judith McClellan Delucca (Leopoldo) , 2626 Woodland Drive, Ft. 
Dodge, lA 30501. I thoroughly enjoyed seeing all my classmates at 
the 1992 annual luncheon . It was our 15th anniversary and everyone 
looked great. We were "21 " again , if only for a day. 
Barbara Bachman Symons (Tom) , 3519 Oakmont Street, Philadel-
phia, PA 19136. I am completing my last paper for my MSN degree . 
I never thought I would do this back in 1977, but it feels great. This 
is my third graduation from Jefferson . Now I think I want to be a 
nurse practitioner, We 'll see. 
Karen Richard Emerle (Robert) , 726 Girard Avenue , Lansdale, PA 
19446. I'm trying to complete my BSN. I also enjoy my work as an 
ophthalmic nurse for a retinal specialist. Our two girls are growing 
fast , oldest is 13 and youngest is 8. 
Class of 1978 
Joan Wolbert Reimer (Chip) , 440-C Sunnyhill Avenue, Franklinville, 
NJ 08322. We are all healthy, happy and keep busy. I continue to work 
full time 7 AM-7 PM in West Jersey 's labor and delivery at Voorhees. 
Chip keeps active with running and cycling plus his full time job . I 
keep busy riding and showing my horse. We both enjoy gardening , 
yardwork, our animals and getting our boys where they need to be. 
Shawn is 13 and Kevin is 11-1/2. Both are active in church and school 
and the current extra curricular activities. 
Leslie Ann Wilkenson Stickley (William) , 546 Parkway Avenue , Penn-
del , PA 19047. 1993 is finally looking up for us. The last 3 months of 
1992 saw the death of my father-in-law and the loss of a dog we 'd 
had for 14 years . I had a major car accident. I wasn 't hurt but our 
son was , and our children at 10, 8, and 6 changed schools, causing 
lots of upset and upheaval. On the up side, I became a DON at Ambler 
Rest Center, I like it very much. Bill is busy looking for a restaurant 
and we keep on plugging . I can't believe it's been 15 years since we 
graduated . 
Regina lnsogna Schiavello (Michael) , 130 Congress Avenue , Oaklyn , 
NJ 08107 . In May 1974 I was honored to be escorted to my junior 
prom, by a very nice young gentleman. In February 1993 I was hon-
ored to marry that same young gentleman. We became reacquainted 
in 1988 and on February 20, 1993 at 10 o'clock in the morning we 
were wed. It was the happiest day of my life . We were surrounded 
by family and friends . Michael studied for aviation maintenance and 
graduated in April 1993. This , plus his engineering degree, should 
find us job hunting throughout the country. We're hoping it's close to 
home. I'm operating room orientation coordinator at Jefferson , I enjoy 
teaching. You learn a great deal about others and yourself. Hi to Diane 
S. and Barbara MeG., Michael and I both thank you . 
THE TATE FAMILY 
"You 've heard of the corny Tate family. They pervade ev-
ery organization. There is Dick Tate, who wants to run every-
thing. Ro Tate tries to change everything. Agi Tate stirs up 
trouble whenever possible (and lrri Tate always lends him a 
hand)." 
"Whenever new ideas are suggested, Hesi Tate and Vegi 
Tate pour cold water on them. lmi Tate tries to minic every-
one, DevasTate loves to be disruptive, and Paten Tate wants 
to be a big shot. But it's Facilli Tate, CogiTate, and MediTate 
who always save the day and get everyone pulling together." 
It ain't the individual 
Nor the Army as a whole 
But the everlasting teamwork of 
Every bloomin' soul. 
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Alice Leisch Guarino (Carl), 15 Oak Glen Drive, Malvern , PA 19355. 
Not much news here. It was good to see classmates at the luncheon 
in May. 
Maryann Mallee Bowman (Charlie) , 7132 Manhattan Lane, Chey-
enne, WY 82009. We moved again , now we're living in frontier country 
and in the winter I freeze. I graduated in May 1993, finally obtained 
my bachelor's degree. 
Jan Stasche Vanderveer (Harry) , Rt. #4 , Box 203-B , Buena Vista , 
GA 31803 . Hope 1993 finds each one of you pursuing your dreams. 
We love county life in the deep South . The 3 girls are growing up fast. 
My newest career choice is to home educate our children . I love being 
home and knowing the girls are learning the values of family life. They 
have advanced at a rapid pace in their studies . A special "hi " to 
Joanne, Leslie , and Joan. 
LuAnn Kopenhaver Vanaman (Olin) , 2228 Pleasant Avenue, Glenside , 
PA 19038. In January we welcomed Megan Thelma into the world . 
Parenthood is a new and exciting experience for us. Chris McCloskey 
where are you? 
Deborah Jones, 13 Derry Lane , Hudson, NH 03051. I'm a Justice of 
the Peace in New Hampshire. Marriages are free , but if you get a 
divorce it will cost you $50 .00 . Best wishes to all my classmates. 
Linda Heinold Muelenaer (Brian) , 18 Bow Creek Drive, Mountaintop , 
PA 18707. Trying something new, I will be partners in a Child Care 
Center, I'm in charge of health and safety, my partner is in charge of 
education . Wish us luck! 
Theresa Franzone Snell (John), 7605 Tortola Bay Lane , Las Vegas , 
NV 89128. We are doing well. Tori is a year old and keeps us very 
busy. I graduated from UNLV on December 18, 1992 with my BSN 
and was inducted into Sigma Theta Tau. Hopefully I can begin my 
master's program once we get settled on the East coast. John has 
decided to do a pain fellowship for one year. With luck, we will be at 
either Bonman Gray in North Carolina or University of Virginia in 
Charlottesville . Both are places we would love to call home. Sorry I 
couldn 't make the luncheon this year. 
Janet Holliday Reed (David , M.D.), 159 Lost District Drive, New 
Canaan , CT 06840. I had hoped to make the luncheon but as we 
moved that weekend it didn 't work out. I'm busy with Jessica (8) , 
Lindsay (6) and David (4) . I work in David 's office part time and seem 
to do endless volunteer work. All in all I'm very happy and wonder 
how you are. 
Carol Miller Muller (Carl), 192 Hooten Road , Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054. 
Erika is 8 years old and will be in 4th grade this Fall. We're involved in 
brownies and softball. I'm working 12 hours 7 P to 7 A full time in 
labor and delivery at West Jersey, Voorhees. We 're very busy, almost 
5,000 deliveries a year. the second highest in New Jersey. This sum-
mer we 'll be moving. We bought a big farm house in Mt. Laurel , NJ. 
It needs a lot fixing up . We have started working on it. It will keep us 
busy for at least the next 10 years . We are all happy and healthy. 
Linda Parr Southwick (Steven) , RFD #2, Box 121-H, Highfields 
Road , Wilton , NH 03086. 1993 began with a move into our newly 
built home in the country, we love it. I'm a full time mom to Emily 
who will be 6, on 9/1/93, Daniel was 4 on 6/8/93 and Noah was 1 on 
3/18/93. Hello to all my T JUH friends . 
Christine McCloskey Ferry (John) , 53 Memel Drive, Thornton, PA 
19373. I'm not working as a nurse , instead my husband and I are 
serving nurses as owners of Moriarty's Restaurant , 1116 Walnut 
Street. Work and three boys (ages 8, 5 and 3) keep me busy. greeting 
to all my classmates . 
Sheryl Schwartz Bar-on (Gad) , 90 Knollwood Drive, Cherryhill , NJ 
08034. We've been married 15 years. IIana is 11-1 /2, Arrella is 10 and 
Tal is 4. I started working in home care 4 years ago (Lourdes Home 
Health). I really enjoy this blossoming field . 
Sharon McNeal Yuras (Richard) , 12731 Builders Road , Herndon , VA 
22070. I have 3 courses to go to complete my masters in counseling . 
It's hard to believe we have a son entering junior high , and a 3 year 
old . I'm employed in the emergency department of HCA Reston Hospi-
tal Center. I enjoyed the 15 year reunion. Patty, Rosemary and Debbie, 
where were you?? 
Maryann Mallee Bowman (Charlie) , 96-A Fort Warren Avenue , Chey-
enne , WY 82001-7009. I'm in my last year of the BSN program at the 
University of Wyoming . Our two children are doing well. Hopefully 
we'll only have one more move with the Air Force next summer and 
Charlie can retire in four years. 
Joanne Stock Petrelli (Gene), 9585 Paseo Temporada, San Diego, 
CA 92129.We love living in San Diego. Gene will teach elementary 
school upon retiring from the Marine Corps in 1994. I'm in the Navy 
and I love it. Joey is 11 , and Chris is 8. The weather here is great 
so- stop in . 
Rhonda Mote Pierce (Jeff), 321 Virginia Avenue , Phoenixville , PA 
19460. We are all well. Our little girl , Lindsey, had some surgery 
at Children 's Hospital this summer. I'm going to school at Villanova 
University in September. I'm working full time in ICU at Paoli Hospital. 
Jeff is a trainee at Villanova. Best to all! 
Class of 1979 
Cheryl Grimes Allen (Thomas) , 24 Edson Avenue Extension, Rutland , 
MA 01543. Hi everybody! Tom and I are enjoying life in New England. 
We have 2 children , Katelyn age 6 and Kyle age 2-1 /2. I'm working as 
an educator in prepared childbirth programs. 
Carmen William Russo, CRNA,MS (Robin) , 216 Salina Road , Sewell, 
NJ 08080. I'm chief CRNA at Kennedy Hospital and Robin is in the 
ICN. This will be our 5th year working across the hall from one another. 
We had a terrific vacation this year in Italy. It was especially nice 
because we went with our good friends Gene and Debbie (Timpana) . 
After midnight mass at St. Peter 's celebrated by the Pope, the 4 of us 
went to throw 3 coins in the fountain to bring "good fortune ". Robin 
would especially like to thank Debbie for loaning the 3 coins, since 
she left her handbag back at the hotel. 
Karen Hollander Bernardini (Richard) , 424 Dartmoor Road, 
Schwenksville, PA 19473. We moved into our new home in September 
1992. I'm working at CHOP part time in day surgery. I keep busy at 
home with Lisa (9) , David (7) and Michael (3). 
Sandra Lee Wilson, 1444 East Sherman Avenue, Salt Lake City, UT 
84105. I love living in Utah and take advantage of the many outdoor 
activities (skiing , hiking, camping, and fly fishing). I finished my mas-
ter's thesis and hope to start my doctoral in the Fall. Life is wonderful! 
Theresa McGlynn Rupp (Jim) , RD #5 , 23 Gaye Drive, Seafod , DE 
19973. Hello to the class of '79, hopefully we'll meet again at our 15th 
reunion . I can't wait to read about Carmen 's next exotic trip. 
Laurel Goldberg Gutter (Bruce), 349 Orchard Road , Springfield, PA 
17064. We moved from Northern Liberties to Springfield , I come to 
town for work at Pennsylvania hospital and school at Jefferson . Hello 
to everyone. 
Barbara Bradbury Stewart (Kenneth) , 76 Woodbine Way, Plymouth 
Meeting , PA 19462. I'm working full time in ICU and part time on my 
BSN at LaSalle University. Hi to Sharon , Debbie, Elaine and Cheryl B. 
Deborah Samuel Timpano (Eugene), 3 Sherring Way, Tabernacle , NJ 
08088 . I'm teaching childbirth classes for Jefferson. Most of my time 
is spent at home raising Eugene (9) , Chris (6) and Michael (2). 
Joyce Freidel Barkin (Peter, M.D.) , 33 Stony Brook Road , Weston , 
MA 02193. Peter and I are busy with our growing family. Ann 3 years , 
Claire 1-1 /2, and Rob 3 months. I hope to see many of you at our 
15th reunion. 
Judy DiCristofaro, 4213 Passmore Street, Philadelphia, PA 19135. 
Hi to all! I'm in rehab nursing as a case manager and still single. Met 
a great guy and who knows . .. ! See everyone at the 15th anniversary 
luncheon. 
M. Elaine Harkins Lack (Craig) , 1979 Woodward Drive , Wilmington , 
DE 19808. Our third child arrived this summer, a boy. I am enjoying 
being home with the children. Hello to fellow classmates. 
Sharon Miller Chilton (Mark) , 8110 Clearfield Road , Frederick, MD 
21702. Everyone is doing fine . Our schedule has become unbe-
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lieveable. Matthew is 8, Craig is 6 and Daniel is 2-1 /2. We have been 
working with our architect for the past 2 years on house plans. We 
hope to have a new home by Spring. I'm working in Mark's office, 
they recently had a new associate join the practice. 
Class of 1980 
Carolann McNeil Pilla (Tim), 3 Arborwood Court, Sewell , NJ 08080. 
Tom is 7 years old and will be in 3rd grade, Timmy is 4-1 /2 and will 
be in Kindergarten. Julianne and Jennifer are 2 years old. They keep 
me out of trouble. 
Mary Ann Mullen Ragone (Louis) , 28 Dogwood Lane, Turnersville, 
NJ 08012. I'm working part time on 13th Pavilion at TJUH . Louis is 
8-1 /2 years old , Christina is 6-1 /2, and Daniel is 3-1 /2. Their extra 
curricular activities keep Lou and me very busy, but we enjoy every 
minute of it. 
Bernadine Gramata Kopicki (Tony) , 6606 Woodcrest Avenue, Phila-
delphia, PA 19151. On August 8, 1992, Tony and I welcomed the 
birth of our son Drew, weighing in at 7 lbs. 15 oz. I resigned from my 
position as Radiology nurse at Northeastern Hospital to become a "full 
time mom." Hello to all my classmates. 
Donna Kloss Casey (Joe), 14 Bently Drive, Sterling VA 20165-6004. 
I'm working part time on a surgical/orthopedic unit at Reston Hospital 
Center, Reston , Virginia. The kids take most of my time and all of my 
energy. In 1993 Christopher, Jamie and Katie will turn 8, 6, and 4. 
Susan Albrecht Curcio (Joseph) , 3561 Edgewater Lane, Brookhaven , 
PA 19015. Kyle (8) and Christopher (4-1 /2) welcomed the birth of their 
sister, Tara Alyssa, on March 10, 1993. Our family is now complete. I 
work full time as CNIII in Jeff 's SPU, and Joe enjoys his work in Jeff's 
E.R . Life is good , we're all happy and healthy, and I hope the same 
for all my classmates . Keep in touch . 
Anne O'Malley Delengowski (Tom) , 113 Weston Avenue , Gloucester, 
NJ 08030 . Kaitlyn Anne is 7 years old and Thomas , Jr., (T.J.) is 5 
years old. We're proud to announce the birth of their brother Joseph 
Frederick in October 1992. I'm working as a CNS in hem/one at Jeffer-
son . A special hello to all of my 1980 classmates. Hope all is well. 
Kathleen O'Brien Shindle (John), 543 Justice Drive, Marlton , NJ 
08053. I'm working part time at TJUH on 9W/NW (orthopedic unit). 
We moved into our new home on July 3rd 1993. We keep busy raising 
our 3 children , John 7-1 /2, Daniel 6, and Erin Marie 4. 
Donna Lindenmuth Cowhey (Daniel) 302 Roslyn Avenue, Glenside, 
PA 19038. I have been working in home care for 9 years. I'm working 
for VNA of Eastern Montgomery County. The kids are growing up fast, 
Danny is 9-1 /2 and Devin is 5-1 /2. 
ENGLISH SIGNS IN OTHER 
COUNTRIES 
Japanese hotel: 
You are invited to take advantage of the chambermaid . 
Hong Kong supermarket: For your convenience, we 
recommend courteous, efficient self-service. 
Zurich hotel: Because of the impropriety of entertaining 
guests of the opposite sex in the bedroom, 
we suggest you use the lobby for this purpose. 
Moscow hotel room: If this is your first visit 
to the USSR you are welcome to it. 
Norwegian cocktail lounge: Ladies are requested 
not to have children in the bar. 
Budapest zoo: Please do not feed the animals. 
If you have suitable food , give it to the guard on duty. 
Debbie Schiefer Beveridge (James), 1404 Charlotte Way, Carrollton, 
TX 75007. I'm working part time in a busy pediatric office. Casey is 6 
years old and started first grade August 11th. Shannon is 16 months 
old and a lot of fun. 
Clare Relay Ebersole (Thom) , 11 Marple Lane , Plymouth Meeting , 
PA 19462. Hello everyone. We 've had a great summer, and now we're 
getting into the pre-school routine. Tommy, 7, will be in second grade, 
Jake, 5, will be in full day kindergarten , Chad, 3, starts pre-school 2 
half days a week. Luke, 21 months will be home full time, to keep me 
in line. I'm working per diem at HUP in the operating room and full 
time at home. 
Class of 1981 
Christine Kopistansky, 7940 Church Road , Rockledge, PA 19111 . 
Hello to everyone in the class of 1981. All is well. I'm working with 
Hahnemann's cardiac cath team. I wish you all good health . 
Irene Babins Repka (Mark, TJMC '81), 6 Gladden Road, Annapolis , 
MD 21401. Hello to everyone. I left nursing to sell antiques , I love it. 
It's hard to believe Ricky will be 5 years old and Kelsey Rose 4. Time 
goes so quickly. 
Debra Graham McGarry (Daniel), 15044 North 43rd Street, Phoenix, 
IV. 85032. My husband Dan, was transferred to Phoenix, Arizona. 
Dan and I and our son Alex are trying to get adjusted to southwestern 
living. For now I'm a full time mom and enjoying every minute of it. 
Susan Sheaffer Schwab (Michael) , 41 Alberta Terrace, Walnut Creek, 
CA 94596. I've been home with the kids for the last few years. Michael 
and I have 2 boys, Jonathan 5 and David 2. I hope to return to nursing 
someday. Hi to everyone. 
Class of 1982 
Theresa Heim Cook (Jim), 104 S. Crestwood Drive , Danville, PA 
17821. Jonathan 8-1 /2, Lisa 6, Laura 2, and Sara Terese a darling 
baby girl who arrived on March 2, 1993, keep Jim and me busy and 
happy. Hi to the class of '82. 
Maryann Heinick Leonard (Jack) , 5 Poppy Lane, West Grove, PA 
19390. I keep busy at home with John 2-1 /2 and Andrew 1. I hope all 
is well with the class of '82. 
Duane Stanton (Colleen), Viola Road , PO Box 265 , Kimberton , PA 
19442. Colleen and I are living in Kimberton with our 2 children. 
Kelsey is 4, and Dewey is 2. I'm working in Paoli Memorial Hospital 
cardiac cath lab . 
Francine Pollock Miller (Bill) , 108 Winfield Court, Fairless Hills, PA 
19030-3316. Things are going well. We have two children , Eric 5, and 
Tammy 3. I'm working at Episcopal on weekends. I' ll see you at our 
15th or 20th. 
Barbara Kominsky Leone (Chuck) , 193 Leonard Avenue , Clarksboro , 
NJ 08020. Chuck is the Mayor of East Greenwich Township , NJ. I 
have accepted the director of nursing position at Medbridge Physical 
Medicine and Rehab Center, West Deptford, NJ . The boys are 7 and 8 
years old and doing well. 
Susan Keeley Blomgren (John) , 304 Bayshore Drive , Venice, FL 
34285. I'm working 7PM-7AM in the newborn intensive care unit at 
Sarasota Memorial Hospital, Sarasota, Florida. I love it , the philoso-
phy, policies and procedures are so much like Jefferson, No more kids 
in college as of May 1993. Shannon works for the Federal government, 
he bought a house in the Philadelphia Art Museum area. Brendan 
graduated this year and went into the Peace Corps for 2 years. Kim 
graduated from Penn St School and nursing and will work at the 
Hershey Medical Center. I wish I could see my former classmates and 
their children. Write me, call me, come visit , we have lots of room 
and I'd love to hear from you. 
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Patty Jenkins Barnard, 3101 Oxford Valley Road, #713, Levittown , 
PA 19057. I'm employed by Independence Blue Cross as a case man-
ager, a new and very different venture . I am pursuing my degree and 
plan to complete my education in women 's studies. Nursing no longer 
holds the magic it used to. I'm enjoying my life and newly found 
interests. I wish you all well, and think of you often . Celebrate your 
diversity. Take chances. Question assumptions, and really enjoy 
yourselves. 
Susan Keeley Blomgren (John), 304 Bay Shore Drive, Venice , FL 
34285. Our children are finished college. I'm working in neonatal 
intensive care , Sarasota Memorial Hospital. This past year we traveled 
to China, London and Jerusalem. John is retired now and we have 
time to travel, to play golf and just have fun. What a year! 
"I AIN'T DEAD YET!" 
My hair is white and I'm almost blind, 
And the Days of my youth are far behind 
My neck is stiff, can't bend my head, 
can't hear half that's being said. 
My legs are hobbley, can 't hardly walk, 
but Glory be, I can still talk. 
And this is the message I'd have you get, 
I'm still a kicken, and I Ain't Dead Yet. 
Teeth are gone, my dentures new, 
they wobble about so I can hardly chew. 
My memory is poor, no good at all, 
so many things can't recall . 
I lost my tonsils long ago, 
and now my voice is harsh and low. 
My muscles ache when the weather's wet, 
but I can still move, and I Ain 't Dead Yet. 
My joints are stiff, won't move in their sockets 
and nary a dime is left in my pockets. 
So maybe you think I am a perfect wreck; 
To tell you the trught, I look like heck. 
But still I'm having lots of fun, 
and my heart with joy is overrun; 
I've lots of friends so kind and sweet, 
and many more I seldom meet .. . 
Oh this is a wonderful world of ours, 
shade and sunshine and beautiful flowers. 
So you can take it from me, you can bet, 
I'm glad I'm living, and I Ain't Dead Yet. 
I have corns on my toes, and ingrown nails, 
and do they hurt? Language Fails! 
To tell all my troubles would take too long, 
even if I tried, you'd give me the gong. 
I go to church and Sunday School, too, 
For I love the story that's never new, 
and when I get to the end of my row, 
to that Heavenly home up there I'll go. 
And when I leave this house of clay, 
If you will listen closely, I'm apt to say 
"Well folks, I've left you, but don't forget. 
I've just passed on, I AIN'T DEAD YET". 
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TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR RELIEF FUND BENEFITS 
1. Membership in the Association for one year preferred. However, all requests will be given consideration. 
All things being equal , members will be given first consideration. 
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4. Please have the following references sent to the Chairman, Scholarship Committee: 
Director or Dean of the school you plan to attend 
Director of the program at the time you graduated from your basic program 
5. Positions held. Arrange in sequence, listing present or last position first. 
Title of Position Name of Employer Address Dates of Employment 
6. Are you a member of the Alumni Association?-----
7. List your activities in professional organizations. 
8. Proposed program of study and plans for your future professional career: 
School in which you are enrolled ----------------------------------------------
Address of school ______________________________________________________ __ 
Tuition cost ______ Other expenses ______ Amount of scholarship desired -----
Describe Program (Continue on the back, if necessary) . 
9. Financial assistance available to you : (state amounUs) 
Scholarship ----------------------------- Loans __________________________________ _ 
Work reimbursement----------------------- Other-----------------------------------
Signature ----------------------------------------------------- Date ---------------------
REVISED NOVEMBER 1987 
MARCH 1984 
OCTOBER 1976 
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THE CLARA MELVILLE-ADELE LEWIS SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
of the 
JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 
834 CHESTNUT STREET, SUITE 315 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107-5127 • (215) 955-8981 
Purpose: To assist members of the Alumni Association in the pursuit of college preparation for a degree in nursing. 
General Requirements: 
Awards: 
Membership in the Alumni Association (Continuous membership from the time of graduation is preferred) . 
At least one year of professional experience as a registered nurse. 
Enrollment full-time, or part-time (for a minimum of six credits per semester), in an accredited program, leading 
to a degree in nursing. 
Two satisfactory references. 
Scholarships may be awarded annually to applicants meeting the general requirements. 
All other things being equal , preference will be given to those who have been most active in the Alumni Associa-
tion, and who have most nearly completed degree requirements. 
Application Procedure: 
Applications are available from the Chairman, Scholarship Committee, Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association 
(Thomas Jefferson University, 834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107-5127 Tele-
phone (215) 955-8981 ). 
Submit applications with references at least four weeks prior to the regularly scheduled meetings of the Alumni 
Association (second Tuesday of September, November, January, March, and the annual meeting in May) . 
Each application is given careful consideration and considered on a first come, first served basis. 
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Amended November 1987 
March 1984 
Spring 1978, 1982 
Fall 1977, 1976 
JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI MEMBERSHIP 
Wife 
or 
Present Name _______ Husband _________ _ 
Name When Graduated ____________ Year--
Present Address-------------------
Street and Number 
City and State Zip Code 
Area Code ___ Telephone No.------------
Employment Position-----------------
Social Security Number-----------------
Date Dues Paid-------------------
Dorothy A. Cloud, Treasurer 
-----------------------------------------------
YEARLY STATEMENT 
Membership - All those actively engaged in the Nursing profession or 
desiring membership in the association . (See By-Laws) 
Dues $10.00 per year. 
Please complete the above card and return with Check, Money Order or 
Postal Note made payable to: 
JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
Thomas Jefferson University 
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127 
(215-955-998 1) 
Respectfully yours, 
DOROTHY A. CLOUD 
Treasurer 
Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association 
Thomas Jefferson University 
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127 
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PINS 
Jefferson pins may be purchased from J.E. Caldwell and Company, Chestnut and Juniper Streets, Philadelphia, PA 
19107 (graduates prior to 1969) and from Neal Abrams, Inc., 740 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106 (graduates 1969 
and after) . 
Identification may be obtained by directing correspondence to the Director, Student Affairs and Services, College of 
Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University, 130 South 9th Street, Suite 709, Philadelphia, PA 19107-5233. Telephone 
(215-955-8189) . 
TRANSCRIPTS 
All requests for transcripts must be submitted in writing to the Registrar, College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas 
Jefferson University, 130 South 9th Street, Suite 711 , Philadelphia, PA 19107-5233. Telephone (215-955-8894). Requests 
should be submitted at least a month prior to the date needed, giving the name of the institution to which you want them to be 
sent. There is a $3.00 fee for each transcript. Checks should be made payable to the College of Allied Health Sciences, 
Thomas Jefferson University. 
CLASS ADDRESS LISTS 
Class lists are available from the Alumni Office coordinators at a charge of $2.00 per list. Enclose a long, self-addressed , 
stamped envelope. If you write to the Alumni Association, use your first name, maiden name, married name, and year 
graduated. Make checks payable to Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association. 
Please notify the Alumni Office coordinators of any corrections, marriages, deaths or changes of address. Help us keep 
errors at a minimum and our files accurate. Direct correspondence to: Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association, Thomas Jefferson 
University, 834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315, Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127. Telephone (215-955-8981 ). 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM 
PRESENT NAME------------------ SPOUSE'S NAME _________ _ 
NAME WHEN GRADUATED----- --- --------- ------ YEAR ____ _ 
FORMER ADDRESS ___________ ____________________ __ 
NEW ADDRESS _____________________ ___________ _ 
PRESENT PHONE NUMBER (Area Code)----- ---------
PRESENT POSITION-------------------- ------------
PERSONAL NEWS _______ ______________ __________ _ 
Mail to: Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association , Thomas Jefferson University, 834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315, Philadelphia, PA 
19107-5127, Telephone (215-955-8981). 
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JEFFERSON NURSES ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
PHILADELPHIA 
Dear Alumni: 
Regular meetings of the Alumni Association will be held on the 
following dates: 
September 14, 1993 March 8, 1994 
November 9, 1993 May 7, 1994-Annual 
January 11 , 1994 Meeting (Jeff Hall) 
Regular meetings will be held in Suite 315, Benjamin Franklin 
House, 834 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 4:30 P.M. 
This is the only notice you will receive. 
Dorothy Cloud, Treasurer 
NOTICE 
ANNUAL LUNCHEON & MEETING DATES 
MAY 7,1994 
Social Hour: 11:30 A.M. 
Luncheon: 12:30 P.M. 
JEFFERSON ALUMNI HALL 
1 020 Locust Street 
Philadelphia, PA 191 07 
ANNUAL MEETING: 10:00 A.M. 
Solis-Cohen Auditorium 
JEFFERSON ALUMNI HALL 
JEFFERSON NURSES' 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 
834 CHESTNUT STREET 
SUITE 315 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107-5127 
JEFFERSON NURSES' 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 
834 CHESTNUT STREET 
SUITE 315 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107-5127 
(215) 955-8981 
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